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Summary 
Since the very early years of this century, cmnn1unication systen1s have been 
subject to unparalleled growth in both capacity and network diversity. Voice con1-
n1unications, an ever do1ninant section of the n1arket, has largely n1otivated the de-
velopn1ent of n1any ne''' applications such as ISDN and Digital lVIobile Radio. VVith 
co1n1nunications infrastructure increasingly switching over to digital syste1ns, digital 
voice coding has been subject to feverish clevelop1nent in recent years. Vocoders, his-
torically muong the first speech con1pression systen1s, received great initial interest 
clue to their si1nple in1plen1entation. Although operating belov.r 4.8kbit/s , these sin1-
ple ea.rly vocoders were not capable of the quall,ty den1anclecl of public applications 
and therefore ren1ainecl a niche product·; n1ostly applied in private networks. Due to 
the in1portance of con1n1ercial public con1n1unications, vococlers have been relegated 
to the background of 1nainstrean1 research in the last decade by highly cornplex 
analysis-by-synthesis algorithn1s operating at rates between Skbit/s a.ncl 16kbit/s . 
However, with the quality of these systen1s apparently saturating at 6kbit/s , the 
application of very po\•verful digital processors to in1proved vocoder in1plen1entations 
has recently seen greater interest. 
This thesis reports on investigations into very lovv bit rate vocoder techniques, 
operating in the range of 2Akbit/s to 4.8kbit/s . Previous research into vocoders 
has clearly identified the accurate representation of the speech excitation signal as 
the greatest obstacle to high quality. The hybrid coders that have clon1inatecl the 
last decade are largely a result of this fact. ｜ｾｔｨｩｬ･＠ the characteristics of spectral 
envelope n1odelling in vocoders is discussed in this thesis, n1ost effort has been 
directed at the excitation proble1n. The characteristics of lnunan speech excitation 
are introduced along \•vith the critical problen1s of pitch detern1ination and synthetic 
excitation generation. Two n1a.in vococler studies are reported, both concentrating 
upon proposed excitation in1prove1nents to source-filter based vocoders. The first 
coder investigates a. purely analytical encoding of the speech excitation signal using 
cepstral analysis. The second project atten1pts to i1nprove a channel vococler by 
spectrally n1ixing voiced and unvoiced synthetic excitations, to better resen1ble the 
true 1nixed excitation nature of speech. 
Outline of Thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to build toward an understanding of the n1ain 
factors affecting the quality of vocoded speech. \iVith this background established, 
proposals for two source-filter vocoders with in1proved excitation and envelope Inod-
elling are described. · 
Chapter 1, provides a very brief introduction to the n1otives behind digital 
voice coding research and the in1portant design criteria. This is followed by an 
overview of the broad range of digital coding schen1es currently available for the 
diverse applications of speech coding. 
As a vocoder atte1npts to n1odel a speech production n1echanisn1 to produce 
speech that is n1erely ]JeTceptually silnilar to the original, chapter 2 reviews the 
topics of hun1an speech production and perception. The 1nost con1n1on production 
n1oclel, the source-filter 1nodel, is then introduced as this underlies all the vococlers 
studied during this research. In n1odelling speech as a convolution of an excitation 
signal with a vocal tract spectral filter, the problems of excitation and envelope 
analysis and synthesis are of parmnount ilnportance to source-filter vococlers. These 
problems are fully discussed in the following two chapters. 
Chapter 3 describes two very in1portant analysis tools often applied to the 
problen1 of spectral envelope analysis. The first, linear prediction, has found widespread 
application in the in1plen1entation of vocal tract digital filtering and the long-tenn 
spectral analysis of speech. As linear prediction is widely applied throughout this 
thesis, this chapter fully discusses the derivation lhnitations and the practical dis-
tortions and errors associated with the ｲｾＺ･ｴｨｯ､Ｎ＠ In the second part of this chapter, 
cepstral analysis is thoroughly defined and the spectral n1atching capabilities and 
typical processing errors in1portant to the vococler described in chapter 5 are in-
troduced. Cepstra.l analysis, a general deconvolution tool, is actually used for both 
envel8pe and excitation analysis in this thesis, chapter 5 includes a theoretical anal-
ysis of the excitation deconvolution process. 
Excitation n1odelling, the n1ost critical problen1 encountered in vocoding, ts 
discussed thoroughly in chapter 4. vVith the background of chapter 2, the Inain 
topics covered here include; i1nproved speech 1noclels, accurate excitation paran1eter 
estin1ation (pitch and voicing) and natural synthetic excitation generation proce-
dures. As both of the vocoders studied for this thesis concentrate on in1proving the 
excitation signal, this chapter provides the essential background to understanding 
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the following investigations. 
Chapter 5 describes the first vocoder investigated in the course of this research. 
This prop.osa.l is basically a linear prediction vocoder in which cepstral analysis is 
used to effiCiently and accurately encode the hnportant excitation features ren1aining 
in the LPC residual. The ain1s of this study are to augn1ent the spectral envelope 
1natching capabilities of the linear predictor and to atten1pt synthesis of an impulsive 
excitation train via cepstral ､･｣ｯｮｶｯｬｵｾｩｯｮＮ＠ A full theoretical exan1ination of the 
process of cepstral excitation deconvolution, with special relevance to speech-like 
waveforn1s, is provided. 
"Finally, chapter 6 describes a channel vococler in '"'hich the traditional voiced 
o·r unvoiced excitation is replaced with a spectrally n1ixed excitation. The spectral 
n1ixing of the two excitation con1ponents is relatively sin1ple using the synthesis filter 
bank of a channel vocoder. To begin the chapter, the inherent capabilities of tradi-
tional channel vocoders are discussed as background to the later in1provements. The 
crucially in1porta.nt specification process for the spectrally resolved voicing decision 
is then described, followed by the 1nodifications required to the channel synthesis 
procedure. In addition to the n1ixed excita.tion, in1proven1ents to inherent distortions 
in the channel a.n1plitucle analysis procedures are described in this chapter. 
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Chapter 1 
Digital Con1rnunications 
Since the introduction of voice telephony over a century ago, de1nand for increased 
capacity and new applications has been unrelenting. To n1eet this de1nand, long 
clmninant analogue systen1s are now rapidly being superseded by digital systen1s 
in n1a.ny applications. These applications include con1ponent parts of the public 
switched telephone networks and n1any newer appHcations such as satellite n1obile 
con1n1unications and terrestrial digital rnobile radio, n1ade feasible only by digital 
techniques. 
l\1any inherent advantages of digital systems, in tern1s of network architectures 
and transmission characteristics, have long been obvious. The switching of digital 
signals is very n1uch sin1pler than that of analogue and the signaling required for 
n1oclern auto1natic switching is inherently digital in nature. On the trans1nission 
front, digital signals are resistant to noise and crosstalk, can easily be regenerated 
and can be encrypted and error protected. The replace1nent of analogue 1nultiplexing 
and tra.nsn1ission cmnponents vvith digital processes also invariably offers in1prove-
1nents in syste1n perfonnance and capacity clue to the stability and homogeneity of 
digital hardware. 
The realisation of practical digital systen1s required great advances in n1any 
areas. lVIost in1portantly, rapidly evolving VLSI device technology in the fonn of 
fL - processors has enabled the practical i1nple1nentation of substantial an1ounts of 
digital processing in rea.l-tin1e. l\1odern network concepts such as integrated services 
digital networks and n1obile radio, while being a powerful solution to co1n1nunica-
tions problen1s, have equally been one of the greatest incentives for the introduction 
cligi tal speech coding. 
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Early coding proposals such as pulse code 1noclulation (PCM) suffered fro1n 
excessive bandwidth require1nents, a typical 4KHz, 34dB SNR telephone channel 
requiring a digital bandwidth of aln1ost 100KHz. Full realisation of the benefits of 
digital syste1ns has thus forced si1nultaneous develop1nent of algoritluns for digital 
signal processing and the efficient encoding of speech data. This research into con1-
pression techniques for digital voice data. has resulted in 1na.ny solutions to satisfy 
varied applications. This thesis reports on research undertaken on a sn1all subset of 
this broad spectrun1 of 1noclern speech coding 1nethocls. 
1.1 Digital Speecl1 Coding 
To integrate voice signals into n1oclern cmnn1unications networks, n1any varied cod-
ing sc:hen1es have been proposed. The n1ain ai1n of all such systems is to reproduce 
the best speech quality possible for the digital infonnation rate en1ployed. There are 
however, n1any other selection criteria and the relative in1portance of these is deter-
Ininecl by the exact nature of the intended application. Son1e of the 1nore i1nportant 
selection criteria for voice coding syste1ns are briefly introduced in the follovving list. 
• Speech quality - Of parmnount ilnpo(ta.nce for public services, quality can 
often be sacrificed in private networks 'ltr lower bit rates or lower con1plexity. 
Many n1easures of quality exist, either objective such as signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) or subjective/perceptual as in n1ean opinion scores (MOS). 
• Rob'l.tstness - The perforn1ance of con1pression algorithn1s with noisy sources 
and transn1ission channel errors is in1portant in n1any operating environn1ents, 
1nost notably in n1obile systen1s. 
• Complexity - The cmnplexity of an algorithn1 required to provide adequate 
·quality and robustness directly translates to the cost of the hardware required 
to ilnple1nent a coder and often to the power require1nents of the transceiver. 
• Voice-band data - The ability of the coder to handle non - speech, voiceband 
data signals such as 1noden1 and facsin1ile can be necessary. 
• Delay - Low processing delay n1ay be essential for smne syste1ns where the 
overhead of echo cancelling is unacceptable. 
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Figure 1.1: Quality vs bit ·rate for speech comp1'ession systems. 
The field of digital coding can be divided into two broad classes, generally 
referred to as HI avejo?"m. coding and So1.tTce codi·ng, along with n1any hybrids of 
the two. These classes are generally distinguished by the balance between qualHy 
and con1pression, figure 1.1, ＧｾＧ｡ｶ･ｦｯｲｮＱ＠ coding predon1inating for high quality, low 
｣ｯＱｮｰｾﾷ･ｳｳｩｯｮ＠ syste1ns ·while source coding sacrifices quality for reduced bit rates. 
The work described in this report is confined to speech source coders and this 
field will be discussed fully in the following chapters. To put this into context, there 
follows a brief discussion of these classes. 
1.1.1 Waveform coding 
Vvaveforn1 coders [16] atten1pt to produce an exact replica of the input signal wave-
form by trans1nitting a binary coded version of smne aspect of the signal. In its 
purest fonn (PC!VI), the signal a.n1plitudes are silnply digitised with appropriate 
resolution and san1pling rate for the signal clynmnic range and spectral content. 
Unfortunately, such a sin1plistic approach has a high bandwidth penalty, even for 
n1ere telephone ("toll'') quality con1n1unication. For speech coding to be practical 
requires the identification of features in the signal that can be represented 1nore 
efficiently than by direct coding, a process generally known as redundancy ren1oval. 
By the exploitation of general speech statistics such systems have reduced flexibil-
ity, in that non-speech signals ·with differing statistics and redundancies cannot be 
represented as accurately. The resulting tradeoff between redundancy re1noval and 
signal flexibility/ quality cletern1ines the suitable application areas for the coder. 
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In the first instance, the data rate of waveforn1 coders can be significantly 
reduced by consideration of long tern1 statistics of the input speech signal and per-
ceptual features of the hun1an auditory systen1. For exan1ple, the high probability 
density of low speech an1plitucles coupled with the ears' logaritlunic an1plitude sen-
sitivity enables the use of non-linear an1plitucle quantisation with little peTceived 
distortion. A long standing coding schen1e for PSTN and digital satellite con11nuni-
cations produces logarithn1ica.lly c01npanded data at 64kbit/s (16]. 
Further reductions can be achieved due to the low adjacent san1ple variance 
typical in speech. Differential Pulse Code l\!Ioclulation (DPCM) exploits this fea-
ture and also uses prediction based on tin1e invariant speech statistics to reduce 
the quantisation overhead required for each sa1nple. Thus, the trans1nittecl data is 
sin1ply the quantized difference of adjacent sarnples of the error signal between the 
input speech signal and the predicted speech signal. lVIany 1ninor n1ocli:fications to 
the basic DPClVI algorithn1 exist, such a.s the use of one bit quantisers in delta Inod-
ulation schen1es and perceptually weighted quantizers. The syste1n is 1nost often 
1noclified to include regular a.cla.ption of certa.in parcuneters such as the quantisa.tion 
step size and/or the prediction paran1eters to follow the current signal conditions. 
Such .adaptive (ADPC1VI) sche1nes further reduce the quantisation require1nents of 
the error signal at the expense of syste1n con1plexity and the requiren1ent for trans-
mitted side infonnation. The distinction of the 1nore c01nplex ADPCM systen1s as 
wavefonn coders, as opposed to source-waveforn1 hybrids such as APC, is also be-
con1ing son1evvhat blurred. All of these cH:fferential syste1ns possess slightly different 
balances of the selection criteria n1entioned previously but a fuller description is 
beyond the scope of the thesis. For this subject, reference [16) provides very good 
coverage of differential coding systen1s. 
The systen1s n1entionecl up to this point have operated on .the thne don1ain 
characteristics of the speech signal but ';vaveforn1 coding techniques can equally well 
be applied to the frequency don1ain representation of a signal, where equivalent 
differential and non-linear n1agnitude quantisation 1nethocls can be applied. 
The n1ore efficient wavefon11 coding n1ethocls, while a great ilnproven1ent over 
PClVI, are still confined to relatively high bit rates due to inherent li1nits to the 
a1notfnt of redundancy that can be re1novecl. Waveforn1 coders are not generally 
suitable for data rates below lOkbit/s , representing a.pproxin1ately one trans1nitted 
bitjsa1nple for telephone band signals. They do however, cl0111inate the high quality 
end of voiceband digital coding, offering greater robustness a.nd signal flexibility. 
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1.1.2 Source coding 
Source coders 1nake no atte1npt to preserve the input signal wavefonn, but instead 
seek to produce a signal that is n1erely perceptually shnilar to the original. This is 
accon1plished via the transn1ission of paran1eters that control smne predefined n1odel 
of the signal production 1nechanisn1. The specification of a production 1nechanisn1 
allows n1uch greater redundancy ren1oval than the reduction techniques of wavefonn 
coding. One penalty paid for this in1prove1nent is that the synthesised quality is only 
as good as the underlying n1oclel and the paran1eter estin1ation algorithn1s. Also, 
flexibility is reduced because the systen1 is highly tailored for a particular source 
and 1nay have difficulty in faithfully representing other signals. 
These factors cause source coding to preclon1inate in low bit rate applications 
ｷｨ･ｮｾ＠ high quality is of secondary concern. The typical range of bit rates for source 
coders, 600 bits/s ---* L1.8kbit/s , covers a wide range of qualities, frmn very basic 
intelligibility systen1s to son1e quite natural sounding coders. The following chapter 
contains a detailed discussion of voice source coding. 
1.1.3 Source-Waveform hybrids 
This class of hybrids is a n1uch n1ore recent clevelopn1ent and have clo1ninatecl the 
field of 1nediu1n bit rate, near telephone quality syste1ns throughout the last decade. 
They generally involve son1e forn1 of vvavefon11 coding of the error signal between 
input speech and the output of a source 1nodel and can be divided into two 1nain 
classifications, Analysis-Synthesis schen1es and Analysis-by-Synthesis schen1es. 
Initial hybrid schen1es adopted an Analysis-Synthesis approach in which a 
source coder n1odel is used to predict certain features of the input signal which are 
then re1noved to produce an error signal or prediction residual. Most comn1only, 
short-ten11 correlations are ren1oved via vocal tract n1odelling and long-tenn ex-
citation periodic correlations by pitch filtering. The resulting error signal is then 
wavefol.·n1 coded and trans1nittecl, along with the prediction paran1eters, for syn-
thesis at the decoder. As with wavefonn coders, all analysis-synthesis syste1ns can 
be in1plen1ented in 111any slightly different forn1s. The placenient of the qua.ntizer 
especially can have in1portant effects, placed inside the predittion loop the qua.nti-
sation noise spectrun1 reproduced at the synthesiser can be n1oclified to be flat or to 
produce advantageous perceptual n1a.sking. 
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Most n1odern hybrids however, have centered on the so called Analysis-by-
Synthesis (A-by-S) approach, in which an optin1un1 error signal is generated at the 
encoder via the 1uinin1isation of the error signal of an analyser-synthesiser loop. 
The optin1um residual signal thus produced is then encoded for regeneration at the 
decoder. The exact structure of the n1iniluisation loop can vary ＬｾｾＬＬｩ､･ｬｹ＠ between 
coders but it is the residual n1odelling that fonus the greatest distinction between 
n1ost A-by-S coders. Two widely researched A-by-S 1nethocls are l\1ulti-Pulse Linear 
predictive coding (l\1PLPC) and Code Excited LPC (CELP). l\1ultipulse n1ethods 
[4] calculate a ntunber of opti1nun1 position and an1plitude pulses to use as excitation 
to the source n1odel. The analysis-synthesis loop evaluates the opti1nu1n positions 
and an1plitudes for n1inin1un1 error. CELP (28] selects the optin1un1 excitation for 
the source n1odel fron1 a. table of ra.ndon1 signals. The table index of the optin1u1n 
excitation is tra.nsn1ittecl to the decoder along \vith the long a.ncl short tern1 source 
1noclef par::uneters. 
These hybrid n1ethods have found great application in new co1nn1ercia.l speech 
con1111unications systen1s such as digital 1nobile radio (DMR) and digital satellite 
con1n1unications (Land/ Air/l\1aritin1e). It is generally accepted that they are capa-
ble of producing neaT toll quality at 111ediun1 rates ( 4.8kbit/s -7 9.6kbit/s ). 
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Chapter 2 
VOCODING 
Coding 
Speech Source 
Source coders applied to speech, co1nn1only called vocode1·s, seek to parmneterise 
son1e model of speech production such that a perceptually si1nilar signal can be 
synthesised. Buried within this task are two in1portant questions. Firstly, which 
features of the speech signal are perceptually in1portant to speech intelligibility 
and naturalness, and secondly, which 1nodel is best capable of representing these 
features as a n1inin1al set of tin1e varying paran1eters. An absolute upper lin1it on 
the attainable quality of a vocoder is set by the suitability of the n1oclel used, which 
in turn is based on the perceptual assun1ptions. To a second degree, the ability to 
accurately estirnate the chosen set of pa.ran1eters places characteristic liinits on the 
vococler perfonnance. The task of any speech con1pression systen1 therefore, is to 
identify and encode the in1portant underlying infonnation within the diverse range 
of ｳｰｾ･｣ｨ＠ sounds. 
To judge the suitability of any vocoder 1nodel requires knowledge of the 111ain 
perceptually in1porta.nt features of speech. The decision on which inforn1ation is 
most in1.portant is inescapably tied to the quality required for the intended applica-
tion. The following section provides a brief view of the n1ain features of speech and 
of speech perception as background to later vocoder 1nodel descriptions. 
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unvoiced mixed voiced 
Figure 2.1: Time domain appea1·ance of speech. 
2.1 Speecl1 Characteristics 
Hun1an speech is a highly con1plex signal exhibiting continuously variable time and 
frequency d01nain features. In the tin1e don1ain, wavefonns can vary greatly from 
highly repetitive signals through to rand01n signals and silence, as can be seen in 
figure 2.1. Although varying continuously, speech can be asstnned to be essentially 
stationary when considered over a short enough ti1ne-scale (under 20n1S), clue to 
the rate at which the physical ｰｲｯｾｬｵ｣ｴｩｯｮ＠ n1echa.nisn1 changes. ｜ｾｔｨｩｬ･＠ speech often 
ren1ains stationary for periods n1uch greater than 201nS, the only abrupt change 
usually encountered within this period is clue to the transition between different 
sounds. \¥ithin these stationary sections there are usually a ntunber of features 
of high redundancy, that is, features that can be predicted accurately fr01n little 
underlying infonnation. Although there is often a li1nited range or set of these 
features, their con1bination, sequence and subtle variation provide the vast range of 
1neaning, prosody and robustness inherent to natural language. 
Before atten1pting to describe which features of speech are n1ost i1nportant 
perceptually, an introduction to the n1ain physical features vvill be necessary. Per-
haps the best way to approach this is through the description of a sin1ple n1odel of 
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Figure 2.2: Speech PToduction, A1echanis·m. 
the speech production n1echanisn1. This is also an essential background to the n1ost 
popular 1noclel of speech production en1ployecl by vocoders, the source-filter n1odel. 
2.1.1 Production mechanism 
Speech is the output of an acoustic systen1 fonnecl by the lungs, the larynx and 
the vocal tract, as cliagran1n1ecl in Figure 2.2. The operation of this systen1 is best 
divided into two functions, one of excitation and the other of 1nodulation. Excitation 
n1ostly occurs in the larynx but can also be produced fron1 other positions in the 
vocal tract. The n1ain source of n1odulation is provided by the acoustic filtering 
action of the vocal tract. Both excitation and n1odula.tion impart a degree of the 
infon11ation contained in speech, the in1portant fonns of each are discussed below. 
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Excitation sources 
Excitation to the acoustic syste1n is provided in a nun1ber of ways, the 1nost comn1on 
con1prising, voicing, whispering and frication. 
Voicing is by far the n1ost in1portant excitation source and is produced by 
the vibration of the vocal cords in the larynx which breaks the air-strea1n frmn the 
lungs into pulses, called glottalzn.dses. The exact shape of the glottal pulse is highly 
variable, both bet-vveen talkers and over factors such as speech loudness and the pulse 
repetition rate or ]Jitch. The pitch is controlled by the tension of the vocal cords 
and is subject to both conscious controlled change and to a degree of ranclmnness, 
leading to the description of speech as quasi - periodic. The tilne don1ain repetition 
produces a rich harn1onic based short time spectrun1 in voiced speech. This is shown 
clearly in Figure 2.3, in which the regular oscillations represent the hannonics of the 
fundan1ental pitch. The regular repetition of the vocal tract in1pulse response greatly 
increases the robustness of speech con1n1unication. 
The range and agility of pitch is highly talker dependent, with only rough 
general bounds being applicable. For spoken sounds, pitch can usually be assun1ed 
to fall in the range of 50Hz -r 500Hz. Voiced speech is usually characterised by a 
fairly sudden onset followed by a sn1ooth variation of i)itch and ｾＭｾＱ･ｲｧｹ＠ and a slow 
··decay. Cases where this does not hold, such a.s the sudden truncation of voicing at 
a glottal stop, are less frequent but are still in1porta.nt to consider. Studies of the 
Inaxi1nu1n rate of period change (39], show that pitch variation lies within ±15 % 
per period and is generally n1uch less for n1ost voiced intervals. The randon1ness 
or aperioclicity of speech is also dependent on n1any factors such as loudness, pitch, 
speaker, age and en1otional state. Studies have den1onstrated that period jitter 
typically exceeds 3% of period in over 10% of cases (22], a figure well above luunan 
auditory pitch acuity. Such uncertainties, while an hnportant feature, are difficult 
to accurately n1oclel and can only be roughly classified. ﾷｾﾷﾷﾷＮ＠
\iVhispering and frication are in general tern1ed unvoiced excitations and are 
both produced by the turbulent airflow past son1e constriction in the acoustic systen1. 
Whispering is produced by a constriction in the larynx with the vocal cords closed 
and hence is purely unvoiced. Frication is caused by constrictions at other points in 
the vocal tract such as the tongue, teeth or lips and1nay be accon1panied by voicing. 
Both a.re characterised by a. wide-band noise appearance, the spectral distribution 
of which is deten11inecl by the point of constriction. 
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Modulation 
Modulation of the excitation source is an in1porta.nt source of infonnation in the 
speech wavefonn. This n1odulation 1nainly refers to frequency dmnain effects but has 
been extended in this definition to include tilne dmnain an1plitude effects sometin1es 
ascribed to excitation features. 
Spectral !nodulation is n1ainly provided by the acoustical filtering action of 
the vocal tract. The vocal tract, like any acoustic tube, has natural resonant fre-
quencies that are a function of its shape. These resonances are known as formants 
and are highly variable in position and bandwidth but in general only 4 or 5 im-
portant fonna.nts occur in the first 4KHz of the speech spectntn1. These resonances 
are controlled by n1any variable geon1etries such as the positioning of the tongue 
and inclusion or exclusion of the nasal cavity in the acoustic syste1n. While there is 
an enorn1.ous scope for subtle variation of this spectral1nodulation, there are only a 
s1nall ntunber of very distinct sounds used by any one spoken language. The distinct 
sounds, distinguished by the relative positions, widths and n1agnitudes of the 1najor 
fonnants and by the presence or absence of voicing, are known as phonetnes and con-
stitute the basic building blocks of language. The degree of !nodulation provided by 
the vocal tract also varies between different excitation sources, depending on their 
position of origin. Voiced and whispered speech can exhibit strong forn1ant struc-
tures whilst n1any fricatives have n1uch less con1plex spectral envelopes. Figures 2.3 
and 2..4 den1onstrate typical spectral plots for voiced and fricative sounds. 
Other sources of long tenn spectral n1odulation include the variation and ape-
riodicity of the glottal in1pulse train and the shape of the glottal pulses. \iVhile a 
perfectly periodic in1pulse train has a flat hannonic spectntn1, the introduction of 
period rmnping or jitter n1.odulates the tnagnitucle and phase spectra (See Chap-
ter 4). Similarly, while a pure in1pulse has a flat spectnun, the distributed glottal 
pulse can have a significant long tern1 spectral phase. While these features are highly 
. variable, their consideration in sin1ple vocoder systen1s is essential to in1proving the 
naturalness of the synthesised speech. 
Tin1.e don1ain a.tnplitucle n1oclulation of the excitation source ts also an in1-
portant source of speech infonnation. Speech sounds called stops and plosives are 
distinguished by the sudden onset or release of a con1plete constriction in the vocal 
tract. The position, abruptness and excita.tion of this constriction produce a variety 
of distinct sounds. 
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-- Time domain 
Short term spectrum 
Figure 2.3: Voiced speech. 
-- Time domain 
-- short term spectrum 
Figure 2.4: Unvoiced speech. 
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2.1.2 Perception 
One level to which perceptual lin1itations of the hun1an auditoTy syste1n can be 
exploited for con1pression of speech has already been encountered in section 1.1.1, 
na1nely logaritlu11ic mnplitude and frequency sensitivities. These physical limitations 
are equally exploitable in vocoder systen1s but are not the intended topic of this 
section. In perceiving sounds, language, talker identity and n1a.ny other factors 
co1n1nunicatecl by speech, the hun1a.n brain relies on a cmnbina.tion of very n1any 
features of the basic speech sounds described previously. Distortion or ren1oval 
of son1e features 1nay have little effect on intelligibility and naturalness, whereas 
others n1ay cause serious degradation. In tenns of intelligibility, the basic unit of 
linguistic inforn1a.tion is the phonen1e. The sn1all nun1ber of phone1nes used and 
the redundant nature of their defining features in1plies that a. very high degree of 
co1npression is feasible . However, the subtle variations and uncertainties of the 
speech characteristics are very in1porta.nt for retention of the naturalness of speech. 
The discussion of the essentja.l features of speech for these higher levels of perception 
is the ain1 here. 
In designing a n1odel for speech source coding, it is ilnportant to understand 
the relative in1portance of the various features of the speech signal. This is because, 
for the large degree of con1pression sought by vocoders, trans1nission of the 1nany 
perceptual clues is in1.pra.cticable. The set of in1portant paran1eters thus identified 
n1ust also be suitable for efficient encoding. It is clear fron1 n1any experin1ents 
that contributions fron1 both the excita.Uon a.nd n1oclulation of speech are very in1-
portant to speech intelligibility. For exan1ple, whispered speech, while having no 
voicing infon11ation, re1nains highly intelligible. In contrast, experin1ents involving 
the flattening of the spectral n1a.gnitude \Vhile preserving phase infonnation also 
clen1onstrate a high degree of intelligibility. 
In the case of the spectral envelope, the accurate ｣ｬｾｳ｣ｲｩｰｴｩｯｮ＠ of the forn1ants 
and their 1noven1ent is the n1ost in1portant distinction of di-fferent sounds, 1nost 
phonen1es being distinguished largely by their different fonnant structures. The 
spectra.l1nagnitude of the forn1ants is n1ost i1nportant but forn1ant-like phase n1od-
ulations can increase speech naturalness, especially where distortions are present in 
the 1nagnitude spectnun. The long tenn spectral n1oclulations produced by excita-
tion pulse train aperiodicity and glottal pulse shape also have ilnportant effects on 
speech naturalness. To a lesser degree, an1plitude modulation effects such as stops 
and plosives also affect intelligibility. 
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The n1ost ilnportant feature of the excitation signal is, of course, the voiced -
unvoiced distinction a.nd the pitch period if voiced. \iVhile the absolute pitch period 
does not greatly affect intelligibility, its tilne contour does. As previously noted, 
pitch is generally characterised by a sn1ooth variation in thne, discontinuities can 
therefore be very disturbing. In any coding systen1, the accurate representation 
and synchronisation of the pitch contour with respect to 1nodulation features is 
essential. Absolute pitch has in1portance in perceptions of speech naturalness such 
as talker identity. Other features like aperioclicity, pitch range and pitch agility are 
all generally characteristic to different talkers and emotional dispositions and so are 
i1nportant for naturalness. 
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Figure 2.5: SauTee - FilteT speech model. 
2.2 Source-Filter Vocoder Model 
In atte1npting to represent speech with a n1inilnal set of para1neters, 1nany 1nodels 
of the production and cmnposition of speech sounds have been proposed, with still 
1nany 1nore solutions to the analysis and syrithesis of each. These syste1ns cover a 
wide range of applications, fron1 very low bit rate (under 600kbit/ s ), basic intel-
ligibility systen1s, up to very natura.! sounding vocoders in the 4.8kbit/ s region. 
The 111ost frequently used n1oclel for vococler syste1ns, and the one underlying all the 
research outlined in this thesis, is known as the source-filter model. 
The source-filter n1oclel of speech production is the oldest and 1nost widely 
applied n1odel used in vocoding. The basic schen1e has re1nained unchanged in over 
five decades of application in both analogue and digital coding syste1ns. The success 
of the 1noclellies in its strong physiologica.l basis, which closely rese1nbles the simple 
speech production n1echanis1n in dividing the speech into t'I\'O basic cmnponents, the 
excitation function and the spectral n1oclula.tion of that excitation. 
In its sin1plest forn1, Figure 2.5, the source-filter n1odel is con1prised of a time 
varying spectral filter that is excited by either a periodic i1npulse train or a random 
sequence. As can be seen frmn even the brief description of the co1nplexity of speech 
sounds given in Section 2.1, this 1nodel is a gross sin1pli:fica.tion of the true physical 
n1echanisn1s. \iVithout even considering the accuracy of the spectral and excitation 
paran1eters, there are a nun1ber of inherent assun1ptions that affect the ultimately 
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attainable quality. Fore1nost an1ong these is that the systen1 is linear and time 
invariant, conditions necessary for practical analysis and synthesis purposes. Real 
speech only approxi1nates to a linear convolution of fixed excitation ancl1nodulation 
functions and as such is not co1npletely separable as assumed in the linear model. 
Factors such as rapid a.l teration of the syste1n transfer function eluTing vocal chord 
vibrations and the non-rigid nature of the vocal tract acoustic tube filter both violate 
the linearity and invariance of the sin1plistic n1odel. While these factors deserve 
note, they are generally not too serious, as vvitnessecl by the enonnous popularity 
of the n1odel. Niany refinen1ents to the sin1plistic n1odels of spectra.! and excitation 
functions i1nplied in Figure 2.5 have been in1ple1nentecl, greatly i1nproving the quality 
of both analysis and synthesis over earlier n1odels. 
In designing a coding syste1n e1nploying a source-filter n1odel of speech pro-
duction, there are three 111ain factors affecting the ulthnate quality to be considered. 
These are ; the accuracy of pa,ran1eter analysis, the re-co1nbination of the para1neters 
into the synthesised speech and the quantisation of the para1neters for trans1nission. 
Decisions 111acle on the broad structure of the 1noclel and on the actual a.lgorith1ns 
and paran1eter fon11s used are dependent on a con1bination of all these factors. 
The 1najor analysis problen1 of a source-filter n1oclel is invariably the correct 
separation of the excitation and spectral filtering. The procedures used for this n1ust 
/'' be designed robust enough to account for interferences such as spectralinoclulations 
ｰｾＺＭＮ＠ · clue to excitation effects, including; very low period voicing, period jitter and glottal 
pulse_fonn. Additionally, the a.lgoritlu11s used will usually possess characteristic res-
olution lin1itations and biases to\vard n1a.tching ｣･ｲｴｾＮｩｮ＠ aspects of their n1easurands. 
The perceptual significance of both interference and l)ias effects at the analysis stage 
is of prin1ary in1portance to the success of the model. 
lVIany of the degradations inherent to the synthesis section of a vocoder are 
pre-judged by the choice of specification paran1eters used in analysis, due to the 
capabilities and biases of the required inverse transfonnation fro1n para1netric form. 
However, the re-constitution of the synthesised speech is still open to n1any fine 
procedural a.cljust1nents. For exarnple, sn1oothing the thne variation of paran1eters 
to the degree typical of natural speech can be applied to great affect, especially 
in the presence of tra.nsn1ission a.ncl analysis errors. The detection of features in 
the speech signal that v ..roulcl norn1ally be poorly represented can be en1ployecl for 
enha.nce1nent by ten1porarily 1nodifying the norn1al synthesis procedure. Stops and 
plosives, characterised by their sudden energy variations and loss/onset of voicing, 
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can be enhanced in synthesis by the ten1porary suspension of the smoothing oper-
ations co1n1nonly applied to energy and pitch. Plosives are often of rather n1ixed 
excitation at onset, a feature which can also be si1nulated advantageously. 
The final factor of importance in designing the n1odel and its defining para.Ine-
ters is the effect of quantising the paran1eters. The process of ｱｵ｡ｮｴｩｾｾｴｩｯｮ＠ involves 
lin1iting the para1neters to a finite set of discrete values, the number of which deter-
Inines the final bit rate required for transn1ission. \"lhile the analysis and synthesis 
considerations just detailed are of greatest in1portance, quantisation effects are of 
special significance as the available bit rate reduces. Quantisation produces dis-
tortions that are characteristic to the paran1eter being operated on, the perceptual 
significance of which will vary between different types of para.Ineter depending upon 
which features of the underlying signal are distorted. Often, one set of para1neters 
that are n1ost suitable for 1nodelling purposes, are transforn1ed to another that are 
best suited to quantisation. This suitability can be in tenns of shifting distortions 
to less in1portant features or alternatively, of representing features with the san1e 
accuracy but with greater bit rate efficiency. 
Historically, the analysis of the spectral filter has received 1nost attention, with 
a resulting plethora of different analysis and synthesis 1nethods. The characteristic 
distortions of these are well understood and generally not too serious. A full dis-
cussion of this subject for specific syste1ns of interest to this research will be given 
in chapter 3. The lin1iting factor to the quality attainable by source-filter vocoders 
is inv.ariably the n1odelling of the excitation function. Errors n1ade in the analysis 
of voicing and pitch decisions are very disturbing and the sin1ple pulse/noise syn-
thesis source is generally inadequate for producing good quality, natural sounding 
speech. In recognition of this lin1itation, n1uch research of recent years has been 
directed toward 1nore accurate and con1plex excitation n1odels. These often involve 
the abanclonn1ent of the sin1ple voiced/unvoiced n1odel in favour of 1nore represen-
tative 1nixed excitations. Chapter 4 of this report provides a detailed discussion of 
excitation problen1s associated with source-filter vocoders. 
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Chapter 3 
Spectral Envelope Modelling 
The correct estinmtion of the speech spectral envelope is highly in1portant to the per-
forn1ance of source-filter vococlers. A great nun1ber of systen1s have been developed 
for the analysis and synthesis of this feature, all of which are subject to characteristic 
cljstortions. \i\fhile these distortions are not generally too serious, C0111parecl to those 
introduced in the accompanying excitation rnodelling process, it is still in1portant 
to understand then1. 
The following sections describe two of the n1ost in1portant spectral1nodelling 
techniques, which are used in the vocoders to be described in this thesis. The first, 
linear prediction, has becon1e the 1nost universally applied spectral analysis tool 
for speech coding. \1\Thile LPC analysis is subject s01ne to characteristic modelling 
biases, these a.re generally very -vvell suited to speech signals. Apart fron1 its use in 
the ho1non1orphic vocoder studied in chapter 5, LPC spectral flattening is widely 
applied for excitation analysis a.nd pitch prediction purposes. 
Cepstral analysis, the second spectral analysis technique described below, is a 
n1ore general, analytical tool. \iVithout the speech specific biases of linear prediction, 
cepstral analysis is generally less efficient at n1odelling speech spectra. Conversely, 
in being an unbiased n1oclelling process, it can effectively encode non-typical speech 
spectra. The cmnp]ex cepstnnn, the full forn1tdation of hon1on1orphic analysis is 
also capable of n1oclelling spectral pole-zero features that linear prediction cannot, 
through definition. In addition to envelope a.na.lysis, the cepstnnn being a funda-
tnenta.l deconvolution tool, is further applicable in excitation ana.lysis. Chapter 5 
atten1pts to apply cepstral a.na.lysis for both excitation and envelope analysis. 
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3.1 Linear Prediction 
Linear Predictive coding (LPC), has been the clmnina.nt analysis tool in speech cod-
ing since its introduction in the late 1960's [2]. The n1ethod has found nutnerous 
applications in speech coding, vocoding and hybrids, and in speech recognition. It 
is usually defined as a tin1e clon1ain analysis technique, whereby the high short tenn 
correlation between speech sa.n1ples is used to specify the speech spectral envelope 
representing the vocal tra.ct equiva.lent filter in the source-filter n1odel. In tnany 
stages of the definition and solution of the LPC equations, assun1ptions and sin1pli-
fications are n1acle that affect the attainable quality of the predicted output. These 
effects ·will be noted in the following detailed description of the Linear Prediction 
ana.lysis n1ethocl [23]. 
3.1.1 Derivation 
Very n1any physica.1 systems ca.n he categorised a.s linear a.nd tin1e invariant [32], 
and accurately described by a constant coeffic.ien t difference equa.t1on, ( 3.1). 
p q 
L ftiYn-i = L b.iXn-j (3.1) 
i::::O j=O 
In its fullest definition, LPC uses such a tnoclel, predicting the current output 
smnple fron1 weighted sequences of its past outputs and present and past inputs. 
by: 
q p 
Yn = L bjXn-.i - L Cl£Yn-i (3.2) 
j=O i::::l 
The frequency dmnain transfer function of this systen1, Y(z)/ X(z), is given 
q 
""'b ·'7-j L..t ,J'v 
Il(z) = ＭｪｾＭ Ｐ Ｍﾭ
I.:: CliZ-i 
i=O 
(3.3) 
Thus the poles of the filter transfer function depend on the output Vi'eighting 
sequence, whereas the zeros are cletern1inecl by the input weightings. 
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This full Pole-Zero n1odel is inherently difficult to solve 'vithout knowledge 
of the input san1ples (glottal excitation). As a result, the vast n1a.jority of linear 
prediction schen1es for speech rna.ke the a.ssun1ption that the systen1 can be n1oclelecl 
by an all - pole systen1 defined as follovvs. 
J) 
Yn = Gxn - L CliYn-i 
i=l 
JI(z) = --:_:: __ 
1 + L ai,z-i 
·i=l 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
ao = 1, bo = G 
This approxin1ation works surprisingly well in the case of speech data, for 
two n1ain reasons. Fjrstly, the all - pole spectrun1 characteristically contains sharp 
resonant peaks, which is also the case for n1ost voiced speech spectra. The accurate 
representation of these resonances, or ｾＧｆｯｲｮＱ｡ｮｴｳＢＬ＠ is perceptually very in1portant 
to the intelligibility of speech. Secondly, given an excess of poles in the 1nodel, the 
effect of the mnittecl zeros in the spectnnn can be approxin1ated by con1binations of 
these poles. The all - pole a.pproxi1nation is the first and n1ost serious lin1itation to 
the prediction accuracy, causing poor representation of inter-forn1ant spectral nulls. 
Speech contains especially pron1inent zeros during nasal sounds Vlhere quality can 
be seriously in1paired. 
The nun1ber of poles used in the ana.lysis a.lso has an in1portant bearing on 
the accuracy of precUction. As a. rough n1easure, representation of a forn1ant - like 
resonance requires a.t least two conjugate poles. As speech contains, on average, one 
forn1ant per 1KHz of bandwidth, this points to a logical requiren1ent of at least 8 
poles for 4KHz, telephone ba.ncl speech. Poles in excess of this, refine the forn1a.nt 
n1a.tch and help zero n1odelling. For speech prediction, ten poles is 1nost con11nonly 
used, providing this added accuracy. 
A final not.e on the model is that the spectra of n1ost speech can be considered 
to have a steady roll - off toward high frequencies. This is clue to the radiative trans-
n1ission fron1 the speakers lips and is relatively constant fron1 speaker to speaker. To 
aid the n1oclelling of tin1e varying spectral features, this structure is often re1noved 
fron1 the input sjgnal via. pre-en1pha.sis (high pass filtering) prior to LPC analysis 
[48]. 
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3.1.2 Parameter esthnation 
The error between the linear prediction and the actual speech signal can be expressed 
as in Equation 3.6. To estin1ate the optirnun1 predictor coefficients, ai, this error 
is 1ninin1ised over son1e set of sa.n1ples, JV. The n1ost widely accepted estin1ation 
procedure is the n1inin1isa.tion of the n1ea.n square of this error. 
p 
en = Yn - Yn = Yn + L Cl-iYn-i 
·i=l 
7> 
E = I:e2 = L(Yn + Lfli'!Jn-i) 2 
N N i=1 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The use of the n1ean squared error (1\IISE), is another source of predictor inac-
curacy. It has been shown [23] that the lVlSE 1nethocl has better n1atching properties 
for spectral peaks than nulls. Also, the lVISE predicted for perfectly n1a.tchecl spectra 
is actually non-zero (i.e. a.n in1plied n1isn1atch). Although these errors are relatively 
tninor, they still constitute further degradation to accuracy. Alternatives to the IviSE 
tnethocl have long been sought, but it still ren1a.ins the rnost '"'idely used solution. 
Using the lVISE approach, the prediction coeff-icients are estin1ated via partial 
differentiation of the IviSE. 
a ( [ ]J ] 2) 
-8 L Yn + L CliYn-i ak N i=l = 0 (3.8) 
This eventually yields the following p norn1a.l equations 3.9, with p unknowns, 
( a1 ... ap ), usually expressed in n1atrix fon11. 
7> 
L Cli. L Yn-iYn-k = - L YnYn-J.: (3.9) 
i=l N N 
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(3.10) 
"'ii :::: "£N Yn-iYn-i (3.11) 
The range, JV, over vlhich this n1inin1isation takes place, has an in1portant 
bearing on the accuracy and ease of the solution of these norn1al equations. Two 
ranges are widely applied, an infinHe range leads to a solution known as the auto-
coT·relation n1ethocl, ·whi1e a. finite range is tern1ecl the cova·riance rnethocl. 
In the a.utocorrela.tion n1ethod, a n1oving, finite tapered window n1ust be ap-
plied to the data, due to the long tern1 non-stationarity of speech. In this case the 'Y 
n1atrix elernents in Equation 3.11 equate to the autocorrelation function, leading to 
syrnrnetries in the n1atrices that ease the solution problen1, however the application 
of a tapered 'vinclow reduces the contribution of fran1e boundary smnples to the 
n1inin1isation process. For this reason, this rnethod best rnatches highly stationary 
speech segn1ents. 
The covariance n1ethocl, as it is defined over a finite range, is better suited 
to n1atching non-sta.tiona.ry speech segn1ents. The solution of this rnethocl is rnore 
cornplex than the autocorrelation n1ethod clue to the absence of syn1n1etries in the 
n1atrices. In addition, the covariance n1ethocl does not guarantee stability of the 
resulting filter coefficients, as does the autocorrelation solution. Further processing 
rnay therefore be necessary for stabilisation. 
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3.1.3 LPC spectral distortions 
The con1.bina.tion of 1na.ny of the above in1perfections, leads to a. biased 1na.tching 
characteristic for different spectral features. In general, linear prediction features a. 
better match to forn1ants than to nulls in a spectrun1, the resonances being sharp 
and narrow, whereas the nulls are too ｳｨ｡ｬｬｯ｜ｾＧＮ＠ As 1nentionecl above this is due 
to the all-pole 1noclel and the error 1ninin1isation technique en1ployecl. Figure 3.1, 
shows typical exmnples of this n1isn1a.tch for stationary voiced and unvoiced fran1es 
analysed with a. ten pole au tocorrela.tion n1ethocl. \Vhen used to renwve the spectral 
envelope of such signals, significant spectra] structure can ren1ain, Figure 3.2. If this 
re1na.ining inforn1aUon is cliscardecl, as in the case of n1any LPC vococlers, the quality 
of the reconstructed signal \·vill be degraded. 
Further n1isn1a.tching ca.n occur clue to transitions between speech sounds 
within the analysis fra.n1e, especially with the autocorrelation LPC solution. Transi-
tions occurring toward the frmne edge n1a.y be poorly n1a.tchecl clue to data. windowing 
Another source of clegra.da.tion is tha.t of the qua.ntisa.tion of the filter coeffi-
cients for t.ra.nstnission. In addition to the straight filter coefficients, 1nany equiv-
alent, inter - convertible coefficients have been proposed that behave better under 
qua.ntisation. The type and severity of qua.ntisa.tion effects, depend on both the 
forn1. of coefficients used and the bit allocation procedure. 
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- Tlmu domain 
- Oato spectrum 
- LPC spectrum (10 coef.) 
- Time domain 
- Data spectrum 
- LPC spectrum (10 coot .) 
Figure 3.1: Speech and LPG filler specl1Yt for a) Voiced speech, b) Unvoiced Speech. 
- Dolo spectrum 
- LPC roslduol spuclrurn 
- LPC speclrurn (10 cool.) 
- Data spectrum 
- LPC rcsid11ol spectrum 
- LPC spuclrurn (10 caof.) 
Figure 3.2: LPG Tesid'ual spectra fo7' a) Voiced speech, b) Unvoiced Speech. 
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3.2 Cepstral Modelling 
Cepstral analysis [6], is a n1a.thenuttica.l technique used for the separation of con-
volved signals, such as the excitation and vocal tract ilnpulse response of the source-
filter n1.oclel of speech production. This is achieved by the transforn1.ation of the 
speech ti1ne don1ain smnples into another cl01nain called the quefrency d01nain, in 
which the previously convolved con1ponents can be separated by linear techniques. 
Its use depends on the signals to be separated having their 111ain cepstral charac-
teristics in different cepstral locations. The n1.ethocl has found uses in specifying 
both the pitch and envelope of speech wa.veforn1s, for which two n1ain forn1s of the 
analysis have evolved, the real cepstnnn [5] and tbe con1plex cepstnun [32). The 
forn1er is fairly sin1ple to process and has found good application in the problen1s 
of pitch detection and the specification of the vocal tract filter envelope. The latter 
is a n1uch n1ore general and rigorous solution of the cepstra.l n1.ethocl which can be 
used for full separation of the ti1ne clon1ain convolution con1ponents. 
The con1plex cepstrun1 has sorne clHficult processing steps vvhich can be a source 
of error in reconstruction and as a result there has been relatively poor interest in the 
use of ho1nonwrphic a.na.lysis for speech coding. IVIost hon1on1orphic coding syste1ns 
have centered on use of the real cepstrun1 in sin1ple vococling schmnes, ''vith a few 
exceptions [35), [7). The con1plex cepstrun1 is a.lso less well suited to the proble1n of 
pitch detection tha.n is the rea.l cepstrun1, due to n1asking of the pitch peak by the 
phase infonna.tion. The rea.l cepstrun1 is described below a.s a.n introduction to the 
full c01nplex cepstrun1. 
2.5 
1\ 
S(n) 
W(n) 
Figure 3.3: Real cepstru1n proce.ssi·ng defi·nition. 
3.2.1 Real cepstru1n 
The real cepstrurn is defined as the inverse discrete Fourier tra.nsforn1 (DFT) of the 
log-n1a.gni tude spectrun1 of a. signal. 
A typical voiced speech spectrun1, as seen in Figure 3.1, exhibits a sn1ooth, 
slowly varying envelope and a. fast varying, "picket fence" like, pitch structure. 
V\Then the inverse DFT of this log-n1a.gnitucle spectrun1 is cmnputecl, a fonn of 
ti1ne don1a.in knovv:n as the "quefrency" don1ain results, in which the slow spectral 
variations transforn1 into the low coefficients and the fast varying pitch transforn1s to 
a. peak in the higher coefficients, unvoiced speech having no particular high coefficient 
structure. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.4, which shows the real cepstra. of the 
speech wa.veforn1s of Figure :3.1, the absence of any high order peak in b) corresponds 
to unvoiced speech data .. 
Considering the n1athen1a.tica.l action of the process, the initial DFT converts 
the convolution of source and -filter con1ponents in the tin1e don1a.in, to a. n1ultiplica.-
tion in the frequency donudn. This is then converted to a stunn1ation of the separate 
effects by the application of the logarithn1 to the 1nagnitucle, this process is detailed 
below. 
If the speech signal Sn is a.ssm11ed to be the convolution of the con1bined glottal 
and vocal tract in1pulse responses Vn \Vith the excitation function en, n1ultiplied by 
a window function 'Wn for use with the DFT, then : 
(3.12) 
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U) 
A) 
Figure 3.4: Real cepslra .for a) Voiced speech, b) Unvoiced speech. 
If the window is sn1ooth over the vocal tract in1pulse response duration, it 
can be combined with the excitaUon, i.e. ･ｾ＠ = en.'Wn. The resulting 1nagnitude 
spectrun1 is then given by : 
JS'(f)l JF(vn 0 ･ｾＩｊ＠
= ｊｆＨｶｮＩｉＮｊｆＨ･ｾｊｉ＠
l11(f)!.IE'(f)l (3.13) 
The cepstnun, Sn is produced by the application of the logaritlun and IDFT 
functions, as follows : 
S'(f) log JS(f)l 
= log JV(f)l +log JE'(f)l (3.14) 
(3.15) 
As can be seen, the resulting cepstrun1 is the sun1 of the cepstra of the indi-
vidual con1ponents, and if these are suitably separated, then sin1ple linear filtering 
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Figure :3.5: Ileal cepstru·m. - 1\!Jin·i·m:u:m phase function .. 
in the quefrency clon1ain, also called "liftering", can be used to divide then1. These 
individual cepstra can be applied to an inverse cepstnu11 process to recover their 
1nagnitude spectra., but the separate tin1e clon1a.in contributions cannot be recov-
ered, due to the loss of the phase inforn1ation in the forward transforn1. 
As only the magnitude, an even function, is passed to the IDFT, the real 
cepstnnn, sf1., is a rea.l and even function. This in turn in1plies that the resulting 
cepstrun1 is zero or 1ninimun1 phase, any n1axin1un1 phase poles or zeros are not 
represented. This is cleinonstrated in Figure 3.5, which shows the real and co1nplex 
cepstra for a synthetic n1ixecl phase signal Con1paring the real cepstrun1 to the 
con1plex cepstn1n1 which shows both n1inin1un1 and 1naxi1nun1 phase con1ponents 
of the satne data, it can be seen that the real cepstnun only represents n1ini1nun1 
phase con1ponents. The negative quefrency cepstra in the real cepstn1n1 is si1nply 
a. replica of the 1ninimun1 phase poles. An alternative version of the real cepstnun 
often used, zeros these negative coefficients while doubling those in the range of 
san1ples 1 --7 JV /2 inclusive, the rna.gnitude spectra. are identical. 
The estin1ation of the spectral envelope fron1 the low order cepstral coefficients 
1s known a.s cepstra.l sn1oothing. The low order real cepstnu11 coefficients can be 
directly tra.nsfon11ed into equivalent filter coefficients [34), which can then be used 
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in a synthetically excited vocoder, resulting in silnila.r perfonnance to the LPC 
1nethocl [31]. The real cepstnm1 finds its n1ain usage in pitch detection routines 
[29][13], clue to the good separation of the pitch and vocal tract contributions. The 
perforn1ance, hovvever, falls off rapidly when applied to speech with adcUtive noise, 
as the convolution equation 3.12 no longer has the appropriate fonn for separation 
by the logarithn1 function. 
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3.2.2 Co1nplex cepstrum 
The con1plex cepstnuTl is defined as the inverse Fourier transforn1 of the complex 
loga.ritlun of the n1a.gnitude and phase spectra. of a signal. It is a. n1ore rigorous 
application of hon1on1orphic analysis, as developed by Oppenhei1n and Schafer [33]. 
The n1ain advantage of the con1plex cepstnun over its real counterpart is that it is a 
fully reversible process in which con1plete deconvolution of tin1e don1a.in convolution 
cmnponents can be achieved, if they have suitably disjoint cepstra. In addition, 
the n1ixecl phase nature of the excitation and vocal tract filter is preserved in the 
de-convolved com.ponents. 
The calcula.Llon of the cornplex loga.ritlun introduces son1e in1portant process-
ing difficulties and sources of error to this fonn of cepstral analysis. These problems 
will be described n1ore fully later in this section, but firstly the basic n1athe1natical 
process is detailed below. 
If the speech signal is represented as in Equation 3.16, ·where, ･ｾ＠ represents 
the windowed exci ta.tion function and, Vn represents the con1binecl glottal pulse and 
vocal tract in1 pulse response. 
S'(.f) = F( Vn) . F( ･ｾｊ＠
In n1agnitude and phase term.s : 
F( ･ｾＩ＠ = I.E' (f) I eYMfJ 
F(vn) = j'V(f)l eJO(J) 
S'(f) = IE'(f)IIV(f)l e·1((p(f)+OU)) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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Application of the con1plex logarithn1 a.ncl IDFT results in the con1plex cep-
stnun as follo·ws: 
S(.l) =log IE'(.f)l +log I V(.f')l + J [¢(f)+ O(.f)] (3.20) 
(3.21) 
The initial tvlo tenns are identical to the real cepstrun1 and are real, even 
functions. The two phase tern1s, however, transforn1 into real and odd con1ponents 
due to the action of the IDFT on the in1a.ginary phase spectrun1. The con1bined 
cmnplex cepstnun is therefore real and asyn11netric. In con1parison to the real cep-
strun1 vvhich n1odels the spectrun1 1ninimurn phase poles and zeros only, the con1plex 
cepstnun preserves the n1ixed phase nature of the data. The process separates the 
n1inin1u1n and n1axin1un1 phase con1ponents in the quefrency don1ain, such that the 
1ninimtnn phase pole/zeros transforn1 into the positive quefrency do1na.in (IDFT 
san1ples 0 -t JV/2 ), and n1axi1nun1 phase con1ponents into the negative do1nain 
(IDFT san1ples JV/2 -t JV -1, ). This is best clen1onstratecl using synthetic signals, 
Figure 3.6 shows the con1plex cepstra. of three synthetic signals, one purely 111ini1nun1 
phase, the second purely nul.XlJnun1 phase and the third n1ixecl phase, with the same 
poles and zeros as the first two. Clearly, the rnixed phase signal has been correctly 
separated into its n1inirnurn and rnaxin1urn phase con1ponents. 
Phase unwrapping 
The correct in1ple1nentation of the con1plex cepstnnn requires that the phase func-
tion of Equation 3.19, be a. continuous function of frequency. Unfortunately, the 
phase produced frotTl the real and imaginary spectra via. arc-tangent routines is a 
function wrapped over ±27r or ±1r. The unwrapping of this discontinuous func-
tion is not a trivial problen1 and prone to n1any sources of error. The si1nplest 
approach is to search for large differences between consecutive phase smnples to 
indicate wrapping and then apply a sui table offset to the data. This process is 
n1ore clearly den1onstrated in Figure 3. 7, which shows a wrapped phase and the 
unwrapped equivalent 
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Figure 3.6: Cornplc3.: cepslr1.tm - ｬ｜Ｑ｡ｸｩｮｾｵｭＭＱＱＱｩｮｩｭ Ｌ ＷＮｴｭ＠ phase separation. 
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The errors in the unwrapped phase are n1ostly clue to rapidly changing phase, 
the speed of this transition being cletern1ined by a nun1ber of factors, including : 
1. Sa.n1pling rate of the spectrun1 - if spectral resolution is too low, then large 
phase changes n1a.y result., 
2. Presence of zeros near to the z - plane unit circle perin1eter - corresponding 
to spectral nulls, 
3. Presence of strong voicing in the signal- corresponding to zeros, equally ｳｰ｡ｾ･､＠
around the unit circle 
4. A large linear phase ran1p can be introduced due to rnis-aligrunent of analysis 
'l\'inclow and pitch pulses. 
One solution to correctly unwrapping rapid phase transitions is to increase the 
apparent spectral san1pling rate by "zero pa.cldingn the i:nput data.. A nun1ber of 
other tricks are possible to alleviate the above effects. The problern of poles and 
zeros close to the unit circle can be reduced by applying an exponential window to 
the tin1e dornain data., equivalent io n1oving then1 radia.lly inwards. Also, the use of 
pitch synchronous a.nR,lysis fra.tTles has been proposed (30], to reduce linear phase. 
If the data to be analysed has phase changes too great for unwrapping with 
the shnple procedure outlined above, the n1ost widely accepted alternative is that of 
adaptive nun1erical integration of the phase derivative as proposed by Tribolet [46]. 
This basically involves integrating the derivative of the phase spectrun1 with pro-
gressively sn1aller step sizes betvveen the initial phase se:unples in areas of rapid phase 
change, until the phase change is srna.ll enough to be followed. This procedure is 
con1putationally intensive and still does not guarantee successful unwrapping, de-
pending on the data being a.na.lysed. Zeros that are very close to, or on the unit 
circle cause the algorithn1 to fail, a.s ca.n clusters of poles/zeros. 
After unwrapping, the phase spectrun1 n1ay exhibit a linear rarnp on which the 
fine structure is superin1posed. This feature, known as linear phase, is due to tin1e 
clo1nain offset of the in1pulse response fron1 the start of the analysis fran1e. Such a 
delay of rn san1ples ca.n be expressed in the z-clon1a.in as follows :-
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Figure 3.8: CO'Inple:r.: CepstTa - a) lineaT phase vresent) b) ｬｩｮ･｡＿ｾ＠ phase Te1noved. 
Z{x(n- rn.T)} = ｾｘＢＨｺＩＮｺＭｭ＠ (3.22) 
... ｙＨＺｾＩ＠ = Z{J:(n)} 
<I>(w) = eJ0 .e.1wm (3.23) 
w = 
2
;./ , i = 0 ... JV - 1 
=? linear ra.n1p of Ｒ ｾｮ＠ per Scl.lTlple 
This ran1p tra.nsfonns into a. rapid oscillation in the low order coefficients of 
the quefrency clon1ain. The n1a.gni tude of this oscilla.tion is proportional to the linear 
phase and is weighted by the characteristic 1/n roll-off of the cepstrun1. The effect 
of the linear phase on the con1plex cepstrun1 is den1onstra.ted in Figure 3.8. This 
linear phase tra.nsforn1 can obscure in1portant fine structure and is usually re1noved 
prior to the calculation of the IDFT. This is also a 1nore efficient 1neans of recording 
the linear phase than having to code the tra.nsforn1ecl oscillation. 
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- Dolo spectrum - Dolo opoctrum 
- liflored spectrum o) - Llftored spectrum b) 
Figure 3.9: Ce]Jstral smooth£ng a) 10 coefficients, b) 20 coefficients 
3.2.3 Spectral matching distortions 
The accuracy of n1oclelling the spectral envelope via cepstra.l sn1oothing, is dependent 
on the nun1ber of coefficients used. Voca.l tra.ct inforn1a.tion is usually confined to the 
initial 5n1S of the quefrency range. The n1a.gnitucle spectra of the speech envelope 
recovered fron1 t.he first 1.2.5 a.nd 2.5InS of real cepstra.l coefficients for the data of 
Figure 3.Ll, are shown in Figure 3.9. These represent the first 10 and 20 cepstra.l 
coefficients respectively. 
Con1paring these predicted envelopes to those derived by linear prediction, 
Figure 3.1, it can be seen that the spectrun1 features less sharp forn1a.nt peaks. The 
cepstrun1 being a fully analytic process, n1atches zero inforn1ation as good as it 
does poles, unlike LPC which 1na.tches poles and zeros with a.n all - pole 1nodel and 
in which a.ssun1ptions a.nd 1ninin1isation 1nea.sures tend to favour forn1a.nt n1atching. 
The cepstrun1 therefore requires n1ore coefficients to n1a.tch forn1ants a.s well as linear 
prediction but will provide a. better n1a.tch to spectral nulls. 
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Spectral phase modelling 
As described in section 3.2.1, the real cepstrum is a minilnum phase function. As a 
result, any maxiinum phase cotnponent in the speech data will not be represented in 
the real cepstral coefficients. This distortion is not thought to be too perceptually 
significant however, due to the poor phase discrimination of the auditory syste1n. 
The complex cepstrutn, by preserving the effect of 1naximu1n phase poles and 
zeros, can be used to produce a 1nixed phase spectral envelope. Preserving the 
rnaxitnu1n phase cmnponents requires the trans1nission of further cepstral coefficients 
and hence increases the bit rate of the coder. 
Aliasing 
Cepstral aliasing results due to the fact that the logarithrn function introduces har-
Inonics into the spectru1n that is processed by the IDFT. These are then undersanl-
pled- by the IDFT and aliased back into the principle period range of the cepstru1n. 
The problem is more pronounced with voiced speech due to the large pitch peaks 
being repeated at hannonic intervals. For large analysis frames, however, this is not 
too great a problem as there is an inherent 1/n roll-off on the cepstral coefficients, 
thus reducing any aliased cmnponents. 
A rnore serious aliasing problern associated with the cepstrum has been re-
ported by Verhelst and Steenhaut [47], which is not apparent from the sirnple anal-
ysis previously shown. Basically, neglecting the assurnption that the tilne window 
and excitation pulse train can be con1bined, as in equation 3.12, it has been sug-
gested that the cepstrurn of the vocal tract irnpulse response is actually repeated 
every pitch period and distorted. In this case, even if large analysis frarnes are 
used, the low tirne cepstral coefficients can be corrupted by the first cepstral pitch 
peak in cases of small pitch periods. The silnplest practical measure arising from 
this analysis is that liftering windows of greater that half the pitch period are of no 
use unless further rneasures to reduce this aliasing are applied. It 1nust be stated 
however that our research has not noted these effects and that they appear to have 
been negligible in the investigations of chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 
Excitation Modelling 
In any source-filter based systen1, the n1odelling and specification of the excitation 
signal is by far the n1ost critical factor affecting quality. The effects of errors n1ade 
in specifying the excitation n1odel and the use of overly sin1plistic excitation signal 
n1odels genera.l1y far outweigh the shortcon1ings of the envelope 1nodelling process. 
As a result, a. great deal of efFort has been directed tov,rarcls the accurate specifica-
tion of the excitation signal. Source- \'Va.veforn1 hybrid coders are one 1nanifestation 
of this activity. Analysis-by-Synthesis hybrids ernploying a blind, brute force strat-
egy for the generation of the optln1un1 excitation while Analysis-Synthesis coders 
sacrifice bit rate for the i1nproven1ent. This report however, is concerned prilnarily 
with vocoder systen1s, in which there have also been 111any i1nproven1ents in recent 
years. Bit rate restrictions on vocoder excitation pa.rmneters necessitate a. thorough 
understanding of the key perceptual features of the voice source and their relative 
in1portance. This subject wa.s discussed in cha.pter 2 and is essential for the design 
of adequate analysis n10dels and synthesis procedures. This chapter will introduce 
son1e of the n1ain problen1s and intprovernents in the Held of vococler excitation. The 
following chapters describe the two n1a.in studies of this research, both of which were 
atte1npts to in1prove the excitation signal. In Chapter 5, a. vocoder is described in 
Ｌｾｲｨｩ｣ｨ＠ cepstral analysis is used to represent the residual excitation signal produced 
via LPC analysis. Chapter 6 then describes work in which a channel vocoder was 
upgraded to en1ploy a. n1ixed-ba.nd excitation, each channels' voicing being indepen-
dently classified as voiced or unvoiced. 
In a. voc.oder, the exci t.a.t.ion signal is liable to three n1a.in sources of degrada-
tion. Firstly, the use of a.n over sin1pUstic analysis n1oclel, secondly, inaccuracies in 
the cleten11ination of the n1odels' defining pa.ra.n1eters and finally the use of poor 
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synthesis procedures to genf'ra.tf' the synthetic excitation fron1 the panu11etric infor-
n1ation. \ 
It is generally agreed tha.t the sin1ple voiced/unvoiced excitation 1noclel used in 
earlier syste1ns is inadequate for producing high quality speech. As a. result, 1nany 
n1odels of 1nixed excitation have been proposed and iinpleinented that den1onstrate 
in1proved naturalness. Section 4.1 discusses further the sources of n1ixed excitation 
and the vocoder 1nodels proposed to represent then1. 
The correct cletern1ination of pitch period and voicing paran1eters is paran1ount 
to the operation of source-filter vococlers, irrespective of the exact H.tOclel used. His-
torically, n1any different algorithn1s for the ana.lysis of speech periodicity have been 
devised, all of which fail under certain real life condHions. However, through an 
understanding of the typica.l factors causing failure and the typical rnodes of fail-
ure, great in1provenwnts in prediction accuracy can be achieved. This subject is 
discussed in section 4.2. The accurate detern1ina.tion of the voicing pa.ra.n1eter(s) is 
also of very great in1portance to the quality of vococler systen1s. \i'lhile this topic 
is highly related to that of pitch detern1ination, voicing decisions are n1ost often 
detennined through a. separate process. The problen1 of voicing detennination for 
both sin1ple and rnixed exdta.tions is discussed fully in Section 4.3. 
The final area in which vocoder excitation can be in1proved is that of the syn-
thesis procedure used to generate the synthetic excitation signal fron1 the pitch and 
voicing pa.rmTleters. The use of n10re accurate rnixecl excitation 1nodels has already 
been noted. Aclclitiona.lly, the synthetic excitation signal can be greatly enhanced if 
perceptually in1portant rules, such as smooth period va.ria.tion, are incorporated into 
the synthesis algorithm. This a.nd n1any other enhance1nents possible are discussed 
in section 4.4 
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4.1 Mixed ｅｸ｣ｩｴ｡ｴｩｯＱｾ＠
Natural speech contains ma.ny sounds in which both the voiced and unvoiced sources 
are sin1ultaneously in operation. The representation of these jTicative sounds as 
purely voiced is pa.rtly responsible for the synthetic, "buzzy" quality of 1nany early 
vocoders. On the basis of this rrlixed excitation alone, there is a strong case for the 
use of a. n1ore representative excitation n1odel. 
In addition to n1ixecl so·u.rce sounds, there are a. nun1ber of other n1echanis1ns 
by which the short-tern1 a.na.lysis of speech waveforn1s can present n1ixecl voidng 
features. The tnost obvious exa.n1ple of n1ixed voicing in short-tern1 analysis is 
that clue to voicing transitions occurring during the analysis interval. \.Vithout the 
added con1plexity of synchronising analysis fra.n1es to such transitions, these features 
inevitably produce n1ixecl voicing characteristics in the transforn1 don1a.in. 
Of the further forn1s of n1ixed voicing, one of the n1ost in1porta.nt is the aperi-
odicity of speech, in the forrn of period jitter and rarnping, both disturbances to the 
n1a.in feature of voiced speC'ch, its periodicity. These disturbances are tra.nsfonned 
by the short-tern1 spectrum a.s a. brea.kdovvn of the regular ha.rn1onic structure in 
certain spectral regions, much the sa.n1e as n1ixed source excitations are. For good 
quality to be achieved, it is essential that son1e forn1 of 1nixed voicing is applied that 
is capable of representing the above cases. 
To propose a. suitable model l'or representing the rnany sources of n1ixecl excita-
tion, it is necessary to understand their typical structure in the ti111e and frequency 
don1a.ins. The n1ost in1porta.nL class of n1ixecl excitations, the fricatives, are the 
product of a. roughly linear con1bina.tion of voiced and unvoiced tin1e do1nain sources. 
Due to the differing location of the t'•vo sources a.ncl the consequently differing action 
of the vocal tract upon each, the effect of the unvoiced source is largely apparent 
only in low energy regions of the spectn1111. As a result, the unvoiced con1ponent 
is generally biased toward high frequencies, appearing in the tin1e don1a.in as high 
frequency noise superin1posecl on the periodic voiced signal. Figure .-:1.1 shov,rs the 
ti1ne a.ncl frequency don1ain plots of such a. fricative. 
The efFect of voicing aperiodicity, while being con1pletely separate tin1e clo-
n1ain feature, manifests itself smnevvhat sirnilarly in the frequency don1a.in. The 
work of Fujin1ura. [8] noted these spectral effects, clen1onstrating instances in which 
no unvoiced turbulence source was active but which shov.recl regions of ha.rn1onic ir-
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Figure tl.l: Frical:ive ea:citatio·n. 
regularity- corresponding to 1110111entarily irregular pitch epochs. This "de-voicing" 
of the spectrurn often occurs a.t higher frequencies but can also be present in iso-
lated spectral regions. The de-voicing of low frequencies with strong high frequency 
ha.n11onics is seldmn, if ever, encountered. The plots of Figure t:1.2 show the spec-
tra of synthetically generated, jittered pulse trains. Increasing the degree of jitter, 
standard devia.tion as a. percentage of pitch period, produces increasing spectral 
de-voicing. 
Another forn1 of speech aperiodicity is that of the controlled variation (ranlp-
ing) of period vvi th ti1ne. The short tern1 spectrun1 of such excitation signals also 
den1onstrate high frequency de-voicing, the extent of which depends on the rate of 
period change across the analysis fra.n1e. This is clearly de1nonstrated in Figure 4.3, 
showing the spect.ra. of in1pulse trains with increasing rates of period change. 
vVith a knowledge of the tin1e and frequency clon1ain characteristics of the 1nain 
forn1s of n1ixed voicing, the re1naining problen1 is how best to 111odel and synthesise 
such features. The rnost obvious n1ethocl is to use an additive co1nbination of the 
voiced and unvoiced lime dom.ain synthetic sources, Figure t:1.4a. As this is largely 
the true production n'lechanisnl for the ilnporta.nt fricative sounds, this 111ethocl 
ha.s found successful a.pplica.tion in n1a.ny vocoder systen1s such as that of K won & 
Goldberg [21]. 
In recognition of the different spectral distributions of the voiced and unvoiced 
regions, this nwdel has frequently been updated as shown in Figure t1.4b. Even by 
the use of a very coarsely quantized transition frequency, ｦｾＬ＠ this n1oclel can n1uch 
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better represent rnany rnixed source and aperiodic de-voicing features. hnplernen-
tations of this rnodel by both Kato [18] and Makhoul [24] have both demonstrated 
subjective quality in1prove1nent. 
The extension of the spectral resolution of the voicing decision is a natural 
progression of this line of quality improvement. A fixed, triple band voicing decision 
iinple1nented on a channel vocoder was shown to be advantageous by Fujhnura [9]. 
With the availability of powerful DSP techniques and devices, the spectral resolu-
tion of voicing decisions has inevitably been extended to increase synthetic excitation 
quality. One of the n1ost advanced 1nixed excitation sche1nes irnplmnented to date is 
the DVSI Improved Multi-Band Excitation (IMBE) vocoder [8], developed for the 
INMARSAT standard-M systern frorn the work of Griffin & Lirn [13]. In this, the 
excitation is modelled and synthesised in the frequency dornain, by the specification 
of the voicing, rnagnitude and phase of adjacent hannonics. The voicing of indi-
vidual hannonics is detennined by the correspondence between the actual speech 
spectru1n and a purely voiced, synthetic excitation spectrum. For trans1nission, this 
specification is aggregated into groups of three adjacent hannonics, resulting in up 
to twelve voicing decisions. A more detailed description of this process will be left 
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rate, it lncurs a. heavy con1puta.tiona.l burden and inevitably son1e bit-rate overhead. 
\iVhether such a. ... degree of voidng specification is of use in less rigorous vocoder 
systen1s is open to question. Chapter 6 describes one such in1plen1entation in ·which 
the IlVIBE voicing decision is used to excite a. 19 band channel vococler. 
4.2 Pitch Determination 
Pitch is probably the 1nost irnportant and sensitive feature of the acoustic speech 
signal. While the linguistic difFerentiation of sounds is not greatly affected by s1nall 
pitch changes, the great pitch acuity of the auditory systen1 is responsible for differ-
entiation of the natural, subjective qua.Hties of speech, such as identity, intonation 
and physical/ en1otional state, known collectively as prosodic inforn1ation. In tern1s 
of absolute acuity, hun1an pitch sensitivity a.ctua.lly exceeds the resolution of the 
usual 8KHz san1pling process. Fortunately however, the natural randon1ness char-
acteristic to speech is at least an order of n1agnitude greater than this san1pling 
noise a.nd hence no distortion is perceived. 
In the use of the source-filter n1odel for speech coders, the accura.cy of the 
pitch estin1ate becotnes even n1ore critical and, irrespective of distortions inherent 
to the subsequent synthesis procedure, pitch estin:uttion is a 1na.jor factor affecting 
quality. In n1ost vocoders, and certainly those studied in the course of this research, 
the pitch is specified as the average period over the stationary, short-tenn analysis 
fran1e. The accuracy of this specification process can be degraded by n1any factors 
of natural speech, such as, aperioclicity, occasional irregular periods and interfer-
ence fron1 vocal tract. spectra.] n1odula.tions. T'he hundreds of pitch detern1ina.tion 
a.lgorith1ns (PDAs) conceived over the years all possess different perforn1ance char-
acteristics and are susceptible to certain n1odes of failure. U nfortuna.tely, no single 
algorithn1 perforn1s best under all conditions, whether 111ea.sured by objective or 
subjective n1ea.ns, a.s borne out by the studies of Rabiner a.ndl\IIcGonegal [37], [25]. 
To produce a.n accurate and robust pitch estin1a.te , n1ost PDAs adopt a. three stage 
process, con1pdsing ; da.t.a pre-processing, pitch extraction and pitch decision post-
processing. These processes are described fully in the following three sections. 
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4.2.1 PDA pre-processing 
The pre-processing perforn1ed :for pitch detern1ina.tion generally involves data. reduc-
tion to sin1plify the prediction task of the pitch extractor. The process is designed 
to reduce the significance of features in the input data that a.re cletrin1ental to the 
prediction and enhance those upon which the pitch extractor produces its decision. 
l-Ienee the decision a.s to which pre-processing is suitable is inevitably tied , in so1ne 
degree, to the type of pitch extractor subsequently used. 
One of the n1ain factors responsible for pitch detern1ination errors is that of 
interference between the excitaUon signal and the vocal tract spectral1noclulation. 
In particular the presence of a. strong, narrow bandwidth, first forrnant can often lead 
to second or third harrnonics being erroneously selected a.s the fundan1ental period. 
One of the sirnplest rnea.sures Lo con1bat this problen1 is the low pass filtering of 
input data. to restrict the spectn1n1 to within the range of possible periods. However, 
due to the large clyna.n1k range of pitch, this is of n1oderate effectiveness, as low 
period voicing ca.n still exhibit n1any higher ha.rn1onics vvithin the filter passband. 
In addition, if the following pitch extractor is based upon ha.rn1onic n1atching, this 
process is obviously inapplicable. 
Another historically popular n1ethocl of suppressing vocal tract n1odula.tions is 
that of centre clipping. T'his process, best illustrated in figure 4.5, basically ren1oves 
a.n1plitudes below a certain threshold, leaving only the peaks in the signal As 
forn1ant inforn1a.t.ion is contained in a. typically decaying in1pulse response, 1nuch 
of this inforn1a.tion is ren1oved via. clipping. The clipping threshold, C£, a ratio of 
the peak A111a.x within son1e segn1ent of the speech, ha.s to be chosen with care as 
fran1es exhibiting rapid a.rnplitude ra.n1ping can greatly reduce the efFectiveness of 
the process. An effective solution, proposed by Sondhi (42], analysed the average 
energy in the first a.nd last thirds of the analysis fra.n1e and chose a clipping threshold 
of 80% of the lower of the iYvo values. 
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One of the n1ost efl'ecLive pre-processing n1ethocls for the solution of spectral 
1noclulation interference is that of flattening the spectral envelope via. inverse filter-
ing. This can be achieved using a filter bank analysis procedure [42) sin1ilar to that 
of channel vocoding, but n1ost n1odern PDAs use linear prediction derived, digital 
inverse filtering. As shown in section 3.1, linear predictive a.nalysis is very success-
ful at ren1oving long terrn spectral n1odulation vvhile preserving harn1onk structure. 
The 111ethod is not infallible however, as linear prediction n1erely n1inin1ises the 
residual energy and cannot a.utmna.tica.lly distinguish the vocal tract envelope fro1n 
other long tern1 spectral n1odula.tions. Thus, in cases of high pitched voicing, Vlith 
wide harmonic features, linear prediction can actually distort the ha.rn1onic struc-
ture of the excitation signal. The ·con1puta.tional overhead of inverse filtering, once 
of in1porta.nce, is of no great signi:ficance in n1odern syste1ns clue to the power of 
DSP processors. All of the pitch prediction routines studied in the course of this 
research have been usefully pre-processed in this manner, the LPC a.na.lysis often 
being a by-product. of oth0.r coding requiren1ents. 
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4.2.2 Pitch extraction 
The core of any PDA, the basic extractor, can be classified by the dmuain in which 
it operates. Exa.n1ples of pitch extractors working on the ti1ne dmna.in and various 
transforn1ations thereof are nun1erous but those ·working in the transforn1 do1nains 
predon1ina.te. The a.dva.nta.ge of Lra.nsforrning the tin1e don1a.in signal is that the sep-
aration of features representing periodicity and other factors can be enhanced, thus 
easing pitch extraction. Con1plica.ting fa.ctors such a.s pha.se can also be conveniently 
re1uoved via. tra.nsfonna.tion. 
vVhether transforn1-ba.secl or tin1e-ba.sed, pitch extraction is usually a. proble1n 
of peak/null detection a.ncl selection. In the tin1e don1a.in, pitch instances are usu-
ally characterised by an energy discontinuity while pitch extraction transforn1s are 
chosen to highlight periodicities by the presence of tra.nsforn1 peaks or nulls. Of 
course, a.s the peak/ null indication is never perfect, often detecting a.dclHional fea-
tures such a.s pitch harn1onics, post-processing is essentia.l for selection of the correct 
period candidate. Smne cornnlon tra.nsforn1s used for pitch cletern1ina.tion include 
the autocorrela.tion, frequency a.ncl cepstral don1ains. In this research, PDAs using 
the tin1e, a.utocorreJation and frequency don1ains have been investigated, these 'vill 
be briefly discussed in the follov1ring sections. 
Tin1e don1ain pitch prediction 
Tin1e don1ain pitch Ｈ ｾ ｸｴｲ｡Ｎ｣ｴｩｯｮ＠ is the oldest n1ethod of a.uton1atic pitch detection, 
n1ainly for reasons of con1puta.tiona.l sin1plicity. Such extractors n1ostly atten1pt to 
n1ark the position of individual periods, producing a. sequence of pitch n1a.rkers. The 
PDA is thus able to specify pitch on a "per period" basis if required, enabling the 
tracking of rapid period changes or even naturally irregular voicing intervals. The 
process of n1a.rker pla.cen1ent, ideally designed to select specific periodic insta.nces, is 
often susceptible to error when the excitation signn.l is disturbed by noise or inter-
ference fron1 factors such as the voca.l tract response. As a result, not all n1a.rkers 
will correspond to the desired instant within the pitch period and so the sequence 
requires further extraction logic. In atten1pting to detern1ine periodicity, there are 
a nu1nber of tii11e don1ain features of voiced speech tha.t are applicable [1]. These 
include ; the typical presence of high mnplitucles at the start of the period followed 
by a decaying response ; the resultant a.n1plitucle and derivative discontinuities at 
this instant and the repetition or structural patterns at roughly regular intervals. 
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The process of n1a.rker pla.cen1ent and subsequent steps in the extractor usually ap-
ply 1na.ny of these features to n1a.ke the ｢･ｳｾ Ｎ＠ pitch cletern1ination. One popular 
pitch predictor, proposed by Gold & Ra.bine1; [1 0] vva.s ilnplen1ented during this re-
search for the channel vococler study of cha-1;ter 6. This predictor is described in 
section 6.1.5 which usefully i llnstra.tes sornc of the n1a.in prindples of ti1ne dmna.in 
pitch prediction. 
Autocorrelation pitch prediction 
The discrete autocorrelation function provides a. n1easure of the silnila.rity between 
two sequences derived frorn the san1e underlying signal. The n1ain relation between 
the sequences is a variable delay or "la.g" which constitutes the independent variable 
of the transforn1. The ba.sic definition of the autocorrelation function is shown in 
equation 4.2, but as vvill be describes shortly, this has to be n1odifiecl to a.ccon1n1odate 
the con1plexities of the speech signal. 
(X) 
＿ｾＨｲＩ＠ = I: :v(n).x(n + r) ( 4.1) 
n:::-oo 
vVhen a.pplied t.o periodic signa.ls this transforn1 produces high correlation 
peaks when the sequences are sepa.ra.tecl by a lag equal to the funclan1enta.l period 
and its n1tdtiples. Thus any periodicity in the original signal is preserved by the 
autocorrelation process vvhile the phase is cmnpletely ren1oved, period n1.easuren1ent 
beco1ning a. sin1ple 1nea.surernent fron1 zero lag to the pitch peale Thus, through au-
tocorrelation analysis for lags covering the expected range of speech periods, pitch 
cleten11ina.tion would seem t.o be a. relatively stra.lghtforwarcl task of selecting the 
lowest significant tra.nsforn1 peale Unfortuna.tely, in transforn1ing a complex, non-
stationary signal such a.s speech, a nurnber of con1plica.tions arise in autocorrelation 
based pitch prediction. These problem.s have been widely investigated and 1nany 
n1inor algoritlunic re-definitions have been proposed along with advantageous pre-
and post-processing operations. In the light of these in1prove1nents, described below, 
autocorrelation pitch cletennination has proven to be one of the 111ost flexible and 
robust techniques available. 
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The first point to note regarding speech autocorrelation is that clue to the non-
stationarity of speech the general definition of equation 4.2 needs to be n1odifiecl by 
tin1e do1nain ·windowing. Equation 4.3 defines one such n1odified autocorrelation, in 
which su1nn1ation is truncated outside a finite \<Vinclov.r of N smnples. 
N-1-r 
T ( T) = I: J.' ( n). J.: ( n + T) (4.2) 
n=O 
In so lin1iting the sun1mation range of such in1plen1enta.tions the transforn1 is 
inevitably tapered t.owa.rcl zero with increasing lag. This proble1n can be resolved 
by n1a.inta.ining the range of summation at N san1p.les while keeping a record of the 
current JV +Tn1a.x sa.n1ples. Practically this can be achieved by 1naintaining a lin1itecl 
n1en1ory of the past input san1ples. One point to note at this juncture is that the 
sun1n1ation range, JV, need not correspond to the analysis fran1e size. As a result, 
frequent, sub-fran1e pitch predictions can be n1acle which can be very i1nportant 
for accurate pitch tracking and pitch filtering. The clia.gran1 of figure L1.6 illustrates 
the differences het·ween the tapered and n1e1noried fonns of autocorrelation just 
discussed. The reel uct.ion in strength of the high lag correlations in the n1en1oryless 
ca.se is clearly evident. This ta.pering can cause difficult.y in assessing long periods, 
especially when strong ha.rrnonics a.re also present, which produce pea.ks at period 
sub-n1ultiples. 
A second n1ajor factor to be considered in the application of the autocorrela-
tion function to speech is the effect of vocal tract n1odulation. One effect is that 
the resulting high local s<:unple correlations cause a. spreading of the pitch peak in 
the lag clon1ain. This is not too problen1a.tic however as the transforn1 clon1ain can 
be readily interpolated. In fact, the autocorrelation function is naturally robust to 
san1pling instant resolution li1nita.tions, the correct sub-smnple period being avail-
able through sin1ple interpolation procedures. The 1nost disruptive feature of vocal 
tract n1odula.tion on speech autocorrelation is tha.t enhanced higher harmonics of 
the funclan1enta.l a.re preserved in the tra.nsfon11ation. Any unfortuna.te con1bination 
of factors such as low period a.ncl lovv, narrow bandwidth first fonnants can produce 
high energy lovver harmonics which in turn result in signiftcant correlation peaks at 
sub-n1ultiples of the true pitch lag. If incorrect selection is to be avoided, the input 
signal 1nust be spect.ra.lJy flattened. Both Cf'nt.re clipping and LPC inverse filtering 
discussed in the previous section have been successfully applied to a.utocorrelation 
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PDAs, [L12],(36]. Figure L1.7 shows the autocorrelation transforn1s, with and without 
prior LPC spectral flattening, of an analysis fran1e '"'ith significant lower hannonics. 
As can be seen the original speech signal contains a very strong third harn1onic due 
to vocal tract 1nodulation, n1a.king accurate peak selection difficult. 
Another iinportant factor in speech autocorrelation is the problen1 of sub-
harn1onic detection. As n1entionecl already, periodic signals produce correlation 
peaks at all n1ultiples of the fund<:unenta.l period within the lag range analysed. 
Unfortunately, the task of pitch cletern1ina.tion is not as sin1ple as selection of the 
largest correlation peale The long tern1 c1.111plitude non-stationarity of speech can 
cause high lag sun1n1a.tions to be over en1phasised when rapid variations of local 
speech energy occur. ｜ｾＯ｢ｩｬ･＠ the tapered autocorrelation is less prone to such errors, 
a 1nore elegant soluUon to the problen1 is to norn1alise the autocorrelation function 
by the variance of the shifted sequence, as shown in equation 4.3. 
( 
seg1nax ) 2 L. x(t).x(t+r) 
t=segn1111 1' ( T) = ___;___...;:.___ ____ ｾ＠
segnw.x 
L ＺｴｾＨｴ＠ + r).:r(t + r) 
t=segn1in 
(4.3) 
This autocorrelation function has been in1plen1ented during this research and 
produced a 111inor prediction in1proven1ent. There is however a considerable pro-
cessing overhead to be considered in its use. 
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Frequency don1ain prediction 
The periodic tin1e dmnain repetition of voiced speech is tra.nsforn1ed in the frequency 
clon1ain to the familiar "picket fence" fine spectral structure. As described in sec-
tion tl.l, this structure can be somewhat distorted under various con eli tions of 1nixed 
voicing. \iVhile such distortions may de-voice certain ha.rrnonic regions or even shift 
the1n fron1 their ideal ha.rrnonic locations, features such a.s the distance between 
adjacent ha.rn1onics stDl rernain a very robust n1ea.sure of funda.n1enta.l frequency. 
The direct detection of the funda.n1en tal peak in the frequency clm11ain is rarely 
a.tten1pted as it can be distorted or 1na.y even be absent in band-lin1ited signals. 
One of the sin1pler n1ethocls of pitch detection fron1 the harn1onic spectnun 
is via the detection of local spectra.] pea.ks. F'ron1 a. set of such rnea.suren1ents the 
funda.rnenta.l can be evaluated by deten11ina.tion of the greatest con1111on clenon1inator 
of the peak locations or inter-harn1onic distances. Due to the con1plications of n1ixecl 
voicing, son1e degree of tolerance ha.s to be considered in this selection process but 
this is not too problen1atic. Once fo is roughly cletennined, higher frequency peaks 
can be located and sub-divided to provide a. great accuracy increase. 
An alternative widely applied n1ethod of pitch detennination using the speech 
spectrun1 is that of ha.rn1onic ma.tching. Ba.sically a.n analysis-by-synthesis approach, 
harn1onic n1a.t.ching determines the optinntm n1atch between the speech spectrun1 
and a range of synthetic, purely harn1onic spectra of varying funcla.rnenta.l period. 
Early exa.n1ples of this n1ethod n1a.de use of con1b filtering of the input signal. Cmnb 
filters, having sharp nulls at regular spectral intervals will produce a 1naximtun 
energy output when the inter-harn1onic nulls of the speech are n1a.tched to the filter 
nulls. To reduce higher harn1onic detection such PDAs usually de-en1phasize higher 
harn1onics of the con1b spectrun1. 
l\!Iore recent harn1onic n1a.tching PDAs, relying on the availability of powerful 
DSP hardware, attempt to estin1ate the best n1a.tch between candidate synthetic 
excitation spectra. and the input spectnm1. This process requires accurate spectral 
envelope equalisation, either through spectral flattening of the speech spectrun1 or 
envelope synthesis of the synthetic excitations. VVhile the forn1er is obviously prefer-
able in con1puta.tiona.l tern1s, inaccuracies in the flattening process vvill degrade the 
n1atching estin1a.tion process. ｜ｾｬｨ｡Ｎｴ･ｶ･ｲ＠ ntethocl of envelope equalisation is applied, 
a. si1nple spectral error rnea.sure as sho\vn in equation 4.4 is required. I'his error 
n1ea.sure 111t1st be carefully considered as con1putationa.l biases can exist., especially 
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for longer periods in which the indiviclua.l ha.rn1onics are coarsely san1pled by the 
discrete Fourier transforn1 . 
(4.4) 
vVhere S'(c.v, Wo) is the synthetic speech spectrun1, of period Wo . 
An in1portant point to note about ha.rn1onic 1natching PDAs is that, to accu-
rately synthesise correctly located higher han11onics, a veTy fine fundan1enta.l reso-
lution is required. To reduce the computational burden of a full pitch search at this 
resolution, the ra.nge of harmonics n1atched can be lin1ited or their contribution to 
the spectral error criterion ca.n be cle-ernpha.sisecl. T'his allovvs the initial estin1ation 
of a course pitch value which can be subsequently refined to higher resolution. 
The research described in chapter 6, applies a n1oclern harn1onic n1atching 
PDA to the problen1 of specifying n1ixecl spectral voicing decisions for an in1proved 
channel vocoder. This algoritlun, the INMARSAT standard-M, rnulti-band pitch 
predictor, is described in rnore detail in section 6.2.1. 
One of the great a.dva.nt.a.ges of frequency domain PDAs is their ability to 
operate upon band-limited signals. In this sense, they are very in1portant for the 
estilnation of the spectrally resolved voicing decisions used in n1ore con1plex vococler 
n1oclels. Another quality of frequency clmna.in PDAs is that tirne don1ain smnpling 
resolution lin1its do not a:ffect pitch prediction accuracy and interpolation of the 
transforn1 don1ain can be used to in1prove the accuracy of hannonic positions. Op-
erations such as tin1e dmnain down-se:unpling and frequency shifting ca.n therefore 
be rea.clily applied to reduce the con1puta.tional eiTort if required. 
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4.2.3 PDA post-processing 
The task of post-processing pitch prediction results can be divided into two ba-
sic operations, one of error detection and correction and the other of s1noothing. 
Error detection is essentially a. logica.l, algorith1nic. investigation of possible n1odes 
of prediction failure by the inspection of pitch alternatives in the extractor trans-
fonn. Con1n1on exa.n1ples of error checking include the rejection of ha.n11onic and 
sub-harn1onic decisions and tracking of recent history. This forn1 of post-processing 
obviously requires access to the tra.nsfonn data used within the pitch extractor and 
can so1netin1es feedback inforn1a.tion to update future decision thresholds used by 
the pitch extractor. 
Harn1onic rejection 
It is cmnn1on in both tin1e and transforn1 clon1ain pitch extractors to produce candi-
date pitch estiinates a.t. the true pe1·-iod and n1ultiplesjsub-1nultiples thereof. Ti1ne, 
autocorrelation and cepstra.l don1a.in PDAs are a.l] prone to this error. A co1nn1on 
requiren1ent of such predictors is therefore sub-ha.rn1onic rejection through checking 
integer sub-n1ultiples of the chosen period for alternative candidates. Such a. deci-
sion requires the detern1ination of an en1pirica.l threshold for the relative size of the 
sub-n1ultiple peak, over which the original decision is updated. 
The alternative problern of higher harn1onic detection is greatly alleviated by 
the spectral flattening of the speech prior to analysis a.s this is largely clue to first 
fonnant biasing of the lov.r pitch harn1onics. Correction of such errors ren1aining 
is best achieved by consideration of the distance betvveen the n1ain period ca.ndi-
cla.tes. In tern1s of this "virtual pitch", the true funda.n1ental vvill occur n1ost often. 
Unfortunately, clue to the wide range of possible funda.n1ental pitch and the non-
stationarity of pitch period, generation of a. suitable nun1ber of period Intdtiples is 
not always possible. 
• > 
Tracking 
The most common historical feature tracking tnethod etnployed as a post-processing 
step is that of the recent pitch history. As the time contour of pitch is usually fairly 
stnooth, a search within a narrow range of the previous estitnate can be used to lock 
onto the true pitch estitnate at instances of large initial prediction ･ｲｲｯｲｾＮ＠ Tracking 
has to be applied intelligently as it is equally possible to lock onto an erroneous pitch 
track. This requires careful selection of the thresholds at which tracking estilnates 
override the pritnary prediction. 
An alternative, somewhat intensive, tnethod of feature tracking is to cotnbine 
the predictor transforms of local analysis fratnes, so as to detect which peak/null 
detnonstrates the strongest tracking. The IMBE predictor (6.2.1) itnpletnents such 
a process through a non-linear combination of transforms, in which for each point 
x in the current fratnes' extractor transfonn E1 ( x ), a joint 1ninilnisation over local 
sections of the two future (and/or past) fratnes, E2 (x)&E3 (x) is conducted. The 
range for the tracking 1ninitnum search is controlled by the ratio a. The cotnpos-
ite transform value is chosen as the tninimum of all possible combinations of the 
following sutnmation ; 
This can be cotnputationally very burdensome but this can be itnproved by se-
quential detennination of the optitnum future tninitnisations. The tnethod is equally 
applicable to other PDAs, and has been applied to autocorrelation dotnain PDAs 
during the course of this research . 
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Sn1oothing 
Pitch sn1oothing is a.ln10st invariably a.pplied as a final post-processing stage and can 
be used to sn1ooth both gross prediction failures and sn1a.ller variations clue to period 
jitter and quantisation. \iVhile natural speech does actually contain occasional gross 
period irregularities and n1inor period jitter, the pitch contour is generally sn1ooth 
and contour sn1oothing is advantageous. 
The rejection of large pitch errors, or outliers, requires a non-linear process 
to heavily correct larger pitch va.ria.tions. The n1ost popular non-linear stnoothing 
n1ethod is tha.t. of n1edian smoothing, in ,,vhkh the n1edian pitch value fron1 a set 
of the current, previous and future decisions is selected. Such n1edian stnoothing is 
capable of ren1oving outlier groups of up to ha.lf the n1eclian windo\V length, longer 
than this and the large deviations are little afFected. In cases of sudden loss or onset 
of voicing, the delay in locking onto the correct track can be very disturbing. Often 
in this case, the n1ecHan sn1oother is fed false values to n1aintain the contour, while 
the voicing decision is supplied to the excitation generator to n1ainta.in the correct 
voicing boundary. The process of rneclian srnoothing introduces a. delay of approxi-
rna.tely ha.lf the rneclian window duration into the pitch contour. In general, vococlers 
operating over the typical analysis fra.n1e of 20n1S do not use n1edian sn1oothing of 
greater than five fran1es. 
Linear srnoothing, low pass filtering, is applied to sn1ooth out sn1all pitch vari-
ations and errors that n1edia.n sn1oothing does not affect. Its use to interpolate 
pitch period sn1ooth ly across the synthesis fra.n1e and fran1e boundaries is also very 
advantageous for in1proved synthetic excitation (sect 4A). Erroneous heavy clalnp-
ing of rapid pitch changes a.t sustained voicing tra.nsiUons is also very undesirable 
but ca.n be controlled by clan1ping the filter 1nen1ory to track the new feature. De-
pending on the linear vvindow length, isolated outliers can badly affect the tracking 
accuracy of a linear sn1oother. The application of linear sn1oothing after the use of 
n1edia.n sn1oothing to ren1ove large contour deviations is thus accepted as the best 
configuration [38]. 
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4.3 Voicing Determination 
In its sin1plest forn1, the function of a voicing deten11ina.tion algorithn1 (VDA) is to 
detern1ine whether a segn1ent of speech is voiced or unvoiced, i.e. if the voice ｳｯｷｾ｣･＠
is vocal chord vibra.tion or vocal tract turbulence. In this sitnple sense, the classi-
fication of voiced sounds includes ; periodic voiced speech, irregular voiced speech 
and tnixed voicing ; the unvoiced classification includes both noise-like voiceless 
sounds and silence. lVIore accurate VDAs tend to differentiate further, identifying 
voiced, voiceless and silence intervals and so1netin1es detern1ining a rneasure of n1ixed 
voicing. The deterrnination of the sin1ple voiced/unvoiced distinction is relatively 
straightforward and such VDAs can be very accurate and robust under good acous-
tic conditions. The accurate detern1ination of 1ueasures of n1ixed voicing is 1nuch 
n1ore challenging, depending on the model of the n1ixed source used. In son1e cases, 
a 1neasure of the ratio of voiced and unvoiced energies is en1ployed, others such as 
the 1\!Iulti-Ba.ncl Excitation systen1 require the detern1ina.tion of the spectral distri-
bution of voicing. The important details of the process of detern1ining the sin1ple 
voiced/ unvoiced / silence decision vvill be described first. 
4.3.1 Simple voicing measures 
It wa.s noted earlier, that although pitch and voidng cletern1ination are highly re-
lated, the processes are usually in1plen1entecl independently. The reason for this is 
that reliance solely upon a.n indication of poor periodicity frm11 the pitch extractor is 
not robust enough for a pa.ra.n1eter of such ilnportance. Indeed, regular periodicity 
is not even a. pre-requisite of voiced sounds as natural voiced speech contains n1any 
instances of irregular period vvhich vvould be labeled a.s unvoiced by a PDA searching 
for periodicity. In addition, all pitch extra.ctors inevitably fail under certain concli-
tions and for such failures to be identified as unvoiced could be very disturbing. 
lVIany alternative features of voiced and unvoiced speech are well known and the 
n1ost successful VDAs invariably use a. con1bina.tion of these in their decision 1naking 
process. Son1e of the n1ost importR.nt para.n1eters used in voicing classification are 
briefly listed below. 
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1. Energy 
Voiced speech generally has higher energy than unvoiced sounds. This n1easure 
is especially useful in the detection of silence intervals. 
2. High-Low sub-band energy ratio 
Voiced speech is often characterised by the concentration of energy in low 
frequencies ( below 1KHz ) while unvoiced energy is concentrated in high 
frequency regions ( above 2KHz ). 
3. Zero crossing rate 
Unvoiced speech usua.lly has a higher rate of zero crossings. The signal should 
be DC rejected and high pass filtered to rernove offset and don1estic supply 
nmse errors. 
4. First autocorrelation coefficient 
Voiced speech generally has a. stronger forn1ant structure resulting in a high 
correlation between neighbouring san1ples while noise-like unvoiced sounds 
have a low correla.tion. The norn1a.lised first a.ntocorrelation coefficient, equa-
tion 4.6, is a good indicator of the degree of correlation. 
5. First LPC predictor coefficient 
The LPC filter coefficients are also a. measure of correla.tion or precHctability 
and so differences bebveen voiced and unvoiced sounds will be encountered for 
low order coefficients. The first LPC coefficient is therefore just as applicable 
as the previous autocorrelation n1easure. 
6. LPC prediction error 
As LPC analysis n1atches voiced sounds better than unvoiced ones due to their 
better preclicta.bility ( correla.tion), the norn1a.lisecl LPC prediction error, (ratio 
of residual energy to original signal energy), is a useful factor. This pa.ra1neter 
can vary by over an order of magnitude for the two voice sources. 
7. PDA periodicity n1easure 
Niany PDAs can supply a n1ea.sure of the strength of periodicity in the analysis 
fran1e. Period peaks in tra.nsfonns such as the autocorrelation and cepstnun 
can be norn1a.lisecl by the zeroth coefficient to indicate the relative strength of 
the detected periodicity. 
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The ability of any one of these detern1inants to differentiate between voiced, 
unvoiced, n1ixed a.nd silence intervals varies over 111<:u1y factors of talker and envi-
roninent. Their choice is based on ho,•v well their long tenn statistical distributions 
are separated. Statistical distributions of voiced, unvoiced and silence intervals, 
con1piled for five of the above n1ea.sures are shown in Figure 4.8. For each of these 
paran1eter distribution histogrmns, paran1eter values \Vere separately collated for the 
three voicing conditions considered ; voiced, unvoiced and silence. This data was 
co1npilecl by 111anual voicing classification of 23 seconds of speech fron1 six talkers, 
three n1ale and three fen1ale. 
The choice of \;\lhich of the above factors to select for a proposed VDA 1nay be 
dependent on their required con1put.ational effort as n1uch as their cliscrirnination 
ability. Paran1eters such a.s the autocorrelation, LPC and cepstral coefficients and 
sub-band signals rna.y hm·vever be available fron1 the prior analysis stages of envelope 
n1odelling and pitch cletermina.tion. 
Once a suitable set of voicing cletern1inants is chosen the probletn is to decide 
upon the con1binecl voicing decision. l\llost si1nply, each detern1inant can be assessed 
with a si1uple threshold schen1e as sho·wn in Figure t1.9, the final decision being n1ade 
by n1ajority vote. The det.ern1ination of the optin1mn threshold values for different 
factors is a. tricky problen1, best detern1ined en1pirica.lly fron1 subjective a.ssessn1ents. 
The kno\•vleclge of the typical statistics shown in Figure 4-.8 ca.n of course greatly aid 
the correct choice of these thresholds. 
Alternatively, son1e probability n1easure of each voicing condition can be cleter-
n1ined frmn the distances of the current parmneter value frmn the statistical n1eans of 
the para.n1eter for voiced,unvoicecl and silence intervals. These paran1eter distances 
can then be con1bined to rna.ke the final decision, based upon the voicing condition 
with the n1inin1un1 overall distance n1ea.sure. Often, the cmnbined decision is n1a.cle 
using cmnplica.ted patt.ern recognition techniques. Very siinply, the statistics of the 
N chosen features can be used to generate an N-din1e{1siona.l probability space 
or N-clin1ensional bounding _ surface for each voicing condition. Any set of N para.n1-
eter values, rep resenting a point in this spa.ce, can then be classified by detern1ining 
which of the distinct spatial regio'ps, voiced, unvoiced or silence, it occupies. A 
fuller description of the subject of :ty-clin1ensio.nal pattern recognition is beyond the 
scope of this report, the reader is teferred tQ the studies of Ata.l & Rabiner [3] and 
Siegel [40], [4-1] for further detail. 
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A sin1ple 5-dinlensiona.l classifier implen1entecl for this research, used the nor-
n1a.lised distance rneasure, D.i, for each voicing condition j, defined in equation L!, 7. 
Each of the five din1ensions of the three distance n1easures are norn1alised by the 
standard deviation of that para.n1eter, for that voicing condition. The pa.ran1eters 
shown in Figure 4.8 were used in the classifier, an exa.n1ple output of which is shown 
in Figure L!.lO. 
Dj= t (.Pi ｾ＠ IVlea.ni.i) 2 
i::::l Stclevi.i 
(4.7) 
\iVhere the suffix j above refers to the three voicing conditions en1ployed, 
voiced, unvoiced and silent ; the suffix i refers to the five para1neters ; Pi is the 
current fra.n1es ith pa.ra.n1eter and IVIeanij & Stdev.ij are the statistics of the ith 
pa.rcuneter for the jth voicing condition. 
The optinum1 thresholds for any particular pa.ran1eter always vary considerably 
over factors such as talker sex/ age and acoustic environn1ental conditions. The use 
of general, fixed thresholds obviously in1pHes su b-optin1al voicing detection for any 
one speaker or en vironn1ent. To aid this, n1any voicing classifiers adopt an adaptive 
threshold schen1e in which the initial global optin1tun thresholds are regularly up-
dated according to the recent history of the paran1eter. One such systen1 proposed 
by Moulsley [27] uses e:1. set of decision para1neters defined by their distribution n1ean 
and standard deviation. The statistics for each pa.rmneter are then slightly n1oclified 
ea.ch fra.n1e, depending upon the current con1binecl voicing decision. In this way the 
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Figure tl.lO: E'xam.ple voiced/unvoiced/silence prediction. 
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voiced/unvoiced distributions of each para.n1eter can track the changing statistics of 
the signal. 
4.3.2 Mixed voicing measures 
Efforts to specify a n1easure of 1nixed voicing for speech sounds aln1ost always en1ploy 
the use of a transforn1 don1a.in periodicity n1ea.sure. The three sources of 1nixed 
excitation noted in section 4.1, n1ixed source, a.periodicity and voicing transitions, 
all distort the periodic feature of the spectral transforn1. 
The forn1 of classification used obviously depends on the n1ixed voicing 1nodel 
used. Those ernploying a. single measure of voiced to unvoiced energy ratio can be 
conveniently cletern1ined fron1 features such a.s the norn1alisecl pitch peaks of the 
autocorrelation or cepstrmn transforms. Spectrally resolved voicing n1oclels require 
a cletern1ination of the Ｇｾｧｯｯ､ｮ･ｳｳＬＧ＠ of the harn1onic structure in the distinct spectral 
regions of interest . This can be achieved by certa.in transforn1 analyses of ba.nd-
lin1itecl signals [9] or by direct inspection of the frequency clon1ain harn1onic struc-
ture [24], [13]. The analysis of band-lin1ited signals requires the use of a transform 
that detects harn1onic structure rather than fundan1enta.l frequency, the cepstrum 
is one good exan1ple. Voicing decision based upon cHrect inspection of the har-
111onic spectrum is a. con1putationa.lly intensive process and requires accurate pitch 
detennina.tion with high resolution if higher ha.rn1onics a.re to be correctly located 
and classi-fied. Griffins' 1\!Iulti-Ba.ncl Excitation vocoder uses the error between the 
speech spec.trun1 and a. purely periodic, synthetic excitation spectrun1. This error 
is detern1:inecl around each hannonic of the ca.lcula.tecl periodicity and if above a 
certain threshold, the ha.rn1onic is declared unvoiced. To work accurately, this pre-
dictor requires that the opt.imun1 envelope n1a.gnitude of each synthetic hannonic. be 
assessed for each period ca.nclicla.te, a very intensive process. The n1ulti-ba.nd pitch 
a.nd voicing prediction a.lgori t.hn1s a.re described in n1ore detail in section 6.2.1. 
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4.4 Syntl1etic Excitation Generation 
Neglecting distortions clue to n1odel li1nita.tions, para1neter estin1a.tion and quanti-
sation, there still ren1ains great scope for in1proving the synthetic excitation gener-
ation process. IVIany of these in1proven1ents are based upon long understood rules 
of speech perception and production but are only practically in1ple1nentable due 
to n1oclern ha.rchva.re. Son1e of the con11non synthesis enhancernents, often touched 
upon in previous text are described in this section. 
Historically, for reasons of sin1plicity, the process of synthetic excitation gen-
eration has rna.inly beeu a time clon1ain procedure. Excitation generation in the 
frequency donw.in via. synt.hesis of n1agnitude and phase spectra is equally feasible 
with n1odern syste1ns. Ho'"'ever, as the research for this report has concentrated 
on tin1e dmna.in synthesisers, this section is necessarily lin1itecl to these techniques. 
The following sub-sections outline son1e of the 1na.in considerations in ti1ne don1ain 
synthesis h11proven1ent. 
Period continuity and sn1oothing 
As stressed rnany tirnes before, speech is generally characterised by a sn1ooth pitch 
contour. V/hile occasional large deviations and a. degree of jitter are natural, s1nooth 
variation of pitch across synthesis fra.n1es and especially over fran1e boundaries is 
essential for acceptable qua.lity. The 1ninin1un1 require1nent of preserving pitch epoch 
continuity over fnu11e boundaries and brief voicing drop-outs is fairly sin1ple to 
in1plen1ent. The process, clernonstra.tecl in figure 4.lla., can be con1plica.tecl when 
rapid period decay requires a. pulse pla.ce1nent in the preceding synthesis fran1e, 
although this is simply solved by t.he introduction of a one :fra.n1e delay to the 
synthesis algorithm. 
A n1uch greater quality i1nproven1ent is possible by continuous sn1oothing of 
the pitch contour across the synthesis fra.1ne, figure Ll.llb. Both linear and low-
pass pitch sn1oothing ha.ve been found to produce excellent quality in1proven1ents 
during the course of this research. Continuous sn1oothing also ren1oves the proble1n 
of lost boundary continuity during rapid period decay. Such pitch interpolation also 
provides an in1portant defense against tra.nsn1ission channel pitch errors and pitch 
prediction errors tha.t escape the PDA post-processing operations. 
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Figure 4.11: a) Pitch conti·nuily, b) Pitch inteTpolatio·n. 
One very irnportant exception to the application of pitch s1noothing is at in-
stants of voicing transition. During unvoiced intervals 1nost PDAs output nonsense 
pitch values which n1ay be set to smne arbitrary level by the voicing detern1ination 
algorithn1. If these rapid pitch and energy excursions are sn1oothed, the delay in-
troduced can be very disturbing. In solution to this, the s1noothing operation has 
to be suspended a.t voicing transitions and the pitch clamped to the new value. 
One point to note about smoothed period excitation is that the n1agnitucle 
spectral envelope is no longer flat, a.s shown in figure 4.3. \iVhile this is also true 
for the original glotta.l excitation, the period based envelope n1oclula.tion has already 
been n1odeled in the spectral envelope paran1eters. The flat excitation spectrun1 
require1nent of t.he sin1ple source-filter n1odel can therefore be violated under concli-
tions of rapid period variation. 
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Figure 4.12: lpcl Oe Glottal Pulse. 
Phase enhancen1ent 
The phase spectn1111 of si1nple vococler excitations is often responsible for the syn-
tlletic, robotic nature of vococler speech. Accordingly, n1any in1proven1ents to the 
phase spectnnn of synthetic voiced excitations have been proposed. 1\llixecl excita-
tion 1nodels are ]a.rgely successful due t.o the n1ore natural phase spect.n1n1 of the 
resulting excitation. It is still possible however, to n1ake phase in1proven1ents to the 
sin1ple source-filter 1noclel without extra trans1nittecl inforn1ation. 
One con1n1on phase enhancen1ent involves the use of n1ore representative glot-
tal pulses in place of the norn1a.l delta pulse excitation train. Such pulses are se-
lected to have flat n1a.gnitude spectra while ilnparting a n1ore natural phase upon 
the excitation spectrum. Although the true glottal pulse \vaveforn1 is highly variable 
between spea.kers a.ncl over other factors such a.s pitch, these schen1es tend to use 
"typical", fixed glotta.l waveforms for synthesis. Atten1pts to use va.riable synthetic 
glottal pulses, as opposed to fixed typical glottal pulses, have not proved too ad-
vantageous. The recent LPC-lOe voc.oder [t13] uses just such a fixed glottal pulse, 
which is shown along \\1ith its phase and n1agnitude spectra in figure 4.12. The 
phase spectn1111 shown has been unwrapped and its linear phase re1noved to best 
illustrate the spectral variation. In contrast, the phase spectrun1 of a. delta in1pulse 
train would be flat. 
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\iVhile glottal pulse enha.ncen1ent is designed to shnulate realistic vocal tract 
phase variations, alternative phase enha.ncen1ent schen1es have atten1pted to simu-
late period jitter via the partial ranclon1isation of the high frequency phase spectra. 
As seen in section 4.1, the jitter of pitch epoch produces high frequency spectral 
de-voicing. The partial de-voicing of the regular, high frequency phase spectrum 
of voiced synthetic excitations can therefore produce n1ore natural speech. Exper-
ilnents on this partial phase rand01nisation in the LPC-lOe algorithtn have also 
produced significant in1proven1ents to speech naturalness [17]. 
A third area. of pha.se enhancen1ent is the iinposition of forn1ant-like phase 
upon the synthetic excitation. In experin1ents on a spectrally flattened channel 
vococler (11 ]i, vocal tract Inoclula.tion of the synthetic excitation prior to synthesis was 
shown to in1prove speech naturalness, although only under ideal listening conditions. 
In the presence of other distortions, this extra perceptual cue can enhance quality 
but its effect is probably n1nch less useful than the above phase enhance1nents. 
Energy sn1oothing 
As the variation of energy of n1ost speech utterances varies sn1oothly, the coarsely 
san1plecl energy n1ea.sure of vocodcr syste1ns is perceptually unsuitable. The gain 
pa.ran1eter therefore requires sn1oothing for natural sounding speech. The critical 
exception to this rule is that srnoothing n1ust be suspended during stops a.ncl plosives. 
These features are easily detected by their large, rapid energy variation and the 
indication of voicing transition provided by the VDA, allowing ten1porary suspension 
of sn1oothing. 
Voicing transition enhancen1ent 
The transition between voiced and unvoiced/silence intervals often has in1portant 
phonetic characteristics distinct fron1 intervals of stable voicing. The suspension of 
pitch and energy sn1oothing for stops and plosives has already been noted but there 
are further possible in1proven1ents. Plosives especia.lly, are often characterised by 
n1ixecl source voicing, \Vhich if neglected can produce subjective diagnostic errors. 
The addition of a degree of unvok.ecl excita.tion to the voiced excitation at plosive 
onsets has been shmvn to produce great cHa.gnostic in1proven1ents. The level of the 
unvoiced con1ponent can best be controlled by the rnagnitucle of the local fran1e 
energy transition. 
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Chapter 5 
Hoinoniorphic Analysis of the 
LPC Residual 
The speech coding syste1n investigated in this study is a con1bination of the 
linear prediction and cepstnun tnethods previously discussed. Basically, the systen1 
is a Linear Prediction coder in which cepstral analysis is used to efficiently and 
accurately encode the itnportant features in the LPC residual. A sitnple overview 
of the syste1n is given in figure 5.1. 
It is hoped that the cepstrun1 and linear prediction processes have cmnpleinen-
tary spectral n1at.ching characteristics, enabling the cepstrun1 to ca.pture infonna-
tion n1issed by the lineR.r prediction inverse filter. For instance, the ren1oval of sharp 
resonances via linear prediction leaves a residua.! spectnun with fairly shallow, wide 
bandwidth features, which are better suited to cepstra.l sn1oothing techniques. Thus, 
the spectral null, or zero, inforn1ation should be easily 111odellecl. In addition to this, 
the cepstrun1 n1ay be a.ble to reproduce an excitation train that is 1nore accurate 
than the usual synthetic i1npulse trains used in vocoders. Finally, the tnixed phase 
nature of the cepstrally de-convolved ilnpulse response 1nay offer perceptible quality 
i1n provetnen ts [35]. 
The con1 bin at ion of linea.r prediction and cepstral techniques in order to 1nodel 
the true n1ixed-phase, pole-zero nature of the spectral envelope of speech has often 
been proposed in the past, [31] [20]. Frequently, such "hon1on1orphic prediction" 
syste1ns have applied the cepstnnn as a pre-processor, either to detern1ine the n1i11-
irnun1 and n1ixecl phase con1ponents for separate linear predictive analysis or to 
aiel locatjon of zeros by the removal of the in1pulse train tin1e offset (linear phase) 
and the zeros associated with the periodicity. These investigations have clearly 
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clen1onstrated the via.bility of in1proving the spectral envelope n1odelling through 
hon1on1orphic prediction lTtethods. 
The ain1 of the present study was to use the '"lifterecl" cepstrun1 to regenerate 
both the basic in1pulse response and the excitation in1pulse train contained within 
the analysis fra.n1e. The exact fon11 of the cepstral liftering ·vvindow is of critical 
in1portance to the accurate regenera.tion of the residual. Also of in1portance, for 
any given liftering window, is the effect of any phase unwrapping errors or other 
distortions in t.he generation ol' Lbe cepstrum. These factors will be detailed in the 
following sections. 
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Figure 5.2: G'e·neral LifteTl:ng J!llindow. 
5.1 Cepstral Liftering Window 
0 
-N-1 -1 
The exact fon11 of the cepstra.lliftering window used is of critical in1portance to this 
study, as it detern1ines the efficiency a.ncl accuracy of the residual encoding. In the 
lin1it of all cepstral coefficients being applied to the inverse cepstrun1, the residual 
would be exactly recreated, rega.rdless of any unvvra.pping errors in the forward cep-
strun1. The ain1 of window detern1ina.tion is thus to asses ''vhich cepstral coefficients 
are required, and their weighting, for adequate reproduction of the residual. As the 
ain1 of this study is to represent both vocal tract and excitation infon11ation via their 
cepstral coefficients, the problen1 divides into the assessn1ent of the deconvolution 
require1nents of these tvvo distinct features. 
As discussed in section 3. 2, the vocal tract/ glotta.l pulse inforn1a.tion is confined 
to the low quefrency regions of the cepstrun1, while the excita.tion tra.nsforn1s into 
peaks in the high order cepstrunL 'T'hus, rel'erring to figure 5.2, sho,•ving the initial 
general window proposal, the minin1un1 size (Nl) and the weighting f(n) need to 
be investigated. Also the 1ninin1U111 size (N2) and positioning (T) of the excitation 
v.rindows need to be assessed. 
As c.epstra.l a.na.lysis is notoriously data dependent, it is essential to have son1e 
insight into the Z don1ain and Quefrency don1ain na.ture of the general signal type 
that v..re encounter in speech processing. A discussion of this is given in the following 
section, vvhjch is very in1porta.nt for fully understanding the processing problen1s 
and deconvolution requiren1ents to be presented later in this chapter. 
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Figure .5.3: Si·mple Periodic Signal. 
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5.2 ｓｰ･･｣ｬｾ＠ Data 
teristics. 
Qt.tefrency Domain Cl1.arac-
In speech processing, 'vve are generally concerned with signals tha.L are the convo-
lution of a basic in1pulse response with a quasi-periodic in1pulse train. A sin1ple 
understanding of the frequency clmna.in and cepstra.l dmnain nature of this class of 
signals is essentia.l for understanding processing errors and deconvolution require-
n1ents. Useful presentations are to be found in n1any sources but the papers by 
Childers [6] [19] and Staffa. (45] are \Vort.h special note. 
In section :3 .2, the separation of ma.xinmm and 1ninin1un1 phase components of 
the in1pulse l'C:'sponse \Vas noted . In consideration of the effect of tin1e clon1ain 
repetition of such a. signal on its Z a.ncl Quefrency clon1a.in transforn1s, the sin1ple 
case shown in figure 5.3 will be a.na.lysed. This is used for clarity, but n1ore cmnplex 
exan1ples can be sin1ila.rly a.na.lysecl and have sirnilar properties tha.t will be noted 
in the following text . 
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5.2.1 Z domain characteristics 
If the basic in1pulse response of Figure 5.3 is described by the function, x(n), with 
the Z transfonn, ｾｘＢＨｺＩＬ＠ then the above con1posite signal can be represented as follows 
in the Z don1a.in. 
Z[y(n)] = Z[x(n- nl) + ｡ｾＭｵＨｮＭ n2)] 
Y(z) = .X(z)z-n1 + et)((z)z-n2 
zn2 -1- ｲｾＮ Ｌ＠ 7 nt ){(z). ｾ＠ u,., 
znt +n2 
Y(z) = .X(z).l + etz-nP 
zn1 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
As ca.n be seen, the cornposite signal includes the poles and zeros of the basic 
in1pulse response but to this are added a further np con1plex zeros . These are equally 
spaced around a circle of radius a centered on the origin. An analysis of the 1nore 
general case of /3 + 1 regular in1pulses of period n1) leads to the general equation 
below, in which there are now /3.n1J zeros located around the origin. 
Y(z) = ){(z). "" " ·" - \.-l· 
[ 
-fJnp + Q'·t z ({J-] )nT' + + O'k 1 znP + '""'k] 
zrq +{Jnp (5.3) 
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5.2.2 Quefrency do1nain characteristics 
If we now consider the transforn1a.tion of the sin1ple con1posite spectnun into the 
quefrency clon1a.in, the first stage is the application of the con1plex logarithn1 to 5.2 
as follows, 
Y(z) = ln[Y(z )] 
[
1 + az-nvl 
= ｬｮ｛ｾｾＨｺＩＩＫｬｮ＠
zn1 
= ln[.X(z)] + ln[1 + az-ni>] -ln[zn1 ] (5.4) 
for a < 1, a 1ninin1nn1 pha.se echo, the second ten11 a.bove can be expanded as 
a. Laurent series. 
(5.5) 
+ (5.6) 
The second tern1 above is the linear pha.se n1entioned in section 3.2 and IS 
ren1ovecl before the inverse Z t.ra.nsfonnation, which yields the following : 
y(nT) 
(5.7) 
Thus the con1plete cepstrurn consists of the cepstnm1 of the basic in1pulse 
response, :r( nT), \Vitb an a.dcli tive series of decaying delta functions at positive 
values of quefrency. 
In the case that a > 1, a n1axin1un1 pha.se excitation train, equation 5.4 can 
be re-arranged as below to enable the logarithn1ic expansion. 
(5.8) 
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On expansion this gives, 
(5.9) 
The n1ain differences between the above equation and equation 5. 7 are that the 
linear phase is now cletern1inecl by the tin1e don1ain offset of the final pulse and that 
the exponential series has positive exponents. Through the inverse transfonnation 
process this produces a series of decaying delta. functions in the negative quefrency 
don1a.in, as shown below. 
iJ(nT) = x(nT) + 2_8(nT + npT)- 2
1
2 8(nT + 2n1)T) + ... - ... a: a: (5.10) 
5.2.3 Complications to si1nple analysis 
The analysis of periodic signals containing n1ore than two inqnllses produces sin1ilar 
results to those just deLermined. The main difference is in ihe weighting and sign 
of the delta functions in ihe cepstra.l d01na.in. To dernonstrate this and the above 
theory, figures 5.'1 & 5.5, show the cepstra of a nun1ber of sin1ple synthetic signals 
with both n1inilnun1 and n1a.xin1un1 phase excitations. To recap, a. rnini1nuin phase 
excitation train is characterised by decreasing pulse a1npHtucles across the analysis 
frmne while n1axi1nun1 phase excitations exhibit only increasing pulse cU11plitucles. 
Another con1plica.tion to the above analysis that arises for real signals is that 
they are seldon1 perfectly periodic. In this case, it can be sho,,vn [4.5], that the 
cepstrun1 contains deltas a.t all the clela.ys in the fra.n1e and all con1bina.tions of these 
delays. This results in broa.clened excita.tion peaks in the region of the average delay 
and its ha.rn1onics. 
In addition to this proble111, the pole/zero nature of the individual hnpulses 
will vary across the analysis fra.n1e. This causes the poles/zeros of the con1posite 
signals' in1pulse response 1 to be a. distortion of the individual in1pulses. 
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Figure 5.4: j\1inim:u·m. phase e:rcilations - a) t:im.e domain , b) cepstra. 
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5.3 System Trials - LPC Speech Resid"Ltal Data 
The initial tests of the coding systen1 were perfonnecl on real speech residual data. 
The results of these tests iclentHied a. nun1ber of serious problen1s with the proposed 
systen1. The resulting distortions were too severe to allow a.ssessn1ent of the effect 
of fine tuning of the liftering \'Vinclow. This a.ssess1nent was achieved using sin1pler, 
synthetic signals and is presented in sections .5.4 and 5.5. 
The 1najor distortions observed during these tests are best illustrated using a 
sin1ple liftering window in which the excitation ''vindows are of constant size, N2=3, 
a.ncl the lovv quefrency vvinclows are rectangular and varied in size, Nl. Variation 
of excitation window size in these tests is of little den1onstrative value clue to the 
clon1ina.nce of other distortions. Also, the practice of linear phase re1nova.l described 
in section 3.2 is to be a.ssun1ecl on all the results to be presented, otherwise serious 
distortion may result due to truncation of the linear phase tra.nsforn1 by the low 
quefrency ｷｩｮ､ｯ｜ｾＧＮ＠
The dia.gra.m of figure .5.6 shows a single frame of voiced speech residual, a.nal-
ysed at a nun1ber of difFerent lo\V window sizes, Nl. Two n1ain proble1ns should 
be easily noted fron1 this data.. Firstly, there is a.n obvious increase of distortion 
towards the frarne edges, and secondly, the tin1e cl01nain offset of the in1pulse train 
fron1 the fra.n1e edge is lost at low values of Nl. 
The frmr1e boundary distortion is perceptually very disturbing in the regen-
erated signal a.ncl, a.s can be clearly seen, rema.ins a. problen1 even a.t in1pra.ctically 
large window sizes. 'I'his distortion is clue to the application of an inverse ha.n1-
n1ing window to the inverse cepstrun1 output, vvhich a.n1pli:fies, selectively towards 
the fran1e boundaries, any distortion introduced by the l.iftering process . As noise 
clue to liftering will a.hvays be present, solutions to this proble1n include the use of 
less severe tin1e domain ''vinclo,ving, or a. rectangular window. This should be less 
problen1atic in the case of a residual signal which has shallower spectral features 
less affected by the spectral spreading caused by such windows a.ncl which has a 
zero biased an1plit.ucle probability density, reducing the chances of large boundary 
mnplitude 1nismatches. However, the spectral resolution of the phase infonna.tion 
is critically in1porta.nt for the success of the sin1ple phase unwrapping procedure 
outlined in section 3.2. In this case, zero padding can be used to give son1e de-
gree of resolution in1proven1ent, but the results of such a non-windowed procedure 
have shown that the loss of phase resolution often causes n1ajor failure of the phase 
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Figure 5.6: L1fte1'ed Re-geneTa.tions - LPC Speech Residual. 
unwrapping and hence the regeneration of the ilnpulse train. In addition to this, 
the use of time dorna.in hamn1ing \Vinclo\ving ha.s another in1porta.nt effect on the 
deconvolution of the excitation as will be noted in section 5A 
An alternative solution a.tten1pLecl for the reduction of this distortion was the 
use of an overlap-add procedure on the inverse cepstrun1 output that had not been 
"de-windowed". This ho·wever, requires that the tin1e don1ain offset of the excitation 
train be properly regenerated in all ca.ses and also incurs an increase in the bit rate 
of any eventual in1plen1entation. This n1ethod was therefore discarded. 
The loss of correct offset of the excitation train fron1 the fra.n1e start is caused 
by errors in the pha.se un ·wrapping process of the forward cepstnun. These errors 
cause linear phase inforn1a.t.ion to be incorrectly ren1ovecl fron1 the cepstnnn. Thus, 
a.s the window size Nl is reduced, the inverse cepstnun is less able to correctly 
transfon11 the rema.ining linear phase infonna.tion in the low quefrency coefficients. 
The sin1plest solution to reducing these errors is the use of zero padding. This has 
been investigated , but errors a..re still too frequent for high quality reproduction. 
The final attempt to alleviate these phase mnvrapping errors involved the in1-
plen1entation of the Tribolet adaptive integration n1ethod of phase mnvrapping.[46]. 
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This has unfortunately proven unsuccessful when applied to full, non-aligned fra1nes 
of speech, without the use of extre1nely large a1nounts of zero padding. The reason 
for the failure of these unwrapping procedures has been traced to the fact that the 
periodicity of the voiced data introduces a large nun1ber of zeros to the basic spec-
truin of the ilnpulse response (see section 5.2). Clustering of the resultant zeros and 
their closeness to the unit circle, causes phase changes too rapid for the unwrapping 
procedures to handle. 
These proble1ns are only of significance in real speech residual fran1es, while 
the tunvrapping of sin1pler synthetic, periodic and non periodic, signals is relatively 
trouble free. The following t\vo sub-sections describe the use of such signals in 
assessing the exact forn1 of the requireclliftering window. The Tribolet a.lgorithn1 is 
of use in analysis of ::;uch signa.ls or sub-frame secUons of real data and will be used 
in the following analysis. 
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5.4 Excitation Deconvolution 
One of the original supposed fl.dva.nta.ges of the coding syste1n was that the repro-
duced excitation could be n1ore rea.listic than the usual synthetic excitations, in 
tern1s of pulse epoch and an1pli tude regeneration. The initial proposal for the lif-
tering window used only two excitation \vinclovvs but, as section 5.2 den1onstrates, 
the cepstral transforn1 of signal periodicity is an infinite series of decaying in1pulses, 
while the tin1e dmnain offset of the in1pulse train is transforn1ed across the entire 
quefrency dmnain, unless linear phase is ren1ovecl. 
The difficulty in a.ccura.tdy ren1oving the linear phase con1ponent of real speech 
data. has already been noted in the previous section a.nd represents a n1a.jor obstacle 
to the i1nplen1enta.tion of this n1eLhod of excitation coding. Disregarding this prob-
len1, the question of how much infonTtation is requ.ired to regenerate accurate pulse 
positions and a.rnplitucles st.il1 ren1ains. 
For perfectly periodic signals the cepstra.l excitation peaks are sharp and are 
located at regularly spaced intervals. Quasi-periodic signals produce i1npulses at a.ll 
con1binations of the difFerent de-lays [45], thus sn1earing the cepstral in1pulses about 
the 1nea.n period and its ha.rn1onics. Regeneration of this aperioclicity the_refore 
requires the use of broader excitation vvindows at all n1t.dtiples of the pitch period. 
lnforn1ation regarding the a1nplitudes of incliviclua.l excitation pulses is dis-
tributed in the arnpli tudes of all the cepstra.l excitation peaks. To ､･ｴ･ｮｾＱｩｮ･＠ how 
1nany excitation windows are required to regenerate this infonnation, shnple lnin-
in1tun, 111axin1un1 and 111ixecl phase iiTtpulse trains were convolved ·with in1pulse re-
sponses of knovn1 spectral characteristics. T'he characterisation of the excitation as -
1nini1nun1, n1axin1um or mixed phase is detern1ined by the long ten11 a.n1plitude-time 
distribution of the impulses and defines the general forn1 of the excitation cepstnun 
(see section 5.2). The us0 of in1pulse responses of known poles and zeros ensures 
that unwrapping errors clue to the location or clustering of these characteristics does 
not affect the results. Son1e representntive exa.n1ples of these tests are shown in fig-
ures 5. 7 and 5.8, 'i\'hich present the cepstral windows and resulting re-constructions 
for n1inin1u1n and n1ixed phase sequences respectively. As can clearly be seen, the 
reproduction qua.li ty is directly related to the nun1ber of cepstral in1pulses liftered, 
the proposed two window form producing fairly poor results. 
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Figure 5.7: ·min£m:um. phase ea:cii:at?:on - a) cepslntm. and windows, b) original and 
lijte1·ed ·re-genenth:ons. 
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Figure 5.8: 1nh:ed phase c:tcitalion - a} cepstntm. and windows, b) odginal and 
liftered re-genent.lions. 
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Figure 5.9: Speech ea:cdat-ions - a) ｎｦｩｮｩｭｵｮｾ＠ phase} b) 11!faxi1nurn ]Jhase. 
It should be noted that the 1nixed phase case is often reproduced better by 
this siinple window clue to the presence of significant n1inin1u1n and n1axi1nun1 phase 
peaks in both window sections. By chance, the application of the han11ning window 
in the original systen1 invariably ensures that the excitation train is 1nixed phase. 
Given accurate pitch estirna.tion and favorable pole-zero locations, the use of just two 
excitation winchnvs on real speech data. can produce a reasonable regeneration of the 
long tern1 a.n1plitude variation of n1inin1un1 and n1a.xin1un1 phase excitations. This 
is den1onstratecl in figure 5.9, but such fa.vorable conditions cannot be guaranteed. 
In conclusion, the proposed excitation liftering sche1ne is far fron1 ideal in 
tern1s of regenerating pulse an1plitudes or pulse positions. The accurate re1noval of 
the linear phase cmnponent, essentia.l when the lov.r quefrency regions are truncated, 
ren1a.ins an extren1ely fra.gile process. In addition to this, when the reality of quasi-
periodicity is analysed, requiring more excitation windows of greater width, the 
reproduction of good quality in1pulse trains becmnes prohibitively expensive in tenns 
of the coefficients required. The via.bili Ly of excitation regeneration via cepstral 
liftering should therefore be carefully re-considered. 
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5.5 Impttlse Respo11se Deconvoltttion 
To analyse the effects of low quefrency window size and shape on the de-convolved 
in1pulse response, an in1pulse that is representative of an LPC speech residual is 
n1ost useful. To this end, indiv1dua.l periods of an actual speech residual rernoved 
fron1 the original data have been used in this study. vVith this procedure, the' 
n1ore accurate Tribolet unwra.pping procedure could be easily applied, figure 5.10 
den1onstrates this grea.ter accuracy. The data shows the cepstra generated via three 
1nethods, Tribolet unwrapping, sin1ple unwrapping ( ch3) with Sx zero padding, and 
-finally si1nple unwrapping with no zero padding. Fron1 the ｾ｢ｶｩｯｵｾ＠ ｣ｾｲｲ･ｳｰｯｮ､･ｮ｣･＠
between the Tribolet and padded simple algorithtns' results, correct unwrapping 
n1ust be assutned, whereas the unpadded procedure still exhibits unwrapping errors. 
Two n1ain window forn1s vlere investigated, a sin1ple rectangular \•vinclow and 
a rectangular window \Vith sn1ooth tapering of the final few coefficients. Figure 5.11 
shows the degradation of the signal reproduction as the windo·w size Nl is reduced, 
for the rectangular cepstral liftering window. 
To assess the relative accuracy of various cepstra.l winclov,rs, a test progra.n1 was 
used that extracted individual voicing in1pulses fron1 an LPC speech residual, re-
nloving the unwrapping problems H.ssociated v.rith periodicity. The plot of figure 5.12 
clen1onstrates the variation of Lhe signal degradation, for both the rectangular and 
ha1n1ning tapered cepstra.l winclo\'VS. As can be seen the rectangular liftering win-
do\\' produces the best average SNR, larger degrees of tapering producing progressive 
degradation. However in cases where linear phase is incorrectly ren1oved fro1n the 
cepstn1n1, the sharp truncation of the linear phase transforn1 produces an audible 
distortion. As this is often the case v-.rhen analysing fully periodic speech fra.1nes, ta-
pering of the final few coelllcient.s has been found to in1prove the subjective quality, 
a.s reported by other in vest.igat.ors [4 7). 
A n1ore exhaustive investigation of n1any n1ore windows would be required to 
1nake conclusive deductions on the n1inin1urr1 size and exact tapering required for 
acceptable quality. This investigation ha.s not been conducted clue to conclusions on 
the systen1 via.bili ty resulting fron1 the previously noted distortions and li1nitations. 
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Figure 5.10: Com.ple:v cepsl:ra of real LPG ·resid'ual ?>mp'lllse. 
F1gure 5.11: Cepstnd Impulse Response De-Convolution. 
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Figure 5.12: Cepstral Impulse Response De- Co·nvolution. 
5.6 Concl t.tsioilS 
This chapter has identified a. nun1ber of very serious problen1s ·with the proposed sys-
tein, as a. result of whkh the coder has been abandoned. The main factor underlying 
the failure of the systen1 is the great difficulty in accurately perforn1ing the phase 
unwrapping required by complex cepstra.l analysis. The correct phase unwrapping 
of full frmnes of LPC speech residual has proved an extren1ely difficult process, clue 
to very rapid phase changes. This ha.s been shown to be clue to both the cluster-
ing of the in1pulse response poles and zeros a.nd to the zeros introduced through 
the periodicity of the speech excitation. Even the application of the cmnplicated 
Tribolet phase u1nvrapping a.lgorithn1 has proved unsuccessful \vhen applied to this 
data. The failure of phase unwrapping causes the incorrect rernova.l of the linear 
phase ran1p in the forward cepstrum. This linear pha.se represents the tin1e do1nain 
offset of the excitation impulse train frm11 the analysis fra.tne boundary a.nd n1ust 
be accurately rernoved for this tin1e registration to be regenerated fron1 lifteTed co-
efficients. Incorrectly ren1oved linear phase also distorts the low cepstral coefficients 
associated with in1pulse response deconvolution. 
A second in1portant factor behind the decision to stop development of the 
coder, is the generally poor quality of the regenerated excitation itnpnlse train. 
Theoretical analysis has shown that the simple excitation liftering window origi-
nally proposed does not generally capture enough information to regenerate accu-
rate pulse positions and an1plitudes. Instead, this inforn1ation is distributed across 
n1any cepstral excitation peaks, ultin1ately requiring too n1<:t.ny lifterecl coefficients 
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for low bit-rate applications. In addition to this, errors in pitch analysis cause the 
co1nplete failure of the excitation deconvolution. 
Sin1ultaneous regeneration of the long and short tenn correlations by inverse 
cepstral transforn1ation has also been shown to be ilnpracticable. This is due to 
the mnplification of liftering induced distortions by the thne don1ain windowing 
operations required by the FFT processes of the cepstru1n. Smne distortion due 
to signal regeneration fron1 liftered cepstral coefficients will always be present and 
so the full fran1e regeneration schen1e vvill usually exhibit this disturbing fran1e 
boundary distortion. The solution of using a. half fran1e overlap is inapplicable due 
to the failure of the excitation deconvolution noted above, in addition to doubling 
the eventual transn1itted bit-rate. 'I'he alternative of separate cepstral regeneration 
of excitation and in1pulse response would con1plicate the task of n1aintaining the 
n1ixecl phase inforn1ation contained within the transforn1. 
In conclusion, this method of homornorphic analysis of the in1porta.nt features 
of the LPC residual signal ha.s been proved fatally flm,ved for low bit rate coding 
purposes. Both theoretical lin1itations and cepstrun1 processing errors have been 
shovn1 to den1ancl grea.t increases in transn1itted infonnatimi.. While cepstral analysis 
could be applied to spectral envelope n1oclelling alone, such systen1s ha.ve been well 
studied by previous researchers [20] [31] [35] and a repeat perfonnance here is of no 
value. 
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Chapter 6 
Mixed Excitation Channel 
Vocoder 
As should be clea.r frorn the preceding chapters , the quality of the excitation signal 
o-ffers n1ost scope for in1proven1ent in source--filter vococling systen1s. Hovvever, n1any 
recent in1provernents in this area have only been applied to in-vogue LPC coders. 
\iVith this in mind, this research ha.s n1ainly investigated the quality irnproven1ent 
attainable by application of son1e n1odern excitation enhancen1ents to a channel 
vocoder. One of the oldest low-bit rate coding schen1es, channel vococling has been 
largely superseded by linear prediction coders in recent years. Even so, a carefully 
designed channel voc.ocler is capable of con1parable perforrnance to LPC syste1ns, in 
tenns of qua.lity and error robustness at bit rates of the order of 2.4kbit/s . 
The vococler to be described in this chapter is essentially a traditional chan-
nel vococler in which the ｾｩｮＱｰｬ･＠ voiced/unvoiced excitation has been replaced with 
a 1\!Iulti-Band Excitation (1\IIBE). The use of lin1itecl degrees of n1ulti-band voic-
ing in channel vococlers ha.s been shown to produce in1proved quality [9). This 
study uses th<:' rec<:'nt INlVIAHSA1' lVfu1ti-Bnncl voicing a.lgorithrn to investiga.te the 
benefits of extending t.heqroicing decision up to individual channel classifications. 
Section 6.2 clescri bes the .JSRU -lVIBE channel vocoder i1T1plen1enta.tion and details 
the INl\IIARSAT pitch a.nd voicing a.lgorithrns (6.2.1). 
To introduce the n1ain principles and characteristics of channel vococling, the 
following section describes the basic JSRU channel vocoder in1ple1nented for this 
study. In addition to providing n1any core routines for the in1provecll\IIBE vocoder, 
this in1plen1enta.tion usefu11y illustrates the characteristic distortions of channel 
vocoding and provides a. reference for gauging the success of the lVIBE coder. 
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6.1 JSRU ｃｬｾ｡ｮｮ･ｬ＠ Vocoder 
One of the earliest and n1osi popular vococlers, the channel vococler has seen a. large 
variety of i1nplen1ent.a.tions over the years. The outline of a. sin1ple pitch excited 
channel vocoder is shovvn in Figure 6.1. At the analyser, a. coarse spectral envelope 
1nagnitude estin1a.te is provided by a bank of contiguous bandpass filters applied to 
detectors estin1a.ting the energy \Vi thin each channel. In synthesis, these spectral 
estilna.tes are used to n1oclulate the gains of a. second set of co-centric bandpass 
filters which are excited by a synthetic signal and their outputs reco1nbined to fonn 
the synthetic speech estin1ate. 
The nun1ber, distribution and characteristics of the bandpass -filters used for 
both spectral envelope analysis a.ncl synthesis have a critical effect on the quality 
attainable by cha.nnel vococlers. vVhile the use of fixed filters for spectral shaping 
produces a distinctive sound quality, it is by no means clear that this is subjectively 
less acceptable. This underlying filter bank approach to spectral envelope n1oclelling 
has found wide application in 1nany other systen1s fron1 fonnant vococlers through 
to waveforn1 coders such a.s the sub-ba.nd coder. 
The studies of the Joint Speech Research Unit (JSRU), dating back to the 
early 1950's, identified rnany ilnportant design criteria for channel vocoders and 
· resulted in a nurnber of successful practical irnplementations to the present date. 
The channel vocoder irnple1nented as a basis for this study is n1odelled closely upon 
the generic JSRU algoritlnn defined in [15]. The basic JSRU specification describes 
a 19 band, pitch excited channel vocoder operating on 20tnS analysis frmnes at 
a digital infon11ation rate of 2Akbit/s . In the course of this research, a nun1ber 
of changes have been n1ade in an a.tten1pt to in1prove upon the intrinsic quality 
and bit-rate of the original. These in1proven1ents have 1nostly il)volved the use of 
n1ore n1odern algorit.hn1s to increase the a.ccuracy or efficiency of sub-blocks such 
as pitch and channel energy estin1a.tion, hovvever the underlying JSRU sche1ne is 
essentially unchanged . The in1porta.nt features of this basic JSRU coder, the chan-
nel filters, channel a.n1plitude estin1a.tion, a.nd pitch/voicing esthnation, excitation 
generation and quantisation procedures will be discussed separately in the following 
sub-sections. This should serve a.s an introduction to the general problen1s associ-
ated ,,vith channel vocoder design, illustrated where possible \•vith results fron1 the 
in1ple1nentecl vocoder. 
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Figure 6.1: Pitch Excited Channel vocode1'. 
The a.ctua.l digital i1nplen1enta.tion underlying this research IS further based 
upon a. real-time .JSRU vococler developed by R.ACAL RESEARCH LTD [44]. Ap-
pendix A of this report provides detailed schen1a.tics of this vocoder along with 
the required filter coefficients. 
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6.1.1 Channel analysis filters 
The characteristks of the analysis filters of a channel vocoder need to be such that 
the filter output levels corresponclrea.sonably well to signal levels within each channel 
but are not too greatly a[Pctecl by out-of-band signals. Their bandwidth and cut-off 
rate also need to be designed carefully to cover the 4kHz speech spectrun1 without 
significant nulls. The design of such a fixed filter bank is con1plicatecl by two n1ain 
factors. Firstly, the ,,vide range of funclan1ental frequencies and secondly, practical 
filter in1ple1nentation constraints such as phase and delay distortions. 
The nun1ber of channel filters used by different channel vococler in1plen1en-
ta.tions has va.ried widely from fourteen to over thirty. Obviously, the n1ore filters 
used, the better t.he spectral estinu\.te becotTlf.'S, a.t the expense of the transn1ission 
bit rate required. Unfortunately, due to the large range of pitch periods, the use of 
very narrov{ filters causes the detection of the fine spectral ha.rn1onic features of the 
voiced excitation signal, in addition to the desired spectral envelope. As a result of 
the inevitable con1pron1ise, most practical systen1s lie in the 14 -t 19 cha.nnel range, 
it being genera.lly accepted that less than fourteen is perceptua.lly unacceptable. 
The JSR.U vocoder en1p1oys 19 channels for analysis and synthesis. T'he 19 
analysis channel filters of the .J SR.U vocoder are defined in table 6.1, the spectra of 
vvhich are shovvn in figure 6.2. The irnporta.nt features of t.hese are further discussed 
below. 
Filter distribution 
The n1ost ilnporta.nt feature of the JSRU channel analysis filters is the non-linear 
distribution of the channel centres, designed to exploit the perceptual in-sensitivity 
of the hun1an a.uclit.ory system at higher frequencies. \Nith such a distribution, low 
frequency ba.ncls of higher perceptual in1porta.nce ca.n be analysed ｜ｾＮｲｩｴｨ＠ narrower 
width filters. Although the fine detail of this distribution is not too critical, a 
definite advantage has been clen10nstrated by the increase of channel spacing \vith 
increasing frequency. \iVhile this distribution a.llovvs bit rat.e econ01nies V'lith little 
perceived distortion, filters of this type are n1ore con1plicated to design correctly, 
in that such filters often have unequal dela.ys. Delay variations between channels 
should be kept bc1ow I 01nS if perceived distortion is to be avoided. 
The design of channel analysis filters is cmnpl1ca.ted by the wide range of pos-
Channel Centre Bandwidth Channel Centre 
number frequency number frequency 
1 240 120 11 1600 
2 360 120 12 1800 
3 480 120 13 2000 
4 600 120 14 2200 
5 720 120 15 2400 
6 840 120 16 2700 
7 1000 150 17 3000 
8 1150 150 18 3300 
9 1300 150 19 3750 
10 1450 150 
T'able 6.1: .JSR U Channel Analysis FilleTs. 
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Figure 6.2: JS'R U A·nalysis filter magnitude spectra. 
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sible funclmnental frequencies in speech. Conditions of low period voicing, \•vith wide 
ha.nnonic features con1parable to the filter bandwidths, can produce highly variable 
energy n1easurmnent between a.dja.cent channels, even vvhen the harn1onic spectral 
envelope is perfectly Hat. Under such conditions, the channel filters begin to detect 
the fine harnwnic spectrurn in a.cldition to the desired long-tern1 spectral envelope. 
Vvhile the ntu11ber of lovver pitch, na.rrower harrnonics appearing in adjacent fil-
ters also varies, the percentage energy variation is n1uch lo\'Ver. This period based 
energy variation is den1onstrated by Figure 6.3, which shows the ntunber of ha.nnon-
ics of a. given fundan1ental (vertical axis), that appear within particular frequency 
bands (horizonta.l axis). Table 6.2 sho\<vs the actual variation of the JSRU channel 
atnplitudes, when applied to synthetic regular pulse excitations of various funcla-
n1enta.l frequencies, with Hat harn1onic envelopes. The JSRU channel vocoders use 
of narrower filt.ers in the perceptually in1portant lower spectral regions increases this 
problen1 sornewhat, but the benefits of the increased spectral resolution is thought 
to outweigh this low period distortion in the long term. 
Filter cut-off 
In choosing the type and order of filters to be used for the bandpass elen1ents, it 
n1ay seen1 intuitively logical to use very sharp cut-off filters for good out-of-band 
suppression. This hovvever, ca.n lead to n1a.ny problen1s since such filters often gener-
ate unpleasant efFects such as long ringing tin1es and high clela.y distortions. Luckily, 
in practice, high cut-off' ra.Les a.re not usually necessa.ry due to the relatively gentle 
variation of spectral ma.gnitudes between adjacent bands. Second order Butterworth 
filters are usually aclequa.te to provide sufficient out-of-band attenuaUon at adjacent 
channel centres. The JSR.U in1plen1entation of the analysis filter bank uses just such 
second order Buttenvorth filters, providing an a.ttenuation of a.pproxhnately 11.5clB 
at adjacent channel centres. 
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Period Channel Amplitudes (Normalised to chO) 
(samples) ch1 J ch2 I ch4 ch5 I ch7 I ch8 ch10 ch11 ch13 ch14 ch16 ch17 
20 2.45 0.63 2.46 0.70 1.69 1.06 1.08 2.52 2.37 1.82 2.32 2.54 
50 1.22 1.40 1.10 1.12 1.34 1.37 1.42 1.45 1.37 1.47 1.34 1.35 
70 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.05 1.08 1.05 1.14 1.10 1.12 1.16 1.16 
100 1.06 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.96 
Table 6.2: JSRU chan:nel amplitude - ha1··monic van:ations. 
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6.1.2 Channel energy esti1nation 
Once the band-limited channel signals are ava.ila.ble, a set of channel energy signals 
n1ust be generated to n1odula.te the synthesis filter gains. The design of these chan-
nel energy detect.ors requires careful consideration. Traditionally, analogue channel 
vocoders i1nplen1ented this task via the rectification a.ncl lo1v pass filtering of the 
band pa.ss :filter output, providing a slowly varying energy n1easure. lVIea.surements 
on the spectra. of different channel signals de1nonstra.te that signif-icant inform.ation 
is present in the 0 ｾ＠ 25}/ z region. However, the rectifier action can introduce ripple 
signals of the order of the voking funcla.n1enta.l when 1nultiple harn1onics appear in 
one band. As the funda.tnental frequency of speech can be as low as 50Hz, the low 
pass :filter 111ust a.ttenua.te well at 50Hz while preserving infonnation up to 25Hz. 
Careful design is therefore required to avoid disturbing delay and phase effects of 
sharp cut-ofF low pass fil t.ers. 
The JSRU channel an1plitude esti1nation is rnoclellecl on this tra.ditiona.l ana-
logue process. The signal energies a.re evaluated via. the systen1 of rectification, su1n-
n1ation, clown-sa.rnpling a.nd low pass filtering shown in figure A.2 of appendix A. 
To avoid the ringing associa.tcd vvith sharper filters, 2nd order, 2.5Hz low pass But-
terworth filters n.re used. To successfully apply this energy detection procedure, the 
input data. requires DC rejection, a.s the rectification process tra.nsforn1s the chan-
nel energy information down to the DC region. Additionally the JSRU algorithm 
applies pre-en1 pha.sis to the input cla.ta. in order to re1nove the roll-off inherent to 
voiced speech spectra.. T'his is applied to aid the subsequent quantisa.tion task by 
reducing the dyna.rnic range of the speech spectnnn. A pre-en1phasis :filter with a 
6dB /octave li l't after 1kHz is used in this in1plen1entation, an inverse de-e1nphasis 
:filter being applied to the fina.l synthetic speech. Both pre-ernpha.sis and DC rejec-
tion a.re applied prior to cbannC'! filtering c1S they are a. con1n1on requiren1ent of all 
channels. 
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6.1.3 Channel synthesis filters 
In the design of the synthesis filters of a. channel vocoder, a. nurnber of design criteria 
already discussed for the analysis fi1 ters can equally well be applied to the task 
of synthesis. For exan1ple, the trade-off betv.reen filter cut-off rate and in1pulse 
response delay and phase e·ffects, is still in1porta.nt for the perceived quality of the 
synthesised speech, as is the 1ninin1isation of delay fluctuations across the channels. 
Another design criterion often applied is tha.t the cmnbined synthesis filter bank 
response should be f1a.t. The adjacent filter characteristics are thus designed to be 
syn1n1etrical about their centre frequencies a.nd to cross a.t theh· 3dB points. In this 
case, intra.- ba.ncl hn.rn1onics rccei ve t.he roughly t.he sm11e ga.in a.s those centred on 
the channel filters. 
In the case of the JSRU vocoder, the rationale behind the choice of filter 
ba.nchviclths differs bet-ween analysis and synthesis, a. very different design ethic be-
ing adopted for the synthesis filters. Rather than covering the entire spectrun1, the 
synthesis filters a.re chosen instead to n1in1ic the typical hm11a.n fonna.nt bandwidths 
found a.t the centre frequencies of the synthesis filters. The sa.n1e centre frequen-
cies used for the a.nalysis filters are of course applied h1 synthesis. The resulting 
bandwidths are too small to provide a. flat gain contour to the con1posite synthesis 
spectn1n1, producing a. decidedly peaky spectrun1, shown in figure 6.4. This spectral 
peakedness grea.t.ly distorts the accurate tracking of forn1ant positions, as con1pa.recl 
to the perforn1a.nce of say, an LPC synthesiser. Such a. distortion produces a. son1e-
wha.t resonant quality to the synthcUc speech, which although very distinctive, n1ay 
not be too objectionable subjectively. The long tern1 power spectral densities of the 
JSRU synthesiser for voiced a.nd unvoiced spe<:'ch a.re shown in figure 6.5, clen1on-
strating the peaky ｾｰｃＧ｣ｴｲｵｭＮ＠ Tbe spectral pea.kcciiJc:;s is a.llevia.tecl to sorne degree 
in the synthesis a.lgori Lhm via. t.hc opposi Lc pola.ri ty sun1n1ation of alternate filter 
outputs, in which the pha.sE' contributions tend to add between adjacent filters while 
subtracting beyond ea.ch filter pair. This both reduces the depth of the inter-filter 
nulls a.ncl increases the con1posi te A Iter pa.irs' attenuation at ren1ote frequencies. 
This alternate connection also produces a. n1uch lower group delay variation of 7-
8n1S across the spectrun1, which above lOmS can produce audible distortion. 
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Figure 6.4: JSR lJ synthesis filleT ·tnagTtil:ude spectnlm .. 
Channel Centre Bandwidth Channel Centre Bandwidth 
number frequency number frequency 
1 240 40 11 1600 40 
2 360 40 12 1800 60 
3 480 40 13 2000 60 
4 600 40 14 2200 60 
5 720 40 15 2400 60 
6 840 40 16 2700 60 
7 1000 40 17 3000 60 
8 1150 40 18 3300 60 
9 1300 40 19 3600 60 
10 1450 40 19a 3750 500 
ｾ｛Ｇ｡｢ｬ･＠ 6.3: JSR U Cha:nnel Synthesis filleTs. 
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One rea.son for this surprising choice of synthesis filters is that the traditional 
use of wide, flat-topped synthesis filters, resulting in groups of adjacent harn1onics 
of equal tnagnitucle, is partly responsible for the Hbuzzy" quality of early channel 
vocoders. Addit.iona.lly, the perceptual advantages of using fornw.nt-like filters, with 
con1pa.rable phase/dela.y characteristics is thought to offset the fonnant tracking 
distortion. 
First order ButLenvort.h filters are used for synthesis channels 1 to 19 of the 
in1pletnented JSH U coder, a.s the flat topped, higher cut-off rate required in analysis 
is not necessary for the narrower synthesis channels. One final point to note about 
the synthesis filters is that in the case of unvoiced sounds, filter 19 is replaced with 
filter 19a. (see table), vlhich has a. wider bandwidth to sin1ulate the characteristic 
treble lift of unvoiced fricatives and stop consonants. The second order filter used for 
analysis channel 19 is used for synthesis filter .L9a., although its peak ga.in a.ttenuated 
by 11..5ciB ＧｾＧｩｴＮｨ＠ respect to the other synth('sis f-Ilters, in order to cornpensa.te for its 
n1uch greater bandwidth. 
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6.1.4 Channel modulation 
On synthesis the received channel amplitudes are used to n1oclulate the gains of 
the respective synthesis -filters. These channel ga.ins are usually interpolated prior 
to application to the channel n1oclula.tors. \iVithout this interpolation, the typical 
update rate of 20n1S of n1ost channel vocoders would produce significant distortion. 
The cha.nnel gain interpolation schen1e used by the .JSRU vococler reported 
here is shown in figure A.3 of appendix A. Two features are of note, firstly the 
interpolation rate can be S\Vi tched between 1:160 or 1:20 s<:unples, secondly, both 
linear ancllovv pass filter interpola.tion procedures have been applied. The linear in-
terpolation scheme sirnply rcunps linearly between the final interpolated gain of the 
previous frame and that decla.red for the current fra.n1e. For the low pass interpola-
tion procedure, the step change bebveen the final interpolated gain of the previous 
frame and the new gain is presented as input to a sin1ple -first order low pass filter of 
25Hz bandwidth. In order to protect sounds such as plosives, this s1noothing has to 
be disabled on rapid speech onsets a.l'ter silence. No perceptual difference has been 
noted between these tvvo approaches. The ·1 :20 interpolation rate, designed to save 
con1puta.tion, requires Lha.L the modulation be a.pplled to the channel filter inputs 
to provide son1e degrPe of energy smoothing via the synthesis filters. 
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6.1.5 Pitch & voicing analysis 
The pitch prediction a.lgorithn1 specified for use with the shnple JSRU vocoder is the 
tin1e clon1ain PD A devised by Golcl&Ra.biner, clescri bed briefly belovv. Although this 
PDA is a.ln1ost three decades old, it still ren1a.ins a. relatively accurate and robust 
predictor while being cmnputa.tiona.lly less intensive than 111a.ny n1oclern algorithn1s. 
The prediction signal is pre-processed with DC rejection and low pass filtering. The 
low pass filter used is a. 10 tap, linear phase Fill, with a corner frequency of 600Hz, 
the tra.nsfer function of which is given in equa.t.ion 6.1. 
LP(Z) = 610 (1 + 3z-l + 6Z-2 + gz-3 + 11z-4 + 
11 z-s + gz-6 + 6Z- 7 + 3z-s + z-9 ) (6.1) 
The DC reject filter has a. cut-ofl' of 80Hz to provide son1e n1ains supply sup-
pression and is defined in equation 6.2. Application of this PDA to the Hnear predic-
tion residua.! of the input speech resulted in a grea.t in1proven1ent in the prediction 
accuracy. 
DCR(Z) = 0.9696- 0.9696Z- 1 
1- 0.9391Z-1 (6.2) 
Experi1nents with autocorrela.tion predictors have shown little ilnproven1ent in 
the subjective q ua.li ty of the ovcra.ll system. Even use of the extrernely con1plicatecl 
INl\IIARSAT IVIBE predictor, to ｉＩＨ ｾ＠ applied later for rnult.i-ba.ncl voicing est.in1ation, 
produces only a. small perceived increase in quality. 
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Gold-Rabiner tin1e don1ain pitch predictor 
This predictor, proposed in [1 0] , is a. pa.rticula.rly robust exa.rnple of tin1e don1a.in 
pitch extraction. Its nut.in strengths lie in the fa.ct that the final pitch is detern1inecl 
fron1 a. set of six independent n1m·ker :;equences which are post processed in a. par-
ticularly clever a.nd robust rna.nner. ｜ｾｔｩｴｨｯｵｴ＠ regurgitating n1uch of the fine details, 
see original paper and countless text books, the prediction process is detailed below. 
The overall PDA, outlined in figure 6.6, uses 900Hz low pass filtering as the 
pre-processing step . This can va.luably be a.ugn1entecl by LPC spectral fla.ttening 
- not practical a.t the time. .From t.his filtered signal, six 1na.rker sequences (lVIl-
l\116) are generated at positive a.ncl negative peaks of the signal, as described in the 
following list and shown figure 6. 7. Events lVI:3 and l\116 are especially in1portant for 
overcon1ing the detection of pea.ks clue to pedocl harn1onics. 
• lVIl - l\llagnitucle of the current positive peak 
• l\112 - Absolute magn it. ude di f!'erence bcbvecn the previous negative peak and 
current positive peal::. 
• l\113 -1\!Iagnitucle difference bet·ween previous positive peak and current positive 
peak (H less than 0, set l\13 to zero). 
• l\!lA - Absolute ma.gnitude of the current negative peak. 
• l\115- Absolute n1a.gniinde difference between previous positive peak and cur-
rent nega.tive peak 
• l\16 - Magnitude difference between previous negative peak and current nega-
tive peak (if less than 0, set l\II6 to zero). 
After this event generation stage, the six n1m·ker sequences are each applied to 
an identical primary pitch estin1a.tor (PPE). The PPE is basically a peak selector 
incorporating an inactive blanking interval follov.'ed by a peak detector with an 
exponentially decaying threshold. \Vhen, after the blanking interval, an in1pulse 
greater than the decaying threshold is detected, a new period estirna.te is declared 
and the process restarts, a.s cle.monstrated in figure 6.8. Both the inactive blanking 
interval Tb and the decay tin1e consta.n t a, a.re updated according to the recent 
average pitch period. 
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Figure 6.9: Gold-RabintT Pitch Dete1'm.ination l\1al-l·ices. 
The fina.l stage of the PDA is a. very involved rna.jority voting procedure with 
en1becldecl provisions to reduce the problen1s of second and third harn1onic detec-
tion. Very briefly, the 6x6 1na.trix shov,rn in figure 6.9a is used, in v.rhich rov,rs four 
and five generate the correct pitch if the second hannonic is detected, row six acting 
sin1ilarly for Lhi rcl ha.rrnonic detection. The six curren L pitch estin1ates (first row), 
are each cornpa.recl \;vH.h the thirty five other elements and that which coincides v.rith 
the largest number or elements is chosen as the JH:'\V pitch period. The ternl "coin-
cides" above disguises yet further co1nplexity in tha.t four sets of pitch dependent 
coincidence windows of varied width, figure 6.9b, a.re applied to each elen1ent. The 
nun1ber of coincidences for wider windows is "de-weighted" by the subtraction of a 
bias factor, finally producing a table of 6x4x35 coincidence votes. The prin1ary pitch 
estin1ate (first row), to which the 1na.xi1nun1 in this coincidence table corresponds is 
chosen as the fitud estin1ate. 
Although this procedure appears to be very cornplica.ted, its con1putational 
con1plexity is a.c.t.ua.lly very low co1npa.red to typical tra.nsforrn clmna.in PDAs. The 
procedure is also very robust to ha.rn1onic error n1echa.nisn1s and can select the 
correct pitch even when it is actually a rninority candidate fron1 the PPEs. The 
careful choice of the coincidence ·windows a.ncl their de-weighting biases is critical to 
the correct operation of this a.lgodthn1. 
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JSRU Period sn1oothing 
Three fra.n1e n1edia.n sn1oothing is applied to the pitch estin1a.te provided by the 
Gold-Rabiner PDA. As described in section 4.2.3, this ren1oves any isolated predic-
tion errors but incurs a one fra.n1e delay on the resulting period. This has to be 
cmnpensated for by i:Ul equivalent delay applied to the channel an1plitude and voic-
ing para.n1eters, otherwise noticeable distortion results. The use of linear sn1oothing 
of the pitch contour has not been applied in analysis a.s period interpolation is ap-
plied by the standard synthetic excitation generation procedure, to be described in 
section 6.1.6. 
JSRU Voicing detern1ination 
For analysis of the VOICing condition of the input speech, the nudti-clin1ensional 
prediction algorithrn described in section tL3 has been applied. This a.lgorithn1 uses 
the follo\l\1ing five pa.ran1eters in its decision: 
1. Zero Crossings 
2. F'ran1e Energy 
3. Norn1alised First Autocorrelation Coeffkient 
4. First Linear Prediction coefficient 
5. Linear Prediction Error. 
This algorit.hrn has produced good results while being relatively un-demanding, 
con1pu ta.tiona.lly. The li nea.r prediction paran1eters are already a.va.ilable fron1 the 
required PDA pre-processing a.nd may also be used in alternative channel energy 
estin1ation procedures to be described later. An alternative a.lgorithn1 deriving a full-
band voicing n1easure frmn the n1ulti-ba.ncl voicing decisions of the INMARSAT NIBE 
predictor, produced no better subjective results ·while incurring greatly increased 
con1plexity. 
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6.1.6 Excitation synthesis 
rviost tra.cli tiona! channel vocoders have made use of sin1ple, pulse-noise excitation 
sources, which in the light of rnoclern research (chapter 4), can obviously be irnprovecl 
upon. V\Thile the n1ttlti-ba.nd excita.tion described later is the n1ost in1portant irn-
proven1ent investigated in this research, the sirnple JSRU excitation used for this 
single band vocoder includes s01ne of the in1proven1ents described in section 4.4. 
The JSRU excitation generator produces fran1es of either periodic pulses or ranclorn 
data., depending upon the analyser voking indication. The fra.n1e energy is scaled 
to unity standard deviation, with uniforn1 irnpulse a.rnplitudes across voiced fra.n1es. 
Fra.n1e energy ::;ca.ling a.ncl srnoothing are confined to the synthesiser channel gain 
n1ocl ulators. 
Voiced source 
During voiced intervals, a quasi-periodic, constant arnplitude in1pulse train of unity 
standard deviation is generated. This in1pulse train consists of a. single in1pulse 
every Tint sa.rnples, where Tint is a. continuous interpolation of the transn1ittecl 
pitch period. This interpolation is achieved by up-sa.ntpli ng the transn1itted period 
to 160 san1ples per fra.me and applying this to a. lov.r pa.ss smoothing filter. The 
exci ta.tlon generator of the .J S RU encoder uses a. simple first-order low pass filter 
·with a 5Hz cut-ofl'. Using this interpolated pitch, the interpolated pulse locations 
can easily be deten11inecl across the new synthesis frame, a.s described in section L1.4. 
The action of this period smoothing for the in1plen1ented JSR.U excitation generator 
is shown in figure 6.1 0. 
One exception to the use of period interpolation, is the case of a.n unvoiced 
to voiced transition. If smoothing is applied in this instance, the in1pulse train can 
take n1a.ny periods to settle to the correct period, causing severe distortion. In such 
ca.ses, the smoothing operation is ten1pora.riJy suspended for one frarne while the 
srnoothing filter n1en1ory is clmnped to the new pitch period. 
Also of great importance for natural sounding speech, is the preservation of 
the continuity of the synthetic in1pulse tra.in across fra.n1e boundaries. In addition 
to this, it is ad vi sable that the continuity· is also n1ainta.ined over brief voicing 
drop-outs, which rnay be erroneously indica.ted by the voicing analysis a.lgorithn1. 
This is generally not t.oo problerna.tic, simply requiring a. tnenwry of the final pulse 
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Figure 6.10: JSR U Synthetic excitat--ion pe·dod inteTpolation. 
location in the previous voiced frame. However, on occasion this procedure can 
be con1plica.ted vvhen the interpolated pitch period falls rapidly, causing the first 
interpolated period of the new frarne to imply a.n in1pulse within the prevjous fran1e. 
The sin1plest way t.o combat this proble1n is to rnisplace the offending interpolated 
in1pulse to the first sc1.111ple of the current frarne. As natural speech contains a 
significant a.rnount of such period jitter, this approach causes no perceived distortion. 
During the course of this research, the use of the general glottal pulse defined 
In (43] was invest,iga.ted. This produced no discernible quality in1prove1nent, even 
111 listening tests conducted over headphones. The sin1ple impulse excitation was 
therefore retained at. this stage. 
Unvoiced source 
｜ｾｔｨ･ｮ＠ unvoiced, a. bipolar ra.ndon1 sequence is produced via a ranclon1 nun1ber gen-
erator. For this purpose, a. Gaussian ra.nd01n generator producing ; 0 ::::; N ::::; 1 is 
converted to bipola.r, unity standard deviation by the transformation ; j(N - 0.5). 
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Figure 6.11: JSR U ｔｲ｡ｮｳｮｾＱＺｳｳｩｯｮ＠ CodewoTd. 
6.1.7 JSRU quantisation 
The JSRO channel vocoder uses 48 bits to encode the 20n1S fran1e data into a 
2.4kbit/s bit-stream. The 48 bit codeword is divided into :39 bits for channel en-
ergies, 6 bits for pitch period, J bit for voicing decision and finally two bits are 
unspecified. These blocks are a.rra.nged as sho\ivn in figure 6.11. The final five bits 
of the ｣ｯ､･ｷｯｲ､ｾ＠ comprising the voicing bit and 4 LSB's of the period, are inverted 
for trans1nission purposes. For real-tin1e in1plen1enta.tion, fra.n1es of silence are used 
for synchronisation purposes a.ncl three silence fra.n1es are sent at the beginning of 
each transn1ission. 
Fra.n1e interpolation strategies have been successfully applied to channel vococlers 
in the past, allo·wing further reduction of the bit rate to the 1.2kbit/s region. This 
ha.s not currently been applied to the vocoder described in this report but could be 
an in1portant further study, especially considering the increased bit rate required for 
voicing data in the following 1\IJBE inlpletnentation. Reference (26] best describes 
fran1e interpolation procedures for channel vocoders. 
Channel energies 
Due to the loga.rithn1ic am.pHtude sensitivjty of the auditory systen1, channel an1-
plitude qua.nt1sat.ion is n1ost efficiently achieved loga.rithn1ica.lly. Additionally, a.s 
the spectral envelope varjes sn1oothly between adjacent channels and fran1es, dif-
ferentia] quantisa.tion is a.lso of benefit. DifFerential channel arnplitucle quantisa.tion 
between adjacent frarnes is possible, but the energies can be subject to occasional 
ra.picl variations (stops a.nd plosives) and recovery frorn the effect of trans1nission 
errors is n1m·e prolonged. For these ｲ･｡ｳｯｮｳｾ＠ differential coding of adjacent channel 
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a.n1plitucles \Vit.hin the current frame is rnost often employed. 
The standard J SR.lJ channel vocoder studied in this chapter uses just such 
a. differential cha.nnel, loga.ri thn1:ic coding procedure. The qua.ntised copy signal is 
constrained to one of 16 levels, each separated by 3clB. Inputs outside this range 
cause the copy signal to saturate at level 0 or 15. \;\lith channel 1 encoded directly 
using three bits, the a.n1plitude clifrerence bet-ween subsequent a.cljacent channel levels 
is loga.rithn1ica.lly encoded using two bits, requiring a. tota.l of 39 encoded bits For 
each differential code, the lVISB represents a. two level, ±6dB shift, while the LSB 
produces a. one level, ±3dB shift, allowing adjacent non-saturated channels levels 
to differ by ±9c1B or ±3dB. On synthesis, the zero level is used to switch off the 
channel n1odula.tor c.on1pletely, giving 42dB of dynamic range between the non-zero 
output lin1its. Tests ha.ve shovvn that a clyna.n1ic range of a.pproxin1ately 40dB is the 
n1inh11un1 required to adequately represent the full range of possible speech sounds. 
Pitch & voicing 
The pitch period of each full a.na.lysis frame is logarithn1ica.lly qua.ntjsed using 6 bits. 
The levels 1 -- 6:3 are used to encode the pitch period into the range of 37.5Hz- 600Hz 
vvhile level 0 is used to in1ply unvoiced fran1es. This encoding process is defined by 
equation 6.3. A further one bit is used to specify the single voicing paran1eter of the 
JSRU coder, in addition to the code 0 inference provided by the pitch quant.isa.tion. 
1 . • (600.Period) Code= 16.Log2 SOOO (6.3) 
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6.2 JSRU-MBE Vocoder 
In chapter 4, the spectrally 111ixecl excitation chara.cteristics of speech were noted 
and smne tin1e don1ain excitation features such as pitch aperioclicity and agility 
were identHied that produce these n1ixed spectra. The inaccurate reproduction of 
these features is one of the 1najor causes of the poor, unnatural quality attained 
by traditional vocoders. l\llodern analysis-by-synthesis schen1es such as l\!Iulti-pulse 
coding are in part, an atten1pt to a.ccura.tely n1odel these n1ixed excitations. This 
study atte1npts to enhance a tirne clornain generated excitation signal via spectrally 
n1ixing sin1ple voiced a.nd unvoiced co1nponents. It is hoped that in this way, the 
inadequacies of the ti111e clon1ain excitation can be con1pensatecl to son1e degree. 
In addition, mixed voicing clue directly to the spectral distributions of the physical 
speech excitation sources can a.lso be n1odelled. 
A channel vocoder was chosen [or this study as the underlying filter bank 
synthesis procedure would seeiTl iclea.lly suited to the sin1ple sin1ula.tion of a n1ixecl 
spectrun1 excitation. The n1ixecl excitation channel vocoder described here, very 
closely rese1nbles the standard JSRU coder just described. l\!Iany of the sub-blocks 
just described are unchanged, such a.s the channel filters and the voiced/unvoiced 
excitation generation procedures. To realise the n1ixed band excitation, the original 
excitation specification procedures are replaced by the INl\IIARSAT n1ulti-band pitch 
and voicing estimation a.lgorit.hn1. l\!Iinor n1ocli-fica.tion to the channel synthesiser 
source selection procedure is also required to apply the n1ultiple voicing decisions. 
The in1porta.n t n1odifications to the sta.ncla.rcl channel vococler are shcnvn in the 
block overv1evv of the 1nulti-bancl vocoder given in figure 6.12 and further described 
in cleta.H in the l'ollm".7ing sub-sections. 
In addition to the main objective of in1proving the excitation applied in the 
synthesiser, a nurnber of other n1ocli-fica.tions ha.ve been atten1ptecl to in1prove the 
quality or reduce the required bit rate to accmT1111oda.te the extra voicing infon11a-
tion. These ha.ve largely centred on the channel <:1.111plitucle ana.lysis and quantisation 
procedures of the JSRU coder, subject to inherent distortions a.ncllow quantisation 
efficiency. The results of the various a.tten1pted in1proven1ents in the l\IIBE channel 
vocoder with respect to the perfornu1.nce of the standard JSRU coder are briefly 
discussed in section 6.2.5 at the end of this chapter. 
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6.2.1 Multi-band pitch and voicing predictor 
In order to specify a 1nulti-band voicing 1neasure, the Gold-Rabiuer pitch predic-
tor and the voicing estimator, described in section 6.1.7, have been replaced with 
the 1nodern multi band pitch and voicing predictor, developed by DVSI Inc. and 
adopted by INMARSAT for the Sta1ndard-M system. This predictor is outlined in 
the following text, but it is not the intention of this report to fully docu1nent the 
IMBE predictor. The algorithm implen1ented for this research was not 1nodified 
fro1n that specified by DVSI and has been shown to produce accurate voicing deci-
sions. For full details, the reader is referred to the DVSI specification (8] and the 
work of Griffin (12] &[13]. 
This "hnproved Multi-Band Excitation" predictor (IMBE), described below, 
IS a very complex hannonic 1natching PDA, capable of producing a 1nuch 1nore 
accurate pitch estilnation than the Gold PDA and 1nost hnportantly, a spectrally 
resolved voicing decision. The final pitch is specified to 1/8th san1ple accuracy by 
joint 1ninimisation of the 1natching error produced by all pitch candidates and their 
associated optilnu1n harmonic envelope amplitudes. Additionally, the final pitch is 
assessed by consideration of the best pitch track over the two past and two future 
fratnes. The resulting pitch and spectral a1nplitudes are then used to asses the spec-
tralinatch at each individual hannonic in the speech passband. The resulting voicing 
specification of the IMBE algoritlun is a set of binary voiced/unvoiced decisions for 
each pitch hannonic which is then declared for groups of three adjacent hannonics. 
The voicing decisions are specified for up to 36 hannonics, over approxilnately the 
full 4KHz spectru1n, producing up to 12 separate sub-band voicing decisions. 
An overview of the IMBE pitch pTedictor is given in figure 6.13, fro1n which it 
can be seen that the prediction process is divided into three distinct stages. Firstly, 
an initial coarse pitch esthnate is 1nade using a simplified spectral1natching criterion 
and past/future pitch tracking logic. This is then refined to the resolution required 
for accurate high harmonic evaluation by silnultaneous evaluation of the optirnu1n 
period and envelope para1neters. This simultaneous evaluation of the optilnu1n pitch 
period and spectral envelope of the required synthetic excitation is an ilnportaut 
feature of the IMBE predictor. In this way, interference of envelope equalisation and 
excitation analysis is avoided. The refined pitch and envelope parameters are finally 
used to assess the 1natching between the original speech and the opti1nun1, purely 
voiced, excitation spectra. These three processes are expanded in the following 
sections. 
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Figure 6.13: D VSJ iHulli-Band Pitch Predictor. 
Spectral error criteria 
The underlying spectral error n1ea.sure used by the INIBE predictor is given in equa-
tion 6.4. 
E(wo) = Ｒ ｾ＠ L (IS(w)i-IS(w,wo)l) 2 Ow (6.4) 
,,S(w,wo)l = [F/(tv)[.[E(w,lvo)l 
Where S(w, wa) is the windowed synthetic spectrutn, of nonnalised period Wo, 
detennined by the product of the optiinutn spectral envelope H ( w) and the synthetic, 
purely periodic excitation E(w, w0 ) 
By applying this error cri te.rion over narrow ba.ncls surrounding each harn1onic 
of the candidate period, the error over individual hannonics, Em(w0 ), and the op-
tin1un1 envelope nut.gnitude, Am, can be cleternlinecl as shown in equations 6.5 & 
6.6. 
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= 
bm = Tn.W 0 + ｾｯ＠
-'ll" :s; ?71.Wo :s; 7l" 
1 /'bm 2 
27r la.m (jS'(tu)j- Jlm(w0 ).jE(w,£.v0 )1) 8w (6.5) 
ｊｾ［［Ｚ＠ IS(w)j.jE(w,wo)l fJw 
J:,'
1
7 (IE(w,wo)l) 2 ow (6.6) 
The scalar n1a.gnitucles Am ca.n be used to represent the optin1un1 envelope 
II(w) due to the impulsive nature of a purely voiced spectrun1. In fact, con1putation 
of E(w, £.v0 ) above is unn(-'Cessary as the excitation spectnun is basically that of the 
tin1e don1a.in window, lVH(tv), repeated a.t harn1onics of c..v0 • Thus ｔｾｬｮＨｷＭ ?n£.v0 ) can 
be substituted for ｅＨｴｾＬＧＬ＠ W 0 ) in equations 6.5&6.6 above. 
For the full ra.nge of pitch ca.nclida.tes, this c1.111ount of c01nputa.tion is irnpra.cti-
cal. Fortunately hov,rever, as tm(w0 ) varies slo\vly \vith period, a coarser initial pitch 
estin1ate can be evaluated, provided that the contribution of higher harn1onics to the 
error 1neasure are de-weighted. This is due to the fact that the harn1onic 1nis1natch 
clue to lower pitch resolution is n1ore pronounced for higher ha.rn1onics. Also, for the 
purpose this initial estin1a.tion, equation 6A is further sirnplified through a nu1nber 
of assun1ptions and approximations to give equation 6.7. 
c(P) = ｌｾ］Ｍｯｯ＠ s2(n):wJ(n)- I:k:-oo Rtu1 (lc.P) 
J.;:;oo jS(tv)l2 8tv (1- P. ｌｾＭｯｯ＠ 'l.vj(n)) (6.7) 
The ntunera.tor of equation 6. 7 is the sin1plifled spectral error n1easure, in which 
w 1(n) is the tirne domain window function applied and .R(n) is the autocorrelation 
function of s(n)·w1(n). The t\•vo denon1ina.tor terms are used for the purpose of 
norn1a.lisa.tion a.11cl un-bia.sing of long period errors respectively. For greater detail 
on this ini tia.l estin1a.tion the reader should consult reference [12]. 
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Figure 6.14: !A1BE InilialJn:/:ch predict-ion p1·ocess. 
Initial period estin1ation 
p 
I 
A block diagra.n1 of Lhe initial prediction process is shown in figure 6.14. Low pass 
filtering of the input data. is used to de-en1phasize the effects of higher ha.rn1onic 
111isn1atches clue to the coarseness of the initial period. ｜ｾｬｨｩｬ･＠ the Il\IIBE predic-
tor provides pitch esthna.tes for consecutive 160 satnple fran1es, (20tnS), the initial 
estin1a.tion a.lgorithn1 uses a.n analysis window of 281. san1ples, centred on the cur-
rent fran1e. In addition to this, the forward a.ncl backward pitch trR.cking a.lgoritlun 
requires tv170 past and t\•vo fut.ure spectral error functions, incurring a. considerable 
delay of 381 future sa.n1ples in rea.l-tin1e. This fra.n1e structure and synchronisation 
is clen1onstratecl in figure 6.15. 
Due to the range of the initial pitch search, the spectral error criterion en1-
ployecl for the ini tia.l predictor, equntion 6. 7, is reduced in cornplexity as con1parecl 
to the refined pitch search. This initinl error function is evaluated to half sa.n1ple 
accuracy for the current and two future fra.rnes of speech, for initial pitch P1 h1 the 
range of ( 21 ---+ 114) sa.n1 p lc-:>s. 
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The current spectral error function is used along which those fron1 the t\"lO 
future and t\vo past fra.n1es to evaluate the optirnun1 initial pitch estin1ate. This 
initial pitch is chosen as that exhibiting the the best tracking over the past and future 
error functions. Firstly, the cmnposite backward tracking error function, defined in 
equation 6.8 is used to estin1ate the best backward tracking period candidate, PB. As 
the pitch estin1a.tes and error functions or the previous fra.n1es are already available, 
tlds process is relatively trivial. 
CEB = £_2(P-2) + E_l(P_I) + Eo(PB) 
O.SP-1 :; P8 :; 1.2.P_l 
(6.8) 
The best fonva.rd tracking pitch candidate is 1nore diffLcult to estinta.te as the 
future initial period decisions a.re unavailable. In this case the current and t\vo future 
error functions are con1bined a.s shown in figure 6.16, and de-fined in equation 6.9. 
C EF = Eo(Pp) + lVIIN (E1(PI) + E2(P2)] 
21 :; Pp :; lltl 
(1- a:)PF:; F\ :; (1 + a:)Pp 
( 1 + 0') p1 :; p2 :; ( 1 + 0:) pl 
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(6.9) 
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Figure 6.16: Composite forward hYtcking specfTa.l er'I'OT funclion. 
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After evaluation of the best fonvarcl tracking estin1ate, Pp, the current error 
function is then checked for significant n1iniina at integer sub-rnultiples of Pp to 
prevent incorrect tracking of period n1ultiples. 
Finally, the optin1n111 initial pitch estin1a.te, PI, is chosen by con1parison of 
CEF and CEa, basically selecting that with the lowest composite error, ten1perecl 
by threshold based overrides. The empirically derived thresholds used in the sub-
harn1onic rejection and final selection processes a.re not i1nporta.nt for the purposes 
of this clescripUon, espec.ia.lly since the INlVIARSAT specification has been decidedly 
fluid in this respect during this study. 
As a final practical note, the con1putation of the cmnposite forward error 
function for all con1binations of PpJ::>1 & P2 , is very intensive. Hov.rever, the 1nuch 
sirnpler sequential selection of lVI1N [E\ (.Pt)] then IVIIN [E2 ( P 2 )], has been found to 
produce 1dent.ic:a.l resn!Ls in all caRes investigated. 
Refined pitch estin1ate 
Once the optinn1n1 initia.l esti111ate is detern1inecl, resolved to one half san1ple, it 
is then refined to one quarter san1ple resolution by application of the full spectral 
error criterion defined in equations 6.5 & 6.6. This procedure is repeated for ten 
pitch estin1a.tes, centred around the initial period PJ. The analysis window used is 
different to that applied for initial prediction, being 221 san1ples wide, centred upon 
the current 20n1S fra.n1e. Tlhe refined estima.te that has the 111inin1un1 total error, as 
lltl 
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defined in equation 6.10, is selected as the optin1un1 final period, 
L 
t:T(wo) = L Em(Wo) (6.10) 
m=-L 
L = Integer (;o] 
Cmnputation of equations 6.5 & 6.6 for even this li1nited set of periods is still 
an intensive process which, in the full specii-lcation of [8] , has been strean1lined as 
n1uch as possible. 
Voicing decisions 
｜ｾｬｩｴｨ＠ the refined est.in1ate resolved to one eighth of a. smnple and the optilntu11 en-
velope n1agnitucles for each ha.rn1onic evaluated, the degree of n1atching between 
individual ha.rn1onics of the synthetic spectnm1 and the original speech can be as-
sessed. The underlying ma.Lching criterion used for these decisions is of the fonn 
shown in ·equation 6.] 1. 
Em 
(,n = 21rr. ｊ［ｬ［ｾｾｾｾ＠ I 5'( W) 12 fAv (6.11) 
vVhere Em above is defined in equations 6.5 & 6.6. This error Ineasure tends to 
zero for good ha.rn1onic n1a.tching and can be used to specify either a degree of voicing 
or a sin1ple voiced/unvoiced decision based upon a suitably selected threshold. 
In practice, for bit-rat.e purposes, the voicing speciftcation of the Il\IIBE algo-
ritlun is confined to binary voiced/unvoiced decisions a.nd is perforn1ed on groups 
of three adjacent ha.rn1onics. These are specified for up to 36 ha.rrnonics, over ap-
proxiina.tely the full 4KHz spectn1n1, producing up to 12 separate voicing decisions. 
To declare the ha.rn1onics as voiced or unvoiced, the error 1nea.sure of equation 6.11 
is con1parecl to a. varying threshold cletenninecl through a very involved procedure. 
This va.riation is designed to remove biases inherent in the error n1ea.sure for changes 
of period and signal energy, but a. full clescri ption is beyond the remit of this thesis. 
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6.2.2 JSRU channel voicing conversion 
To apply the n1ulti-band voicing results to the channel vocoder, the ha.rn1onic voicing 
decisions need to be converted into JSRU band related decisions. This conversion 
was. very sin1ply achieved by decoding the 1\IIBE han11onic voicing results into a 
smnpled, linear voicing spectrurn and inspecting the proportion of voiced to unvoiced 
san1ples occurring \Vithh1 the range of each JSRU channel. Channels with greater 
than fifty percent voiced frequency sarnples are declared voiced, otherwise they are 
declared unvoiced. This results in nineteen voicing decisions, as den1onstrated in 
figure 6.17. The upper and lower frequencies corresponding to each 1v1BE ha.nnonic 
voicing decision are easily calculated as shown in equation 6.12. The JSRU analysis 
filter boundaries specified in table 6.4 were used for the conversion. The voiced 
content over larger groups of channels ca.n also be assessed in this tnanner in order 
to produce fewer voicing clec.isions for trans1nission . 
w10 = (3k- :2.5).(.v0 
Whi = ＨＳｾｾ＠ + 0.5).w0 
W 0 = Fundamental frequency 
1 ::; li: ::; ll:nw.x, h-:rnax ::; 12 
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(6.12) 
llannonic Groups 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1, 15 16 17 18 
c:=::J - Voiced 
Ｑ Ｚ ﾷ Ｚｾﾷ Ｚ ﾷＺﾷＺﾷ ＺﾷＺﾷＺ• Ｓ＠ - Unvoiced 
JSRlJ Ctumnels 
Frequency 
19 Frequency 
F igure 6. 17: INA1ARSAT to JSRU A1BE Voici ·ng Decisio'n Conv rsion. 
Channel I Lower Upper Channel Lower Upper Channel Lower Upper 
number I 3d8 3d8 number 3d8 3d8 number 3d8 3d8 
1 188 305 2 305 424 3 424 547 
4 547 662 5 662 782 6 782 914 
7 914 1076 8 1076 1225 9 1225 1375 
10 1375 1525 11 1525 1686 12 1786 1898 
13 1898 2097 14 2097 2296 15 2296 2513 
16 2516 2833 17 2833 3126 18 3126 3519 
19 3519 4000 
Ta.ble 6.4: JSR U Analysis filt r boundaries. 
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6.2.3 Mixed excitation channel synthesis 
In order to apply the channel voicing decisions to the JSRU synthesiser, the source 
selection procedure has to be n1ocli-fied to allow each channel to individually select 
a voiced or unvoiced excitation. This n1odified selection scheme is shown dearly in 
figure 6.12. The channel fihers used in this rnocli fied synthesiser are unchanged frmn 
the single band vococler, as is the interpolated channel nwdulation schen1e. 
The voiced c=t.nd unvoiced excitation signals are generated as described previ-
ously in section 6.1.6. Thus, in addition to the channel voicing decisions, a full-band 
voicing decision is still required to control the pitch interpolation filter used in the 
voiced excitation generator. This can either be analysed separately and transn1itted 
or esti1natecl fron1 the channel voicing decisions a.t the synthesiser. 
To assess vvhetber the cha.nnel filter rnixing procedure vva.s operating correctly, 
the in1portant spectra throughout the synthesis procedure were inspected. Two 
in1porta.nt factors concerning the n1ixed synthesis procedure are ; 
a. The voiced and unvoiced excitation signals should have equal spectral energies 
b The n1ixed spectra. of the applied excitations should be retained after passing 
through the channel synthesis filters. 
Figure 6.18 shows three representative frarnes of various synthesiser spectra. 
The n1ixecl excitation spectnun, not produced in the norn1al synthesis operation, 
is derived by directly n1ixing the FFT n1a.gnitude spectra. of the t\\70 excitations, 
under control of the voicing decisions. This dernonstra.tes that the cornbined spec-
trunl appUed to the synthesis filters does have a uniforn1 energy. The JSRU-IVIBE 
output spectra. clearly denlOnsLrate tha.t the ftlter bank channel mixing is operating 
reasonably well and preserving the applied mixed characteristics. 
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6.2.4 Channel amplitude esti1nation 
A nun1ber of alternatives to the original channel esti1nation approach 'vere inves-
tigated in this research, atten1pting to reduce the c01nputational or bit-rate re-
quiren1ents. The first of these, described below, replaces the filter based a.n1plitucle 
estin1ator with a sin1ple block RIVIS estin1ator, reducing the unnecessary c01nplexity. 
An altep1ative · estinuttor was developed using the PFT to derive the chan-
nel an1plitudes frorn the -i11pul spr:;ech. By ren1oving the need for channel analysis 
filtering, this procedure produces a. very significant con1puta.t.iona.l sa.ving. 
The pitch induced envelope distortions inherent to channel filter based am-
plitude estin1ation, have been noted earlier in section 6.1.1. A final esti1nation 
procedure used the sc:u11e FFT based procedure but instead applied to the LPC im-
pulse response of the input speech. This trial was an atten1pt to co1nbat both the 
pitch induced distortion and to pern1it. t.he use of more efficient channel quantisation 
procedures. 
These tvvo FF'T ba.sed spectral energy estin1ation procedures a.re a significant 
departure fron1 the original channel vocoder. \i\fhile these alternatives produced a 
subjective in1proven1ent, it n1a.y be felt that they represent too n1uch of a violation 
of the spirit of the channel vocoder. 
RMS channel an1plitude estin1ation 
In n1odern high speed digital systems irnplen1entecl on DSP processors, as in siinula-
tion, average channel energies can easily be calculated for discrete analysis frmnes. 
In the in1provecl .] SRlJ coder, the cligi tal analog of the traditional channel esthna.-
tion procedure described in section 6.1.2, was replaced with a fra.n1e based RMS 
calculation, reducing the required processing greatly without necessarily incurring 
any processing delay for real-tin1e implen1entation. The RlVIS rneasure was found to 
have good linea.ri t.y with the origi na 1 C:'sti maLi on l'C-"Sttlts, requ1 ring only sui table scal-
ing to n1atch the chaHnel quant.iser range. This substitution produced no discernible 
added distortion while significantly reducing the channel estinw.tion cmnplexity. 
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FFT based channel an1plitude estin1ation 
A further alternative to the original channel m11plitucle estin1a.tion a.lgorithn1, im-
plernented for this research, estirna.ted channel energies directly frmn the Fourier 
transfonn of the input signal. Thus, the pre-processed data. norn1a.lly presented to 
the channel filters, is instead FF'T analysed and the channel energies estimated via 
a. sun1n1ation of the relevant sa.n1ples of the power spectrun1. 
F'rmn Pa.rseva.ls relation for po,ver signals, signal energies in the tin1e a.nd fre-
quency dotnains, a.re directly related as in equation 6.13. 
100 100 Ex = .ry oi = IXJ 12 of 
-0::• -00 
( 6.13) 
For digital implen1enta.tion using an FF'T a.lgorithn1, this translates directly to 
the relation of equation 6.14. This can be sirnply nwdified ( eqn 6.15) to provide 
RMS n1easures for the JSR.U a.na.lysis bands. 
1 NFPT 
""""' 2 JV PFT. f;:o ｉＮｘｾｦ＠ I (6.14) 
(6.15) 
\iVhere a.i a.ncl bJ are the lower and upper frequency sa1nples corresponding to 
JSRU ba.ncl j. 
\iVith the use of suitable windowing for the F'F'T, this a.pproach produced sub-
jectively better results than the channel filter derived1nethods. Initially, rectangular 
windowing ·was applied for the FFT, but the resulting spectral sn1ea.ring wa.s found 
to produce perceptible cHstortion. The use of a. han1n1ing windo'"'' corrected this but 
required that the windowed data be linearly re-sca.led to its original energy prior to 
application of the FFT. This scaHng factor is variable, depending upon the proxiin-
ity of signHkant in1pulses io the ｨ･｡Ｎｶｩｬ ｾ ｹ＠ weighted fran1e boundary. The use of less 
severe windows such as a. cosine bell, accepting the greater spectra.l sn1ea.ring, 1nay 
ren1ove the need for this energy adjustment. 
In a. systen1 applying 111a.tched analysis and synthesis channel filters, this ap-
proach could produce a.n audible difference, however, considering the JSRU coders' 
use of very different analysis and synthesis filters, the on1ission of channel analysis 
1.21 
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filtering would ::;eeiTl less irnporla.n L. By ren1oving t.he need for channel filtering and 
the origina.l energy estirna.tion procedure, this FFT based a.lgorithn1 is con1putation-
a.lly n1uch less intensive a.ncl certainly sin1pler to in1plen1ent. ln1plen1entation of the 
19 channel analysis filters alone requires 19,000 n1ultiply operations per frmne, \•vhile 
a 256 point FFT requires only a.rouncl 3000 operations. Nloclern DSP processors of-
ten have hard vva.re speci-fically designed for the efficient calculation of Fast Fourier 
Tr ansforn1s. 
LPC based channel an1.plitude estin1ation 
One final alternative channel estjn1a.tor that has been investigated for this study 
used the same F"FT based a.pproa.ch as above but applied to the in1pulse response 
of an LPC synthesis filter. Thus the pre-processed data norn1a.lly presented to 
the channel filters is instead LPC analysed via Durbins algorithn1 to produce 10 
coefficients. 'I'heir resulting synthesis filter in1pulse response is then scaled and FFT 
analysed as above. The results of this estin1ation procedure proved very prmr1ising, 
producing a subjective quality slightly better than even the above FFT a.lgorithn1. 
It is possible that the LPC spectrun1 provides better protection against the detection 
of the harn1onic structure of voiced speech as an envelope variation. This distortion, 
as noted in the description of the analysis f-ilters above, is a. serious problen1 for filter 
based channel estirnators a.t very low periods and is likely to be so in the direct FFT 
based a.pproa.ch detailed a.bove. 
The main n10tive behind this trial was to reduce the nun1ber of bits required 
111 qua.ntising the channel energies, which original1y required 39bits. Fron1 work 
conducted within this research group, it is estin1a.ted tha.t 10 LPC coefficients and 
the energy gain can be adequately qua.ntised with 32 bits. Recent studies using 
vector qua.ntised line spect.run1 pairs ha.ve shown that this can be reduced to as low 
a.s 22bits for the 10 LPC coefficients. This saving could be utilised in the following 
n1ulti-band systern for encoding the voicing data while keeping the coding rate in 
the region of 2.4kbiL/s . The LPC analysis can a.lso be very usefully a.pplled in other 
sections of the a.na.lyser such as pitch and voicing prediction. 
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6.2.5 JSRU-MBE vocoder results 
This section provides a discussion of the 1neri ts of n1any of the 1nodifications n1ade to 
the standard JSRU coder in the course of in1plen1enting the n1ixed excitation chan-
nel vocoder. In assessing the results, the tests have atten1pted to isolate distortions 
clue to the 1nodi:ftecl coder function frmn those due other actions of the vocoder. For 
exa.n1ple, when investigating excitation irnproven1ents, tests have been conducted 
using the best perforn1ing spectral envelope speci-fication a.lgorithn1s available and 
without qua.ntisation. As was described in section 6.1.6, the pitch prediction of 
the INlVIARSAT PDA was found to be superior to the perforn1ance of the nwdian 
s1noothecl Gold predictor, albeit at greatly increased con1plexity. As a result, per-
fonnance evaluations described here have used the INlVIARSAT pitch prediction 
algorithn1. 
Tirne don1ain excitation synthesis 
The n1ixecl excitation synthesis procedure used in this study is inevitably susceptible 
to tv.ro 111ain quality lin1itations. Firstly, the ability of the synthesis filter bank to 
accurately cmnbine voiced and unvoiced signals is crucial. This is estin1atecl in the 
following sub-section. Secondly, the quality of the ti111e don1ain excitation signal 
applied to the synthesiser, provides a basic lin1it to the attainable quality of both 
the single-band and 1nixecl voicing schen1es. In order to asses this quality lin1itation 
itnposed by the JSRU synthetic excitation, two alternative LPC derived excitations 
were applied to the standard JSRU coder. \Nhile neither is practical for coding 
purposes, they serve as a. tneans of assessing excitation based distortions separate 
frmn those due to the spectral envelope distortions of the channel filters. 
The first test excitation \Va.s designed to assess the perforn1a.nce of delta i1npulse 
excitations. During voiced fra.rnes, significant in1pulses are extracted fron1 the LPC 
residual of the input speech. Significa.nt i1npulses are defined for this purpose as 
those separated by at. least t.he minimun1 expected pitch period (1.5 san1ples) and 
above a. certain ratio (25%) of the n1a.xitnun1 in1pulse n1a.gnitude in the fra.1ne. This 
n1agnitude cut-off prevents the selection of spurious low-level data during frcunes of 
long period voicing. The selection procedure is also li1nitecl to a. n1axin1u1n nun1ber 
of 10 in1pulses, derived frmn the rninin1u1n pitch (15) and the fran1e size (160). The 
resulting i1npulse fra.n1e is then sca.lecl to unity standard deviation. By n1aintaining 
the true speech a.perioclicity, the pitch synchronisation with the spectral n1odulation 
and smne of the ra.ndomness of n1ixed excitation ｦｾ｡ｴｵｲ･ｳ＠ such as plosives, it is hoped 
that this procedure represents a good, near optimun1 sin1ple excitation. 
Fron1 this test, the performance of the JSRU speciJled excita.tion generator 
proved only slightly inferior Lo the in1pulsive, LPC derived, test excitation. The 
LPC derived in1pnlse train produced a nwre natural sounding speech, as vlotlld be 
expected by its closer representation of glottal pulse aperiodicities and in1n1unity 
to pitch analysis errors. vVhile n1ore intelligent pulse selection procedures could be 
applied to the LPC residual, the .JSRU excitation generator would see1n to be an 
adequate and sin1ple solution a.t this stage. 
The second test excitation sin1ply appHecl a. full, spectrally flat, LPC residual 
signal, scaled to unity st.anda.rd clevia.tion. Although totally in1practica.l, this was 
used to assess the underlying reproduction capability of the JSRU synthesiser. The 
application of this full LPC residual as a.n excitation signal, produced very 1nuch 
higher quality than either the JSRU excitation or the LPC derived in1.pulsive ex-
citation. This detnonstrat.es clearly that neither the synthesis filter bank, or the 
an1plitude n1oclulation procedure, are responsible for the n1a.jority of the distortion 
perceived in the channel vocoder. Great scope therefore re1nains for in1prove1nent of 
the JSR.U excitation ｳｩｧｮ｡ｬｾ＠ a.s was attempted in the n1ulti-band excitation channel 
vocoder. 
Mixed voicing channel synthesis 
The substitution of the single voicing decision by 19 decisions produced a smoother, 
1nore natural quality, a.s should be expected by such a degree of extra specifica-
tion. ｈｭｩ｜ｲ･ｶ･ｲｾ＠ t.hese result.s were only con1parable to those produced by the above 
LPC derived in1pulse train, which a.lso demonstrated slightly in1provecl naturalness. 
This n1inor iinprovernenL is nowhere near great enough to justify the use of such 
cmnplex a.lgorithrns a.ncl the bit rate overhead of nineteen voicing decisions. Further 
trials were conducted to evaluate the quality attainable with fewer voicing decisions, 
declared for fixed blocks of .JSRU cha.nnels. Again, the san1e n1inor in1prove1nent 
was noted using only three to four voicing bands, as has been reported by other 
researchers [9]. However, the level of hnproven1ent still does not produce a sub jec-
tive quality anywhere near as good as the synthesis filters a,re capable of, given an 
optin1un1 exci Lation :.;igna.l. 
Through these results it can be concluded that the re-con1bination of dis-
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parately excited channel filters is capable of sin1ulating n1ore natural n1ixecl voicing 
signals. Unfortunately, the level of this quality hnproven1ent is not great enough to 
overcon1e the poor quality inherent to the tin1e clmnain excitations provided to the 
synthesis filters. It would therefore seem that this n1ethod of n1ixed voicing synthesis 
is incapable of sinnllating the in1portant n1ixecl voicing characteristics that a 1nore 
intelligent ti1ne clmnain excitation would provide. 
Channel an1plitude estin1ation 
The channel est.in1a.tion a.lterna.Uves described in section 6.2.4, while greatly reducing 
the required ｡Ｎｮ｡Ｎｬｹｳｩｾ＠ load, only produced 1ninor quality in1provernent.s. The LPC 
based amplitude specification was judged to produce the best subjective results but 
differences were very n1arginal, being n1askecl by the excitation based distortion. 
\i\lhile the linear prediction coefficients could be quantisecl to far greater efficiency 
than the 39 bits required by the sta.ndarcl JSRU coder, the quality resulting fron1 
such a quantiser has not been con1pa.recl with the sta.ncla.rd JSRU quantisation at 
this tin1e. 
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6.2.6 Conclusions 
In conclusion, the quality of the single band .JSRU vocoder has been in1proved upon 
slightly, through n1ore accurate pitch ana.lysis, spectral envelope specification and 
the i1nprovecl voicing resolution. Unfortunately hovvever, the distortions inherent to 
the sin1ple titne clon1ain excitation cannot be adequately in1proved via this 1nethod of 
n1ixed excitation generation, while the 1nore a.ccura.te pitch and voicing specification 
introduce great con1puta.tiona.l con1plexity into the coder. 
The alternative LPC/FFT based envelope specification n1ethods have been 
sho·wn to be a cornputa.tiona.lly more efficient solution than the direct digital sitnu-
la.tion of traditional analogue channel vocoder n1ethocls, while producing n1a.rginally 
better results. The results of these two a.lternatives, in abandoning the channel 
filter based envelope estin1a.tjon, severely question the logic behind the digital sinl-
ulation of a. channel vocoder, the roots of which lie deeply in traditional analogue 
capabilities. The capabilities of n1odern DSP devices pern1it the real titne in1ple-
n1entation of specification and synthesis algorithn1s in1possible in analogue circuits. 
These tnethods a.lso produce far more accurate and efficient results, realisable with 
less con1putationalloa.d tha.n that. required by a direct digital sirnula.tion of a channel 
vococ.ler. 
VVhile the coder could undoubtedly be further in1proved, the tin1e d01nain 
excitation generator has been den·wnstratecl as the lin1iting factor. The poor coln-
pensationa.l effect of n1ulti-ba.nd voicing applied through channel filtering and the 
high con1puta.tional overheads identified do not justify the further development of 
the JSR.U-1\IIBE vocoder. 
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Chapter 7 
Concluding Surnrnary 
This thesis has reported on two low-bit rate coding schen1es based on source-filter 
voice coding. As a background to, and resulting frorn these studies, we have at-
ternpted to introduce the rnany factors that affect the perforn1ance of source-filter 
vocoders. The itnportant physical and perceptual features of speech and the general 
fonn of the source-filter vocoding rnodel were described in chapter 2. Following this, 
the separate problen1s of spectral envelope and excitation rnodelling were addressed 
in chapters 3 & 4. While both the coders studied have concentrated upon inl-
provernent of the vocoder excitation signal analysis and synthesis procedures, the 
understanding of the typical distortions of spectral envelope analysis is essential to 
vocoder design. The tnain litnitations of traditional vocoder excitation n1odelling 
were identified in chapter 4 as ; inadequate voiced/unvoiced specification of speech, 
errors in detennining the pitch period and over-sin1plificatious in the process of 
generating synthetic excitations. 
Cepstral encoding of the LPC speech residual 
The proposal for the LPC-Hornmnorphic vocoder described in chapter 5, envisaged 
the use of selected con1plex cepstral coefficients of the LPC speech residual to regen-
erate an accurate excitation signal. It was hoped that this excitation signal would 
provide a n1ore accurate rnodel of the underlying irnpulse train than the traditional 
pitch controlled tirne dornain excitation generation. Additionally, the spectral zero 
infonnation lost in LPC analysis is encoded in the cepstral coefficients. The coding 
schen1e atternpted the joint inverse transfonnation of the excitation and irnpulse re-
sponse cepstral coefficients to produce an excitation containing the fullrnixed-phase 
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infonnation of the cmnplex cepstrurn. 
The investigation into this coder has shown this proposal to be irnpracticable 
for good quality, efficient encoding of the LPC speech residual signal. The 1najor 
source of systen1 failure has been shown to be the accurate phase unwrapping re-
quired by full titne dmnain regeneration frorn litnited cepstral coef-fieients. lncorreet 
phase unwrapping corrupts the titne dornain offset of the regenerated excitation 
itnpulse train and also distorts the low cepstral coefficients associated with ilnpulse 
response deconvolution. Joint regeneration of ilnpulse and excitation via this liftered 
inverse cepstrun1 has been shown to produce serious distortions. The proposed cep-
stral excitation liftering sche1ne has also been shown to be theoretically inadequate 
for irnpulse train encoding in addition to being heavily susceptible to pitch predic-
tion errors. It has therefore been concluded that while the cmnplex cepstnnn 1nay be 
suitable for speech analysis, its application to low bit rate speech excitation coding 
is not feasible. 
Mixed voicing enhancement of synthetic excitation 
Whereas the previous coder attetnpted a transfonn based encoding of the excitation 
signal, the second study of this thesis proposed that a traditionally generated tirne 
dotnain excitation signal be enhanced to tnirnic the natural tnixed voicing nature 
of speech. A channel vocoder was used in this investigation as the filter bank syn-
thesis procedure seerned well suited to the spectral signal tnixiug proposed. During 
the course of this research, solutions were also proposed to the inherent envelope 
rnodelling distortions of channel filter based analysis. 
The results of this research den1onstrated that the quality of the single band 
channel vocoder had been ilnproved slightly, although through a nutnber of factors in 
addition to the tnain objective of voicing enbancetnent. More accurate pitch analy-
sis than that originally specified for the underlying .JSRU channel vocoder obviously 
produced a significant quality itnprovetnent, but this is of no value in assessing the 
tnixed voicing. Alternative LPC/FFT based spectral envelope specification tnethods 
were also shown to produce itnproved channel an1plitude accuracy, while being cmn-
putationally far tnore efficient than the direct digital sitnulation of the traditional 
analogue channel vocoder tnethods. The results of these alternatives, in abandon-
ing the channel filter based envelope estirnation, severely question the logic behind 
digital si1nulation of a channel vocoder, the roots of which lie deeply in traditional 
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analogue capabilities. 
The 1nain study objectives of i1nproved voicing specification and the filter bank 
spectral1nixing procedure were shown to produce i1nproved speech naturalness. Un-
fortunately however, the quality increase was not too significant, being far inferior 
to the attainable synthetic speech quality given an optin1u1n excitation signal. In 
addition, the n1ore accurate pitch and voicing specification introduced great conl-
putational con1plexity into the coder, which is not justified by the resulting quality 
itnprovetnent. It was concluded the distortions inherent to the sitnple ti1ne dmnain 
excitation could not be adequately i1nproved via this 1nethod of rnixed excitation 
generation. The titne dmnain excitation generator has been dernonstrated as the 
lirniting factor and the poor con1pensational effect of rnulti-band voicing applied 
through channel filtering and the high cotnputational overheads identified do not 
justify the further developrnent of the .JSRU-MBE vocoder. 
While both speech coders investigated in this research have proved ultirnately 
unsuccessful, it is hoped that the knowledge of vocoder n1ethods gained through 
these studies and presented herein is of son1e value to later research. 
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Appendix A 
JSRU Channel Vocoder 
Schematics 
This appendix contains detailed ilnpletnentation descriptions of the channel analy-
sis and synthesis required for the single-band .JSRU channel vocoder. Schernatics 
of channel analysis filtering, channel arnplitude esthnation and channel synthesis 
are provided, along with tables of the required filter coefficients. These routines 
are largely unchanged in the itnplernentation of the rnulti-band channel vocoder, 
requiring only slight rnodificatiou to the channel excitation selection in synthesis, 
as described in section 6.1. Details of excitation analysis and synthesis are not 
described here, being adequately covered in Chapter 6. 
A.l Channel Analysis Filtering 
The scherne for generating the band-lirnited channel signal of the .JSRU coder IS 
shown in Figure A.l. 
The raw input speech is first pre-ernphasised to rernove the typical spectral roll-
off of voiced speech. This reduces the spectral dynarnic range to aid the subsequent 
task of channel arnplitude quantisation. This filter produces a 6dB treble lift with 
a corner frequency of 1kHz. 
The pre-ernphasised speech is next applied to a DC rejection fllter which is 
required for the channel arnplitude estirnation algoritlun to be described shortly. 
This fllter has an 80Hz corner frequency in order to provide sorne attenuation to 
rnains supply interference on the input data. 
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The 19 channel analysis filters used by the .JSRU vocoder are i1nplen1ented 
using two cascaded, second order Butterworth stages. The filter coefficients are 
derived using the tnatched Z transfonn fron1 analogue prototype designed for the 
channel centres and bandwidths specified in section 6.1.1. The general transfer 
function of these filters, given in equation A.1, contains conunon nutnerator zeros 
for all filters. Consequently, these cornn1on zeros are itnplernented in an FIR filter 
stage prior to the 19 separate pole stages. The nutnerator Aln11 & Aln12 tenns are 
used to adjust the peak gain of the channel filters to unity. 
T(Z) = A2nJ1 .(1- z- 2 ) (1 + A2ni1Z-1 + A2ni2Z-2 ) (A.l) 
CZ(Z) 
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I Coefficient II Value 
PREfl 1.899 
PRE12 -0.899 
DCRfl 0.9696 
DCR12 -0.9696 
DCRit -0.9391 
ACZ11 1.0 
ACZ12 0.0 
ACZJ3 -2.0 
ACZ14 0.0 
ACZ1s 1.0 
Table A.l: JSRU Analyser filter c:oe.fjicients (1nisc) 
Alni1 
II 
1 0.083829 -1.922430 0.946562 0.024826 -1.875830 0.924478 
2 0.057125 -1.881920 0.942848 0.036436 -1.831300 0.928120 
3 0.043471 -1.826670 0.940994 0.047873 -1.768550 0.929948 
4 0.035289 -1.756010 0.939884 0.058954 -1.689290 0.931047 
5 0.029901 -1.670190 0.939144 0.069561 -1.594620 0.931780 
6 0.026128 -1.569800 0.938616 0.079589 -1.485550 0.932304 
7 0.027990 -1.414950 0.924063 0.114046 -1.295850 0.915915 
8 0.025164 -1.251790 0.923530 0.126784 -1.121610 0.916444 
9 0.023137 -1.071450 0.923119 0.137806 -0.931665 0.916852 
10 0.021680 -0.876385 0.922794 0.146971 -0.728679 0.917175 
11 0.020657 -0.669259 0.922530 0.154135 -0.515501 0.917438 
12 0.025911 -0.400202 0.898768 0.211650 -0.191227 0.890851 
13 0.025468 -0.105340 0.898285 0.214919 0.104931 0.891241 
14 0.025640 0.191994 0.897964 0.212984 0.398619 0.891560 
15 0.026450 0.484510 0.897696 0.205879 0.682575 0.891826 
16 0.049165 1.085170 0.840829 0.230953 0.830065 0.851935 
17 0.060784 1.400770 0.841381 0.183978 1.191660 0.851376 
18 0.085472 1.639060 0.841833 0.127223 1.487270 0.850919 
19 0.221035 1.726230 0.747418 0.092465 1.654320 0.767291 
Table A.2: JSRU Analysis filter Coefficients. 
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A.2 Channel Amplitude Estimation 
The digital implernentation of the traditional analogue arnplitude estirnation scherne 
is shown in figure A.2. This process, repeated for each of the 19 channel filters, 
produces 50Hz channel energy san1ples, through rectification, block sununation down 
to 400Hz sarnple rate, 25Hz low pass filtering and then final down-sarnpling to 50Hz. 
The transfer function of the 25Hz filter, operating at a 400Hz sarnple rate, is given 
in equation A.2. 
T(Z) _ LP25 ft 
1 + LP25itZ-1 + LP25i2Z- 2 
(A.2) 
Where, LP25 11 = 0.1166, LP25i1 = -1.4570, LP25i2 = 0.5739 
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A.3 Channel Synthesis Filtering 
The 19 channel synthesis filters used by the .JSRU vocoder are in1ple1nented using 
single pole Butterworth stages as shown in figure A.3. The filter coefficients are 
again derived using the Inatched Z transforn1 fron1 analogue prototype designed for 
the channel centres and bandwidths specified in section 6.1.:3. The general transfer 
function of these filters, given in equation A.:3, again contains coinn1on nu1nerator 
zeros for all filters, which are in1ple1nented in an FIR filter pre-processing stage. The 
uun1erator S1nfl tenns are used to adjust peak signal gain of the channel filters to 
unity. 
During unvoiced intervals, the channel 19 filter is replaced with the wider 
channel 19a filter. This filter is identical to the channel 19 analysis filter except 
that its peak signal gain is attenuated by 11.5dB relative to the other synthesis 
channels. The input to the channel 19a filter Inust not pass through the synthesis 
filter cotnn1on zero stage. To 1naintain tnetnory continuity, the inactive filter of the 
channel19 pair is excited with zeros and sununed into the con1posite output. 
The channel filter outputs are finally sun11ned with alternating signs and ap-
plied to a de-en1phasis filter, to retnove the pre-etnphasis filtering applied in analysis. 
T(Z) Snfl.( 1 - Z- 2 ) (A.:3) 
CZ(Z) (1 - z-2 ) 
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II 
1 0.015500 -1.934130 0.969000 
2 0.015500 -1.890820 0.969000 
3 0.015500 -1.830740 0.969000 
4 0.015500 -1.754410 0.969000 
5 0.015500 -1.662510 0.969000 
6 0.015500 -1.555850 0.969000 
7 0.015500 -1.392340 0.969000 
8 0.015500 -1.219060 0.969000 
9 0.015500 -1.028880 0.969000 
10 0.015500 -0.824434 0.969000 
11 0.015500 -0.608564 0.969000 
12 0.023069 -0.305947 0.953862 
13 0.023069 -0.000347 0.953862 
14 0.023069 0.305225 0.953862 
15 0.023069 0.603333 0.953862 
16 0.023069 1.020390 0.953862 
17 0.023069 1.381040 0.953862 
18 0.023069 1.665370 0.953862 
19 0.023069 1.857660 0.953862 
19a1 0.221035 1.726230 0.747418 
19a2 0.092465 1.654320 0.767291 
Table A.:3: JSR U synthesis filter Coefficients. 
I Coefficient II Value 
SCZ11 1.0 
scz12 0.0 
SCZt3 -1.0 
DEEMfl 0.5267 
DE EMil -0.4734 
Table A.4: JSRU Synthesis filter Coefficients (mise) 
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